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1. Purpose and scope.-The instructions and principles set forth
lmanual are published for the information and guidance of

ill
this
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the using arms and all personnel charged with the operation, inspection, and maintenance of the vehicles. Included are descriptions
of the major units and instructions for their operation, inspection,
and mninor repairl.
2. References.-All Standard Nomenclature Lists, Technical
MAanu;ls, Field Manuals, Army Regulations, and other publications
for the mlatriel describedl hereiin a1re listed in the appendix.
SECTION II
DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS
General description __---__________-Tabultionl of characteristics_____---

----

Paragrapb
_-----------------------------3
-__-___________…_
_-…____4

3. General description.-The vehicles described in this manual
are intended for military use in the theater of operations as combat vehicles by the Calvary and Field Artillery, involving the transportation of personnel and battery details, and operation for messenger service, reconnaissance, and combat purposes. While basically
of similar construction, the various models are grouped together
to include scout car, M3, and 4.2 mortar motor carriage, M2 (T5E1),
in one category and scout carl, M3A1, in another for purposes of
description and comparison.
a. Construction.-As manufactured by the White Motor Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, these vehicles consist of a specially designed, commercial type, four wheel, four-wheel drive, truck chassis powered with
a conventional six-cylinder gasoline engine and surmounted by a special armored hull. Armored sections of the hull, including the engine
hood, radiator cover, and body (tonneau or personnel compartment)
arle fabricated by the Diebold Safe Lland Lock Co. from
l/t-inch arlmor
plate, assembled with nickel-steel, American standard, 3-24 oval
coulltersunk head screws and elastic stop nuts, and mounted on a double
drop type, channel section frame.
b. Scout can', lf3.-This vehicle (fig. 1, 2, 3, and 4) can be identified by the square rear corners of the body and the circular steel track
for machine-gun mounts which encircles the body interior flush with
the top of the armor plates.
(1) ]Hood.-Top and side protection is afforded the engine by the
hood which is made of two double panels hinged together to facilitate
opening. Two latches on each side secure the hood when closed. A
four-blade, armor plate shutter is provided for radiator protection and
is operated manually from the driver's compartment; stops are pro-
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vided to hold the shutters open in tllree interm;ediate >positions between
the fullyl' openled and closed positions.
(2) WVindlshield.-The full width shatterproof 1/:-inch (lass windshield is prtovided with glass wingls onl eacll side and is hilged at tlte
bottom to tile cowl. Provision is atfforled to fold the fglass windshield
forward onto the hood where it can be secured. With the glass windlt.ield ollt of the wav, a pr'otect ire Shiel(d of ½/2-inch ltIrllor platc, 11illg(l
at tile topl to tlle shield supportinll framlle, mally be lowered ill )l:ac
after releasing its outer prop. For observation purploses, two vision
slots are provided in the armor shield; each opening may be covered
by a slidilg panel of armor which is held in position by a thumbscrew.
(3) Bodl.--The body, with one rear and two sidel doors, is p1rotected
hi
by armor p)late at the sides and rear. Each side cloor is plrovided wit
a quadrant to hold the door open at various positions up to the extreme
width of the vehicle, and a folding armor shield to heigllten the armor
protection for the driver's compartment. The side shields are hilngred
to the respective doors anld held in an upright position by vertical rods
which extend up from andl are latched to the doors. Observattiol olpenings are provided in the side shields similar to the vision slots il the
front shield. All flooring is fabricated from checkered alulnillmn,,
alloy plates. A seat is provided in the driver's compatrtment at the
front for the driver (left) and observation commander (right) ; additional seats in the personnel compartment to the rear provide for a
crew of six.
(4) Top.-Two removable metal bows connected with web strips
form a support together with the windshield frame for the det acll:ble
canvas top. Removable curtains having pyrolin windows arte also
ll(l rear and secured ill plae by a row of
provided at the sides ad
fastenlers all around the upl)er, outside edle of the body. Top and
side curtains may be stowed in the bag provided on the right frollt
fender.
(5) Eqidpment.-Ammunition racks are located over the rear
wheel housings at both sides of the vehicle. Provision is made for
locating a. radio set, when used, on the left side in place of thle resl)ective ammunition rack:; the radio mast is then mounted outside
the body on the left side. Other equipment is dist;ributed :nnd
mnounted as indicated in the figures. Canvas-covered rubber pads are
to the grun rail at front and rear to protecte
provided for attaclument
personnel while traveling.
c. 3.2 mortar motor cacr-iage, 1HW (T5E1).-This vehicle (firs. 5
intld 6) is a modification of scout car, M3, involving the elimination
of the gun rail and rearrangement of the interior body installations
3
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to facilitate emplacement of tilhe mortar. Equipment is distributed
and 1mounlted is indicated( in the figures. A large aimiinllition rack
is insrallled behindl the driver's conlpartlinllet (capacity three men for
this velhicle) and iln irar of that, for the gun crew, are two seats
which must be removed to pelrmit access to the ammunition. A
pedestal mount for a mmachilne gun is provided on the running board
in rear of the righlt, frolt felld(r.
di. 'colt car,. il3il.-'llhis vehicle, Ordnance Serial Nos. 106 to
417 inclusive, and shown in figures 7, 8, 9, and 10, is essentially the
samle as scout car, M3, as to general construction and purpose. The
main divergence of this model, for identification purposes, concerns
the wider body with its square corners and overhung top, lowered
guin rail and reduced silhouette, seating arrangement, bumper top
plate extension at the rear, and roller bumper at the front. Armament
is such that it can be used for barrage and antiaircraft fire. The
fIolelle gun mount has been provided with a cross-leveling device for
firin from that part of the gun rail which is sloped as a ramp, or when
the vehicle is not level.
(1) Hood.--The hood arrangement is similar to that of scout
car, M3.
(9) 1Tis.l7ds c7d.-Tlhe shatlterproof glass windshield, in two seetions, is clalllped into anld flsh with the weather stripped frame structure. It is necessary to loosen the clamps and remove the glass
sections mamnually, however, before lowering in place the protective
shield of /,-in(lh armnor pilate, hinged at the top to the windshield
supporting frame, and held normally in a raised position by three
cowl props. For observation purposes, vision slots are provided similar to those employed in scout car, A13.
(3) Body.-Tlhe body is similar in construction to that of scout car,
1M3, except that there is no rear door; external side shelves are eliminated to permit widening the body; fuel tanks are placed under the
seats in the driver's compartment and protected underneath by a steel
plate; the circular steel track for the gun mounts is lower irn the body.
Each side door is provided with a quadrant and armor shield as in
the case of scout car, 5M3. Vents are provided for conductingt fresh
air from beneath the hood into the driver's compartment for ventilation purposes. The arrangement of the rear seats for the crew of six
and the foot wells is different but the personnel capacity remains
unchanged. Seat cushions consist of a folded blanket, furnished by
the occu pant, inserted in a canvas case lined with sponge rubber.
(4) Top.-Three removable metal bowrs connected with web strips
form a support together with the windshield frame for the detach4
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a1bl) waterlprotofed d(luck top. The bows haVe each end set into two
brackets wliicl are SAr.ctirc'e inside thle body. lilte-rql id lean]areaI
curtains, with~out ,windows. are se(ireid 1)' zipfper fa-teniinggs to fa:cilianlt roll and fasten on Ole ilesile. ''lho top ;ntl its tlrtate opening,
tains overlap the body and windshield fralme and arle secured by
straps whichl extend through loops rivxeted to tie plates. Separate culrtaills andl rods a,:v provided for the si(le doons. 'The top adlll side
curtains, when not in use, are stowed in the bag provided and carried
inside the vehicle. A wet top should not be permitted to dry in :;
lowered or folded position as a top thus dried will usually shrink to
such an extent that the fit is seriously impaired. A wet top should be
dried while in the raised position, under tension if possible, before
being lowered or stored. It should be possible to restore a top, which
has shrunk due to atmospheric conditions or improper handlin(g, to
the original dimensions by wetting thoroughly and allowing to dry
while held under tension.
(5) Eyuipment.-Ammunition racks are located over the rear wheel
housings at both sides of the vehicle and another large colnpartinmell is
provided between the front seats for ammunition or a radio set. Smaller
sections for ammunition and water chests are provided to the rear
of the front seats and the tool box is directly behind the right, front
seat. Thle radio mnast is mnounted inside the body. lProvisiol is ima;dle
for storing the waterbucket and crosscut saw at the rear of the body.
Other equipment is distributed and mounted as indicated in the figurles.
Sponge rubber pads are provided for the gun rail at the front seals
and alongr the rear section; these pads may be shiftecl a short distance
laterally along the rail or track but must be unstrapped and removed
if full travel of the rollingr gunmmount is requi red.
(6) Rdlios.-Various combinations of radio sets installed in scout
car, M3A1, include type SCR-193 and 193-D (translnitter and receiver)
for the large cabinet; type SCR-209 and 209-D, or type SCR-245 -G
(transmitter and receiver) for the small cabinet; and type SCR-210
and 210-D (receiver only) for the small cabinet.
4. Tabulation of characteristics.-Data indicating comparative
size and performance of the vehicles are tabulated in a below. Characteristic armament and mounts for these vehicles are tabulated in b
below.
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a. Vedidles.

M3

*M3A I
inches-

Wheel base ----------

Length, overalll-_
Width, overall --HIeight, overall ---

....---

TreadJfronlt ------

.do

--

-.do ---....
d..do
---

-- do --

I rear --------------- do Weight (approximate):
Net, equippled -. .
pounds_
....
Gross, with load ------ do -----. do --Shipping ---------Ca pcity payload----------do----

131
221. 25
71. 25
79. 25
63. 25
65. 25

13]
202. 50
80. 37
81
63.75
63. 75

131
202. 50
80. 37
81
63. 75
63. 75

8, 810

8, 135

7, 670

8, 635
2, 850
8

1, 850
8

1, 800
5

30. 25

25. 50

25. 50

29. 25
9. 75
(2)
22. 50

29. 25
9. 75
(2)
22. 50

(4)

(4)

11, 660

crew -----------------Center of gravity above ground
inches_Bridging limit:
Applroach angle ----- degrees_Departure angle ------

37
35

do - -

Miniinulm turning circle diameter
feet_
inches
Ground clearance------,imiting factor ------------inches_ Fording depth
ll--------linitinlg factor -----------Ground pressure
pounds per square inch__
Towing faciitie.s front -..... -orear -.---------Drawl)ar or pintle height__inches
Speed (transmission case low or
high):
Reverse---First ----------M. p. h. i Second ----------Third -------- ----..
Fourth ---------Maximum allowable speed ----

57
15. 75
(I)

24
(3)

57

57
(e)

(28. 25)
28. 25

L.
5. 05
6. 0
9. 5
17. 0
29. 5

H.
9. 5
11. 1

17. 6
32. 3
55. 5
45

C()
)29. 50

(d)

29.50

L.
5. 5
6. 03
9. 85
17. 68
30. 20

H.
10. 0

11. 7
19. 1
34. 3
58. 6
55

29. 50

L.
5. 5
6. 03
9. 85
17. 68
30. 20

H.
10. 0
11. 7
19. 1
34. 3
58. 6
55

RA FSD 658

I Transfer case.
'Spring clip.
'Muler.
4 Exhnlst

Carrier

Scout cars

Characteristics

pipe.

).lool;s.
8 Pinlle.

·' ehicles manufactured prior to fiscal year 1941.
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b. Wl'eapons and mounts.

_L_

II

l

I-c.

Vehicle

o I

Weapons

Mounts

C)

rf1

Gun, machine, Browning, J.47
cal. .30, M1919A4, flex- 157
ible.

1

Mount, tripod, cal.
.30, M2.

46

Mount, pedestal, cal.
.30, T34.

53

2 Mount, tripod, cal.
.30, M2.

( 46

f

1

2

Mortar, chemical, 4.2 55
inch, MIAI.
Gun, machine, Browning,
47
cal. .30, M1919A4, flx- [57
ible.

}

2

47

47

Mount, gun, cal. .30,i 56
M22.
Mount, tripod, cal. i 48

…I- ----------------------

1

Gun, machine, Browning,
cal. .50, M2, HB, flexible.

49

1

.50, M3.
I

1

Gun, submachine, Thomp-..

2

son, cal. .45, M1928A1.
Gun, machine, Browning,
cal. .30, M1917A1.

1

Gun, machine, Browning,
cal. .50, M2, HB, flexible.

52

2
I

49

1
1

Mount, tripod, cal. ( 51
.30, M1917A1.
52
Mount, gun, cal. .30, I 60
D360950.
Mount, tripod, cal. r 48
.50, M3.
19
Mount, gun, cal. .50,
D36958.

Gun, submachine, Thomp-

1

son, cal. .45, M1928A1.

7

59

-

2
M3A1_

Mount, gun, cal. .50,
M21.

19

---------------------

61
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SECTIoN III
ENGINE GROUP
Parngraph

Generanl______________________________
--.

....

':haracteristies---.-.----------------------------------

Mechanical

......................
5
-

COI)111II..

i;

7

'l'inllilg -..----------------- ___
- -_______
-- --- --......
-- --Lubrication _____________--__----__----__----.-----

Troubles and remellies _----------------------

-- --- --

.... _

..------------------------

9
10

11

5. General.-The Hercules model JXD engine (fig. 11) is of the
four cycle, six cylinder in line, L-head type, with characteristics as
described in paragraph 6. The cylinders and crankcase are cast in
block with a detachable cylinder head. The inlet and exhaust manifol(l, carburetor, fuel pump, and starting motor are mounted on the
righllt side; the water pump, distributor, generator, oil filter pipe,
and oil level rgage are mounted on the left side. The fan is driven
by dual V-type belts froml a pulley keyed to an extension on the
crankshaft and held in place by the starting crank dog.
6. Characteristics.-a. Idel tification.-Each engine's serial number is stamped on a nanme plate on the right side of the engine. Cylinders and connectin r(ods are numbered from front to rear, the
engine front (fan and thning gear end) being toward the front of
the vellicle. As viewed from the front end, engine crankshaft rotation is clockwise.
b. Ratings.-I-Vlqile the model designation and general construction ar e flI, suIIIIl for all engills of tllis grou'l), ihe ellillne employed
in scout car MA:l, developls more horsepower by reason of its higher
comprlession ratio and different manifold. There is also a variation
in solne accessories applie(l to the engilles for scout c:rI, M3A1, and
thllose used for other vehicles; the tabulation of data in c below,
therefore, classifies information under AM3 and AM3AI for ieference
purposes. If necessary, engines may be interchanged as assemblies
collrplete with accessories. In lieu of parts lists, Hercules engine
parts are ordered Kwith reference to engine model and serial nunber.
c. Tnablation of evlgine data.
Model -.-- -- - -----------Cylinders ------------------------Bore and stroke -----------------------------Piston displacement, cubic inches --------------Firing order...................................
Compression ratio--------------

8

Hercules JXD.
6.
4" x 4}".
320.
1-5-3-6-2-4.
M3, 5.78; M3A1, 5.88.

Ti
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Maximum torque, pounds feet at 1,100 r. p. m-r_:-

M3, 224; M3A1, 241.

_
Maximum b. h. p. at 3,000 r. p. m_------------

M13, 95; M3A1, 110.

*Weight in pounds (less accessories)

..-

.
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.........
M3, 590; A13A1, 050.

----------Crated displacement ----.Lubrication--------------Crankcase oil capacity, quarts
Oil filler location _-----------------------------

48" x 28" x 28".
Forced feed.
6.
G---------Front upper left side.
()il r li-ill I... tin
.i ll--.
.......
..........
Itlottoln of oil 1)m1.
Spring regulated valve.
_
Oil pressure regulation ----------------------Cooling system capacity, quarts.
.------------ M3, 18; M3A1, 19.
Bterdrottom
of water pump.

aterdra locatear
lower left side.
*Ilcludes engine, flywheel, timing drive, oil and water pumps.
d. Tabulation of accessories.
Compownent

Description

Model or part

Series
"B"
(ACA. C., diaphragm type-....... M3,
1522226).
.
A.
... C., with vacuum pump ... M3AI, Series "AV" (ACFuel pump._.1537105).
M3, 20-B-10; M3AI, INZenith, downdraft type -----Carburetor ------167SJ.
T165-8239; M3A1,
Air cleaner ------- United, oil bath type-------- M3,
T175-9497.
All, CF-4001.
Auto-Lite, radio shielded...Ignition coil _---M3, E532-21A-1A.'
Shielding_-----_- Breeze -------------------Titeflex .------------M3A1, C-26219.
Shielding -------Distributor ------ Auto-Lite, semiautomatic----- M3, IGW-4005A; M3A1,
IGN-4940B.
M3, #1 Commercial; M3A1,
Spark plugs ----Champion (6)------------#J8 or #J10.
M:3, 950.
Generator.----... T)elco-Remy, belt driven ..
Auto-Litc, bolt driven........
M:3A1 , GDJ-1802A.
(clenerator
…'
Auto-Lite, Bendix drive ----Starter .....
AU, M AU-4006.
Schwitzer-Cumrins .........
All, A] 05005.
Fan -----.---Gates, 4"/,V-type (2) ------Fan belts'-------All, 101144.
Purolator, bypass type_----All, EAN-294.
Oil filter .........
Fuel pump ---- __

7. Mechanical components.-a. CyZinder bZock and crankccase.The cylinder block and crankcase are cast in one piece to permit
more efficient cooling by water jacketing the cylinders the full
length of the bore and to supply a rigid unit for the support of the
crankshaft in its seven main bearings.
b. Crankshaft.-The crankshaft is a drop forging of heat-treated
steel, statically and dynamically balanced, and Tocco hardened in
the case of scout car M3A1. The use of seven large main bearings
provides ample bearing surface and permits the use of a main beatrill support on each side of the connecting rods. The crankshaft
9
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g.a,;r is keyed to the cninkllhaft extelsion at the front endland held
lii llace by a pr.ess fig Thie fan drive pulley is keyed to the crankshaft and secured by the startingl
crink jawv. End float or thrust, of
the crankshalft of .00'2 inch to .004- inch is taken by a flange at the
rear m;ain bearing.

c. .lalll betari,gs.--The bearing caps are all drop forgings, but
two types of b)earinlgs are employed. In the case of engines for the
scout car, M13, group, the bearing metal (babbitt) is poured directly
into the tinned cap and the upper half of the main bearing not subjected to the power stroke pressures is of the bronze backed shell
type lined with bearing metal. The engines of scout cars, M3A1,
have be;aring caps fitted with removable precision bearing shells of
harder composition (cadmium nickel) and a higher melting point for
use witlh the hardened crankshaft. Upper and lower halves of the
latter shells are interchangeable with each other but not with the
shells of the babbitted caps. Main bearing studs are tightened unifornmly at initial assembly to the following stresses:
Bolt diameter
(inch)

Main boarings, center and rear_

…___…____--------------_
7,4;

:Main bearings, froltt and intermediate ____-____________

1/3

Pound-inches

714
840

d. O'ylinder ]head.-The detachable cast head has the major part
of the combustion space over the valves and is completely water
jacketed. A gas and watertight seal is maintained by means of a
copper and asbestos gasket which should be renewed when the head
is removed. Cylinder head cap screws should be tightened in rotation, a few turns at a time, starting with the center and working
out toward the sides and ends of the head. These cap screws are
to be given a final tightening after the engine has warmed up. A
tension indicating wrench should be used to tighten the cap screws
by stressing to the equivalent of 630 pound-inches.
e. Pistons and rings.-The pistons are of aluminum alloy and
mount three /-inch compression (upper) rings and one -A-inch oil control (lower) ring with piston ring gap .015-inch to .020-inch. Pistons
are marked to indicate the side toward the front of the engine when
properly assemlbled.
f. Connecting rods amnd rod bearings.-The connecting rods are of
drop forged, heat-treated steel with poured babbitt bearing metal
in the case of engines for scout car, M3, group and cadmium shells
in the case of later engiles. The bearings are not interchangeable.
The piston pin is clamped rigidly in the upper end of the rod by
means of a clamp screw which passes through a notch in the pin
10
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ol,'
and is Iolwd in )phi'4 wilh a Id,-:k w1,111r. C,',,ne-ting r1,
to hle ifullowJin stwes.s:
tighllesned uniiformill at initial ast3lblyu
Connecting rod bolt_ ______.--- _

_-----

-------------

Bolt diurneecr
(inch)
7

/1(

Mte

Poutid-tliches

6:30

g. Valves and tappets.-Valves are of the poppet type with a 45.
angle seat. The inlet valves are of chrome nickel steel, and til exhaust valves are of silchrome steel. The valves are actuated by the
cams through the valve tappets which are of the mushroorm type
and provided with a suitable screw andt lock nut to facilitate :tdj tst ment of valve stem clearance. The valve and tappet guitles are rcmovable bushings pressed into special webs in the cylinder block.
(1) Clearance.-Valve tappet adjustment or c]earance should be
made with the engine HOT, in the amount of .006 inch for both
intake and exhaust. W;Vhen checking or setting the valve clearallce,
crank the engine to the firing position for each cylinder before setting
the valves on that cylinder.
(2) Tirning.-The proper timing of the valves depends upon the
proper meshing of the camshaft gear with the crankshaft ge:ar, the
positions of the gears on their respective shafts being estl:blishled
by Woodruff keys. At assemnbly, proper correlation is obt;liled by
meshing the gears so that the marked tooth of the cralnkslaft gear
matches the marked tooth space of the camshaft gear. Piunch marlks
are on the front face of the gears. The timingl cycle is as follows:
Inlet opens 1 degree 521/ minutes after top dead center.
Inlet closes 46 degrees 52/2 minutes after bottom dead center.
Exhaust opens 43 degrees 71/, minutes before bottom dead
center.
Exhaust closes 1 degree 521/2 minutes after top dead center.
NoTE.-When checking valve timing in degrees and minutes of crankshaft or
flywheel travel, the clearance of the valves used for checking purploses is
set at .010 inch for the intake and .016 inch for the the exhaust, although
neither value is the proper running 'clearance. The flywheel is marlked "1)C"
Indicating top dead center for No. 1 piston, and is visible through the flyavwheel
timing hole which is located on the left side of the engine in the Ilywheel
housing.

h. Camshaft.-The high lift camshaft is of the cast alloy type and
supported on four steel backed, removable, babbit lined bearings of
the continuous ring type, enclosed in the upper half of the crankcase. The camsha.ft helical geai is keyed to the shaft and held in
place with a nut; the special lo'ck washer originallly elllployed is not
used for the later engine nodel. Integral with the cashllallllt are
twelve cams for the valves, a canm for the fuel pump, rand a spiral

11
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gear in the center which drives the oil pump. A thrust washer is
placed between the camshaft gear and the crankcase.
i. Accessory gears.-The gear cover or timing gear case of the
automotive trunnion type is secured to the front of the crankcase.
As shown in figure 12 (, the accessory or water pump drive is
located on the side (left) opposite that on which the camshaft and
valves are lo(at(dl anl conlsists of i sleeve
t
cstillg bolted to the flroint
part of the crankcase. The idler gear is mounted on a shaft which
is pressed into the gear and supported by a babbitt lined bushing
pressed into the crankcase. The idler gear is also provided with a
thrust washer between it and the case. The end play of the camshaft,
idler shaft, and accessory shaft can be adjusted through the respective set screws located in the front face of the timing gear case. At
long intervals or after the engine has been disassembled for repairs,
it may be necessary to check the end play of these shafts. As shown
in figure 12 (, each of the special screws had a hard fibre button
C inserted in its inner end which bears against a hardened steel plug
E in the end of the shaft. To make the adjustment, loosen the lock
nut B for each screw in turn and with a screw driver or wrench,
tighen the screw A with a light pressure and then back it up i/q
lurn before tightening the lock nut. The respective gear retaining
nut and lock washer are represented by F and 0, and the gear cover
by D.
j. Flywheel.-The flywheel in the No. 3 SAE bellhousing is bolted
and doweled to the flange at the rear end of the crankshaft. The
starter ring gear is shrunk on the flywheel.
k. Lublicating oil pztump.--The oil 'pump is of the gear type, bolted
to the center main bearing web (fig. 12 0), and driven from the camshaft. The suction tube extends into the oil reservoir in the oil pan
and needs no priming but its oil strainer must not become clogged.
(1) Oil pressure.-The oil pressure is automatically regulated by
a compression spring which controls a relief or bypass valve incorporatedl ill the fuel pinup. The oil pressulre shoul(l not be changed
until it is lknown that the proper oil is being used and the engine
is warmed up to normal operating temperature. As the bearings
become worn, more oil will escape arodlcl them into the crankcase
and cause a slight reduction in pressure. It is not advisable to
attempt to correct a slight loss of pressure by an adjustment of the
oil pressure regulator because the extra amount of oil being thrown
off by the worn bearings is already over oiling the cylinder walls.
The oil pressure should be 26 pounds at normal engine speed (1,600
r. p. m.); between 5 and 10 pounds at idling speed; about 35 pounds
at high speed (3,500 r. p. m.).
12
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(2) Oil pressure adjustmenrt.-If it is necessary to change the oil
press1ure. the adjusting cap screw for the spring loaded plunger in
the cylindrical regulator extension on the oil pump body may be
reached through a plug aperture in the left side of the oil pan (fig.
12).
Using t[le
denuwfout wrnlell: Isl
lcWk iLt-A (figr. 12 ? :Itid
witll the T-llandled socket turn screw B IN to increase lrefi.r.-;l and
OUT to dectcease pressuire. After the adjuStmlent, the lock utl must
be tightened securely, the tools removed, and the pipe plug replaced.
Engine oil pressure should then be checked under conditi,,ns similar
to those which appeared initially to justify t pressure change.
1. Fan.-See paragraph 25.
,m. Water pumnp.-See paragraph 26.
n. Fuel pump.-See paragraLph 13.
o. Carburetor.-See paragraph 14.
p. Air cleaner.-See paragraph 15.
3fanifold.-The intake and exhaust manifold is east in one
M.
piece, the intake having a "hot spot" incorporated to provide for a
shorter warm-up period with increased power and economy by delivering to the engine at all times a highly vaporized charge of fuel.
r. Muffler.-The center tube type, 6-inch Oldbelrg or :Maremnont
muffler is located on the right side of the chassis to the rear of the
transfer case. The improved design of the unit (White part No.
304039) for scout car, M3A1, is interchangeable with the other type.
8. Electrical components.-a. Starter.-See paragraph 55.
b. Generator.-See paragraph 56.
c. Ignition.-See section V.
9. Timing.--a. Valves.-See paragraph 7g(2).
Z). Ignition.-See paragraph 22.
10. Lubrication.--a. Systeim.-Lubricating oil under pressure is
delivered from the oil pump through suitable connections to a drilled
passage in the crankcase which extends from front to rear of the
engine on the side opposite the camshaft and is closed at either end
by suitable threadled plugs. r.adiial holes imo dlrille(l froill tlhe cranukshaft bearings to meet this horizontal oil passage so that continuous
pressure lubrication is supplied to 'the main bearings a:cl through
drilled holes in the crankshaft to the colnnecting rod bearings. The
cylinder walls, camshaft, and valve mechanism are lubricated by means
of the mist of oil thrown off around the connecting rod bearings.
'Phe camshaft bearings are supplied with oil by gravity feed from oil
collected in pockets. The idler shaft and gear are oiled by pressure to
the bearing housing and through drilled holes in the shaft and gear,
from which the timing gears receive lubrication.
13
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b. Capacity and grade.-The oil level is measured with a bayonet
type gag-e on the left side of the crankcase. The oil level should be
checkled daily and maintained at or near the 4/4 or "Full" mark
on the gage, the capacity being 6 quarts. In checking the oil level,
thie age blade should be cleaned carefully before reinserting in the
reselv(ir to letermine the level accurately. For breaking in a new

enlgine

lrilig the initial period of 2,000 iiles or 50 hours of opeor-

ation, use SAE 20 (light) oil for normal conditions and a lighter
oil if cold weather or cold climate conditions prevail. After the
breaking-in period, SAE 30 (medium) is suggested for normal conditions of climate. For warm weather with temperatures averaging
above 750 F., an SAE 40 (heavy) may be used; for cold weather,
an oil should be used whose pour point is at least 100 F. below the
temperature to be encountered.
.c. Oil filter.-The oil filter is the Motor Improvement Company's
"Purolator" bypass type EA-283 or EAN-294. The case containing
the filtering element or cartridge is of steel and so constructed as to
be leak and tamper proof. The filter cannot starve the bearings
since it is connected in a bypass oil line which is taken off the main
oil supply gallery. Bypassed oil, however, is not filtered.
d.
The crankcase should be drained and refilled
T'ervicing.--()
with fresh oil frequently, depending on operating conditions, service encountered, and the oil and filter. Oil should be changed more often
when the engine is new than after it is well run in since initial
wea,'rinl of various new parts will result in minute metallic particles
in thle oil which frequent (rainingl
will help) to remove. Also in
cold weather, choking and cold running tends to dilute the oil with
unburned fuel and condensation and justify frequent oil changes
to remove such harmful impurities. Fine dust which is not removed
by the air cleaner or filler cap will accumulate in the crankcase
irrespective of the type or condition of the engine oil filter used.
The responsibility for draining engine oil must necessarily rest with
the operating personnel.
Caution: Color is not necessarily an indication of the cleanliness of
the oil. Field experience indicates that by reason of the peculiar
operating conditions encountered by these vehicles, the engine oil
pan should be dropped frequently to permit an examination for oil
contamination by dirt, dust, metal particles, and sludge. The degree of contamination from sediment can only be ascertained by
inspecting the bottom of the oil pan where such an accumulation
wilt settle and remain undisturbed by flushing. All parts, including
the screen, must be cleaned thoroughly. For the worst conditions,
14
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the intervals may be 300 to 500 miles, and the frequency of oil
changes will be affected accordingly. For favorable operations on
improved roads or during prolonged marches, the intervals may be
lengthened to several thousand miles.
Oil should be drained when the engine is hot, as after a dlay's
run, the oil will be agitated, flow more freely, and cariry off ,,ore
sedinient. IKeose8llc will lnot be. 'IuSd for07' llus'/i'tg.
Care should be exercised in replacing the screen in the pan section
or on the suction line to the pump to secure proper fits of washers
and tubing, as the case may be, to prevent entrance of dirty oil and
sludge into the system. A tight joint must be secured between the
oil pan, crankcase, and flywheel housing, especially at the corners
or angles. After all cap screws are started, draw up gradually and
progressively on vertical and horizontal screws alike.
(2) Oil filter.-The average effective life of the absorption type
cartridge filter is approximately 5,000 miles in commercial applications,
varying with operating conditions, and manufacturers' recommendations develop accordingly. In connection with combat vehicles and
more frequent oil changes as indicated above, the filter caitridges
should be replaced every 2,000 miles or in such a manner that not more
than two fillings of fresh oil will pass through a used filter element.
e. Frozen oil.-(1) Test.-Whenever it is suspected that the oil in
an engine has become frozen, the bayonet oil level gage should be
removed and examined to see whether or not the adhering oil is
in a solid, plastic, or liquid state.
(2) I'rocedure.-If a heated blllilding is not avatillablo or: iI tlhe
vehicle is needed for immediate operation, the oil may be tllhawed
the oil
by pouring boiling water in the oil filler cap and craiining
and water emulsion from the crankcase. This oil should never be
used again and the crankcase should be filled with new oil.
Caution: Under no circumstances should an attempt be made to
start an engine when the oil is frozen. Because of fire hazard, an
attempt to thaw frozen oil by applying a blow torch or open ilalme
to the oil pan should never be made. Electrical immersion heaters
are useful if sufficient current is available.
11. Troubles and remedies.-In order to locate and correct a
malfunction or fault in an engine, operating personnel should understand the fundamental principles of engine operation, recognize and
identify fundamental trouble symptoms, and be prepared to follow a
sy)stematic procedure of diagnosis to eliminate the tedious guesswork of
a hit-or-miss search for the difficulty.

15
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a. Easetictals.-The essential factors necessary for an engine to operate comprise cranking; fuel and air, compression, ignition, Mlc exhaust;
proper lubrication and cooling; correct adjustments.
1).Sym.ptonms.-The following are the basic faults which may develop
ordinarily in an engine:
(1) Starter will not crank the engine.

lked.
(2) IEngine will not st art when cra
(3) Engine starts, runs, and stops.
(4) Engine runs but lacks power, misses or backfires.
(5) Ovcrheating.
(6) Low oil pressure.
(7) Operating knocks.
c. Sy/stenms.-The engine may be considered as comprising a group
of interrelated units or systems, each one of which should be checked
thoroughly in turn after determining from the engine performance
the factors which appear to be functioning correctly and those which
are not. The several systems involved in the study of the engine
symptoms listed aind their cross references are indicated as follows:
(1) Starter.-Forb (1) above, refer to sections XII and XIII.
(2) Air-fuel system.-For b (2), (3), and (4) above, refer to section
IV.
(3) Ignition system.-For b (2), (4), and (5) above, refer to section
V.
(4) Mechanical systerm.-For b(5), (6), and (7) above, refer to sections III and XIII.
(5) Lubricationsystem.-For b (1), (5), (6) above, refer to sections
III and XVI.
(6) Cooling system.-For b (4), and (5) above, refer to section VI.
SECTION IV
FUEL SYSTEM
Paragraph
12
_General___
------__-----------__
------13
Fuel pump _______--_____.----------------------------Carburetors
-------------------------14
- 15
Air cleaner_ _____ __-_-----------------Troubles and remedies -----------__________
____________________________16

12. General.-The air-fuel system (fig. 13) comprises two rectangular terne-plated ga;soline tanks, double seamed withl soldered joints;
a transfer and shut-off valve; a mechanical fuel pump; a carburetor;
an air cleaner; and a manifold.
a. Operation.-The fuel take-off is through the transfer and shutoff valve in the driver's compartment where one tank or the other
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may be selected for the supply of fuel. The system continues thllroligh
the fuel pump to the carburetor, where air through the air cleaner is
mixed with the fuel and the resulting explosive mixture is distrilhuted
through the manifold to the cylinders.
b. Capacity.-Each fuel tank of scout car, M3, and mortar motor
gallons; each tank of scout car,
carriage, M2, has a capacity of 13/[
1
1M3AI, has a capacity of 15 gallolis. An electrical fele gattgc ,n1it is
installed in each tank to indicate fuel level. A drain plug is providcled
in the bottom of each tank.
13. Fuel pump.-Fuel is drawn from the supply tank and pumpn)ed
to the carburetor by a mechanical diaphragm type fuel pump vwhlichlis
attached to the crankcase and operated by an eccentric on the engine
camshaft. The pumps (fig. 14) are manufactured by the A. C. Spark
Plug Division of the General Motors Corporation. Series "1" represents the fuel pump employed for the scout car, M{3, groupl and
series "AV" represents the fuel pump, combined with a vacuum pump
for the windshield wipers, as employed for scout car, M3A1.
a. Series "B"; operatio'n.-The pumlp rocker aLm on the suction
stroke is actuated by a revolving eccentric on the camshaft to pull the
diaphragm downward and create a vacuum in the pump chamber
Fuel is drawn from the strainer bowl through the
(fig. 14 ().
strainer screen and suction valve into the pump chamber. On the
return stroke of the rocker arm, the diaphragn spring expands to
push the diaphragm upward and force fuel through the pressure
valve to the carburetor. When the carburetor bowl is filled, the inlet
needle valve closes and creates a back pressure in the punlp chlanmber
sufficient to hold the diaphragm down against its spring wvllere. it
remains inoperative until the carburetor requires more fuel andl the
needle valve reopens; a slot in the pull rod permits the rocker arm
to move up and down without engaging the diaphraltgm during such
a period. The rocker arm spring serves to hold the' rocker arm in
contact with the eccentric. The working parts of the fuel pump
are lubricated from the engine oil which comes through the opening
in the crankcase.
b. Sei'es "AV".-(1) Operation.-Operation of the fuel supply
section is similar to series "B" except that the rocker arm pulls the
diaphragm upward to begin the operating cycle and movement thereafter is in the opposite direction. The air dome relieves the diaphrtagm and carbr'llcetorl valve of excess pressure when the c:arbtretorl
needle valve is closed and utilizes this pressure to increase the delivery rate.
285994 °-41-2
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(2) Vacuum sectimol.-The vacuum section of this fuel pump supplies a constant vacuum for the windshield wiper operation. Actuation of the rocker arm pushes the vacuum link and diaphragm
ul)ward to expel the air from the upper chamber through the air
exhaust valve into the intake manifold. On the return stroke of
the rocker arm, the diallphragm spring, moves the diaphragm downward to create a suction in the chamber, open the air intake valve,
and draw air through the inlet passage from the windshield wipers.
Wrhen the windshield wiper is not being used, the manifold vacuum
holds the diaphragm upward against spring pressure so that it does
not make a complete stroke for every stroke of the rocker arm.
When the manifold vactuum is greater than the vacuum created by
the pump, air will flow from the windshield wiper through both
valves of the pump, and the operation of the wiper will be the same
as if the pulllp were not installed.
14. Carburetors.-There are two types of the Zenith, down draft,
double venturi carburetors as shown in figures 15 and 16.
a. Model 2O-B-10.--This model is employed for the engine in scout
car, M13. The removable primaly venturi (1) (fig. 16 0) adjusts
the air capacity to the size of the engine. The delivery end of the
secondary venturi (12) is located near the throat of the primary
venturi, at the point of greatest suction, so the suction at the throat
of the secondary venturi, where the fuel is discharged, will be as
great as possible to effect atomization and improve distribution.
(1) Fuel systemz.-The main jet (2) exerts its principal influence at
the higher engine speeds; its fuel is discharged into the air stream
through the slot in the secondary venturi (12). The compensator
(3) discharges its fuel through channels (A) and (B) into the well
(13) and through holes in the cap jet base (9) into the annulus (14)
between the cap jet base and the main jet. As the throttle is opened,
this fuel is discharged into the air stream after passing through the
cap jet calibration (7) and the cap jet top (8). The cap jet calibration, by means of the size and shape of its opening, determines the
rate of fuel discharge when progressing from an idling speed to
higher engine speeds. Air is admitted through the ventilating hole
(14) into the well, to mix with fuel from the compensator so that the
effect of the engine suction will be reduced. The compensator, therefore, exerts its pr1incipal effect at low speeds.
(2) Idlng system.-The idling jet (4) measures the fuel and the
idling adjusting needle (16) regulates the air; the idling jet receives
its fuel through channels (A), (B), and (C) from the compensator at
idling and speeds below 25 m. p. h. when the throttle plate is almost
18
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closed and there is a very strong suction past the eclge. The priming
plug (10) leaves an opening of suitable shape near the edge of the
throttle where the idling emulsion is dischlarged.
(a) FUiiction.-The idling system acts as a priling device because
when the engine is at rest the idling jet passageway is subnlerged in
the fuel that; fills the well. When starting, the throttle should be
opened slightly to create a strong suction on the idling jet. Fuel
passing at high velocity over the edge of the throttle is finely atomized
and the high vacuum instantly vaporizes and mixes it with air to
assure the first few explosions.
(b) Adjustmnent.-A new or rebuilt engine that is too stiff to "rock"
on compression, wheln stopped, will not idle well at low speed. For
normal adjustment, however, set the stop screw on the throttle lever
so that the engine will run sufficiently fast to keep it froml stalling.
Turn in or out on the idling needle valve adjusting screw until the
engine hits evenly and without rolling or skipping. Back oil on the
stop screw until desired engine speed is obtained after which it may
be possible to open the needle valve a trifle. For this carburetor, the
correct idling adjustment is usually between 3/4 and 2 turns open of
the idling needle valve.
(3) Power jet system.-Channel (D) connects the power jet
vacuum piston (17) with the carburetor barrel below the throttle
plate. At normal driving speeds, the manifold vacuum is sufficient
to overcome the spring tension and hold up the vacuum piston but
at low speed lugging with wide open throttle or at sustained high
speeds, the piston drops in its cylinder to open the power jet valve
(18) and fuel from the bowl is measured through the power jet (5)
to augment the normal supply and furnish the extra fuel for full
power development.
(4) Accelerating system.-The accelerating pump piston is forced
downward in its cylinder when the throttle is opened, by the downward stroke of the pump lever (19) which actuates the accelerating
pump rod (21) through the link (20). Fuel from the carburetor
bowl has previously entered the cylinder through the check valve
(22) and as the pump piston starts its downward stroke, it applies
pressure upon the fuel to close the check valve and displace the fuel
through the needle valve (23). Check valve (24) is closed causing
the fuel to be discharged into the air stream through the accelerating
jet (6). When the fuel has been discharged from the pump cylinder, there is no longer any pressure against the needle valve (23)
or the check valve (24) so the former drops on its seat and the latter
opens. Air is admitted to eliminate any direct suction on the fuel
19
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and no further fuel discharge takes place from the accelerating jet
until the accelerating procedure is repeated.
(5) Strangler.-MaInual control (choke) is provided for the
strangler which is mounted off center on a spring loaded shaft so that
the engine suction tends to pull it open while a spring tends to pull
the strangler shut exce p t at crankinl speeds where the spring is then
weaker of the Lwo forces. OverC(olilnig, with corresponldilg erikcase dilution, is preveclted by the strangler automatically opening and
closing as the engine speeds up or slows down. The strangler control is pulled out as usual for starting, and left alone or pushed in
slightly until the engine warms up, and then pushed in to the open
position for running.
(6) ilNainte7awnce.-The carburetor should be cleaned and blown
out periodically to eliminate dirt and water, the main factors that
can disturb the normal functioning. Before making any changes in
carburetor jets, check the air-fuel system elsewhere, and the ignition.
The fuel level is 45/64-inch to 55/64-inch below the top edge of the
fuel bowl and the float hinge should not be bent to change this level.
The fuel valve and seat assemblies are replaceable and new ones can
be installed without the use of the level test gage.
b. Model IiVJG07J.-This model is employed for the engine in
scout car, M3A1.
(1) MAainT jet system,.-All fuel for part throttle operation of
model IN1675J (fig. 16 ()) is supplied through the main jet orifice,
its influence being greatest at speeds from 25 miles per hour and up.
When manifold depression drops, the power jet system comes into
operation to supply the additional fuel for maximum power. The
main jet fuel passes through the main discharge jet (1) and into the
air stream tll.ough the secondary venturi (2). The main jet (3) is
located in the fuel bowl.
(2) Compensating systemn.-The compensating system consists of
the main discharge jet and the well vent (4). The flow of fuel from
the main jet is controlled by the size of the well vent and the size of
the main discharge jet, proper seating of the latter and the well vent
being insured by a tapered seat without the use of gaskets.
(3) Idling sy/.tem.--The idling jet (9) receives fuel from the main
jet through the main discharge jet alcld channel (A). The fuel then
goes through the small calibration in the side of the idle jet, and
through channel (B) to (C) where it mixes with air admitted through
the idle adjusting needle (10). The idling system functions only att
idling and at speed below 20 miles per hour. At such speeds, the
throttle plate (12) is almost closed and there is a very strong suction
20
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past the edge of the throttle plate. The mixture of fuel and air
fromn the idling jet is discharged through the priming plug (11).
(4) Powoer and acceleratinlgsystenw.--This system sll)pplies th e extt:ra
fiel required for maximum power or acceleration. When thie manifold vacuulmll is low, as in the ease of a (quickldy oplen(ed tihroltle, highi
enrillne spleed(ls, or Ilgging, with wile. Ol)(l tl rot te l)lit louw (lgile
sl)ljdS, 11e' v (:llmtlln 1)iStoil asselully ((;) d(tro)s ill its cylitld r. (l1 ck
v1alve (1.4) closes andl fuel is forced through the power jet valve (7)
land passes through channels (E) and (F) to the power and accelerating jet (5) through which it is measured into the air stremn at a
rate determined by the size of the metering orifice. This extra flow
of fuel continues only as long as the manifold vacuum is low. As
the vacuum increases, the vacuum piston assembly is dra;wn upwa:rd
in its cylinder; the power jet closes, shutting off the extra fuel, and
normal economical mixture proportions prev:ail.
15. Air cleaner.-The United air cleaner (fig. 13) is of the oil
bath type and mounted under the right side of the hood in an accessihie location on the dash. Dust entering through the carbtlrletl or
breather and mixing with the lubricating( oil forms all abrasive compound which causes excessive wear of engine parts; the air cleaner
frees the air drawn through it of such dust and dirt. Air cleaners
and connections are not interchangeable between the two scout car
groups.
a. Operation.-Dust laden air enters the cleaner at the t6p and
passes downward into the oil chamber where the impact aLnd sudden
reversal of flow, created by the baffle, causes most of .the dust to be
thrown into the oil reservoir. Partially cleaned air passes upward
through the oil-wetted filter element where the remaining dust is
captured, and thence to the carburetor. The effectiveness of' the
cleaner can be maintained by proper servicing.
b. Servicing.-The oil level in the cup at the bottom of the cleaner
should be checked daily before running the engine, by loosening the
clips and dropping the cup to note oil level in reference to the indicating bead. A sufficient quantity of oil should be added to maintain the proper level. The reservoir should be cleaned thoroulghly
and refilled with fresh oil each time the crankcase is dcrained and
refilled, or at intervals of 2,000 miles; oil similar to engine lubricating
oil in season should always be used for refilling or replenishing t'lhe
air cleaner reservoir. While the filtering element should not be removed from the cleaner, the engine cleaner assembly should be
removed from the dash occasionally and cleaned by washing thoroughly in kerosene and blowing out. The instructions covering the
care of the air cleaner apply when operating conditions are normal;
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when the air is laden with abnormally large quantities of dust and
dirt of various kinds, the recommended attention should be given at
more frequent intervals.
16. Troubles and remedies.-a. Fue.--(l) Supply.-The fuel
supply should be checked regularly; in the case of an inaccurate fuel
gage, a dip stick will prove useful. If the engine has stopped by
Ireason of laC(k of fuel I'estlltillg flrom1 emllpty tlanks, th'e fuel supplly
should be replenished and the engine cranked for about 15 seconds
(with ignition off, choke out, and throttle shut) to dlraw fuel into
the pump and thence into the carburetor.
(2) Imnpurities.-If the engine does not start, the reason may concern water, ice, or dirt in the fuel system as observed from an examinttion of the fuel pump sediment bowl. Clean the strainers in the
fuel pump and carburetor and empty the bowls; drain the fuel tanks
until the fuel flows free of impurities; disconnect the fuel lines and
blow them out with air. If ice is found, heat the parts with boiling
wa'ter before cleaninlg. Water in the fuel tanks forms from the
condensation of the moisture in the air which is drawn into the tank
as the fuel is used, and it accutmuilates more rapidly in cold, dtlmp
weather and when the tanks are relatively empty of fuel.
b. Carburetor.--(1) Flooding.-Choking too long during cranking
floods the cylinder's and prevents starting; a noticeable gasoline
odor or dripping at the carburetor usually indicates flooded conditions although dirt under the float valve will also cause dripping of
the carburetor. Push in the choke, close the ignition switch, open the
throttle wide (do not pump), and crank the engine for about 10 seconds.
When the engine starts, partly close the throttle and do not use the
cholce again unless it is necessary to keep the engine from stalling.
If the carburetor still drips, tap it sharply or remove the cover of
the float chamber and clean out dirt around the float valve.
(2) Choke valbae setting.-If the engine will not start after cranking for 5 seconds with the choke pulled out and ignition satisfactory,
the choke valve may not be closing completely. Examine the choke
valve at the carburetor when the choke button is pulled out all the way
and if the valve has not closed, change the setting of the choke
wire so that the valve closes.
(3) Gasoline test.-If a hissing sound is not heard in the carburetor
when cranking with the choke out, a lack of gasoline is indicated in
the carburetor. Test by disconnecting the fuel supply pipe from the
carburetorl if there is not a steady flow from the fuel pipe, the
trouble must be traced back through the fuel system, with the engine
turningc over for the test. If the trouble is in the carburetor, remove
22
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and clean the strainer below the float bowl. If the carburetor strainer,
bowl, and jet pockets are free from dirt and water, or ice, the trouble
is elsewhere in the carburetor and must be adjusted.
(4) 3Mixture.-If the engine runs irregultarly at idling speed or black
smoke appears in the exhaust and the muffler backfires, the carburetor
mixture is too rich. Dry soot on the shell o' i)orccellil near (alepoilnts
of the spark plugs also indicates this condition. If a wan
engrine
backfires into the carburetor when accelerating or when the vehicle is
running downhill in gear, the air-fuel mixture is probably too clan. If
the spark plug porcelain is a light straw color, the mixture is extremely
lean. Excessive burning of the spark plug points also indicates : ]e:a
mixture or an incorrect plug. Adjust the carburetor correctly: sulnmer driving requires an adjustment different from that for winter
driving. A dirty air cleaner causes a rich mixture and a loss of l)ower.
c. Fuel pump.--(1) No fuel.-Disconnect the fuel pipe at the carburetor, shut off the ignition, and turn engine with the starter. If no
fuel appears, the trouble may be in the supply line, pump, or strainers.
Examine the tubing for kinks and leaks and check straLilner bhowl for
sediment. If the bowl is dirty, remove and clean it and the strainer
screen. Replace the gasket if it is broklen and replace bowl if it has a
clipped edge, checking for a tight fit and proper gasket installation.
Disconnect the fuel pipe from the tank at the fuel pump and apply air
to the supply tank to test condition of fuel line and flow. If the line
is open and connections are tight, the pump is defective and mnust be
replaced or repaired.
(2) Va.lves.-Examine valve seats to make certain there are no irregularities which prevent proper valve seating. Valve plugs and valves
should be cleaned, and if the latter are warped or damaged they should
be replaced. Place valve in chamber with the polished side toward its
seat, makingr certain that the valve lies flat on its seat and is not left
standing on edge. Reassemble valve plug and spring making certain
that spring is around the lower stem of the valve stem properly.
(3) Leaks.-In case of leakage at the diaphragm, tighten the cover
screws alternately and securely. Sometimes there appears to be a leak
at the diaphragm, whereas the leak actually exists at one of the pipe
fittings and the fuel runs down arlound the diaphragm flange. Leakage
of fuel through the body venthole, a worn or punctured diaphrangm,
loose diaphragm nut, or defective pull rod gasket requires rephlcemealts or adljustments. Complete disassembly of fuel purllps is not
practicable for forward echelons by reason of special fixtures and
parts required for reassembly.
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(4) Lu[brication.-All the working parts of the fuel pump should be
lubricated automatically fromi the oil coiling through the opening in
the crankcase.
d. ,llanifold.- steady whistling sound at the manifold indicates a
leaky gasket, and irregular engine rulning at idling speed usually results. While the engine is running, squirt oil around the inlet manifoll gasket; to locate poits vwhere whist;lingl will ceaso.
.Examline hose
connections at the windshield wiper and check other accessories for air
leaks. Replace hose and gaskets if necessary and tighten manifold
bolts and hose connections.
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17. General.-The closed circuit, battery and coil ignition system
consists of the ignition switch and wiring, ignition coil and coil filter,
distributor, spark plugs, and radio shielding conduit (figs. 17, 18, 19,
20, and 42).
18. Circuits.-a. Wiring.--It is imperative that all wiring and
gro und straps be kept in good condition and all connections clean andl
tight. Connections include a primary (low voltage) cable assembly
from the fuze (battery) to the ignition switch; a shielded cable assembly from the switch to the filter; a primary and secondary shielded
cable assembly from the ignition coil to the condenser and distributor;
a secondary (high tension) shielded conduit assembly from the distributor to the spark plugs. Loose connections will cause hard starting and misfiring of the engine, and if the engine is allowed to operate
in this manner for any length of time, burning and pitting of the
distributor points will occur. Regular inspections should be accomplished at 6,000-mile intervals.
ib. Shieldinyg.-In order that sensitive radio equipment may be operated without interference, the ignition and wiring system of the
vehicle are completely shielded. Within the flexible shielded conduit
standard unshielded ignition or automotive cable is used.
(1) Operation.-The most serious interference is the radiation
which results from the high voltage spark plug discharge so elements
24
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and wires of the high tension system are encased in metallic shields
vwhich are grounded to prevent radiation of such disturbances. Tho
relay action of the voltage regulator introduces undesirable transinllts
in the low voltage system so filters are provided and the exposed
system is also shielded.
(2) Types.-The Breeze system (fig. 19) is employed for. tho
scout cau., M3, group and the Titeflex system (fig. 20) is used for

scout car, M3A1. Parts from one type will not inteichange with the
other. For the Breeze type ignition harness, the spark plug radio
shield cap is held on by a spring clip which is pried off to remove
the plug. When removing a pluhg with the Titetlex hlamrss, loosen
the kllurled nut which secures the shield aLndlremove insulator and
shield to make plug accessible. The Breeze type shield for tille dlistributor is in two parts which are secured together by screwvs independent of the distributor housing, but the complete assembly must
be removed to provide access to the latter. The top half of the Titeflex type shield may be turned slightly counterclockwise and lifted
tlle
off directly to expose the distributor cap and permit its removal;
bottom slotted section in two parts of the shield is fastened to the
distributor housing by the breaker plate screws. Knurled nuts maty
be turned by hand.
(3) Precautions.-The type of shielding employed in these vehicles does not require frequent adjustment or excessive care but does

require frequent inspection to insure that it is tight and clean.
In order to be effective, the shielding system must be electrically
continuous throurhout with no breaks or high resistance joints anll
it is for this reason that all joints must be kept tight and free froln
oil, grease, or insulating substances. The shielding is oil and water
spray proof and if continuous, protects the inclosed wiring from these
liquids. If crushed, however, the inside weather proofing conduit
spreads, thus opening the shielding to water and oil leaks. Oil,
water, and fuel may also enter the conduit if coupling nuts are
allowed to work loose. If abrasion takes place in the metal bra:d(
applied over the conduit so that gaps appear, the shielding will no
longer be effective.
(4) Maintenance.-Servicing of the vehicle should include inspection of the shielding for crushed conduit, abrasion of shielding, and
looseness of coupling nuts. In cleaning couplings or plug shields, a
solution of carbon tetrachloride should be used. In the event that oil
or fuel has seeped into the conduit, the latter and its wiring should
be disconnected, removed, cleaned, and replaced. In removing a
length of wire from a shield, a piece of strong twine should be at25
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tached to the end of the wire and pulled through as the wire is removed; the fishline can then be used to pull through cleaning rags
and facilitate later replacement of wire. Coupling threads should be
cleanted to brightness with a small wire brush to remove high resistan(e oxidation. If available to shop crewes, the use of an insulation
or reisia;nce testing instrinlient (Megger) will be of invaluable service iln testing slieldi ng and conduit insulation and resiltallce very
rapidly, and tracing circuit continuity.
19. Coil.-a. The Auto-Lite model CF-4001, 12-volt ignition coil
is of large size for maxiiLnuin operating conditions and is mounted
in the ignition circuit shielding box on the engine side of the dash.
The induction coil consists of two sets of insulated wire windings
wound on a common iron core. Terminals must be kept tight, clean,
and dry. The center top high tension terminal is for the 7-mm cable
comiection to the distributor cap. The negative low tension terminal
(stud) is for connection to the distributor points. The positive low
tension terminal (stud) is for connection to the filter coil.
b. Perfect insulation of the windings and leads thereto must be
maintained. Precision testing of the coil while' mounted in the vehicle is not practicable and wastes time, besides exposing the shielding to the elements. A weak coil may contribute to more trouble
than its retention will do good.
20. Distributor.-The distributor is mounted on the water pump
houtsing alndl driven froln at gear which is keyed to the water pump
shaft, and held in place by a snap ringr. A gear on the end of the
distributor shaft, the rotation of which is clockwise as viewed from the
top of the unit, engages with the gear onil the water pump shaft. The
Auto-Lite unit (fig. 18) is a six-cylinder, semiautomatic, single
breaker arm type which contains the battery circuit contact points,
automatic advance mechanism, and high tension distributor.
a. Construction.-(l) 'Brea7ker qmechanismn.-The breaker mechanism consists of a pair of breaker contacts, a breaker cam, and an
external condenser. The breaker cam is carried at the upper end
of the distributor shaft and operates the contacts or points. The
breaker cam and contacts are located on the breaker plate and are
accessible when the distributor cap is removed.
(2) Ad vante mechanism,.-The manual and automatic advance control operate independently of each other. The centrifugal automatic
mechanism, which begins to function at about 600 r. p. m. engine
speed, consists of governor weights and springs located in the breaker
cup beneath the breaker plate. As the engine speed increases, centrifugral force causes under control of springs to move outward and
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actuate the breaker cam in the direction of distributor shaft rotation. The governor mechanism can be checked for free operaltion
by turning the breaker cam in the direction of the driven rotation
as far as it will go and releasing it when it should return to it-, origfinial p.-itiorl witihout any )lersitarncy or drag.
(3) ]7iqh ten.on. d/ist/l1/r,/o,-Ti., c]elemenf
conwsists of the rotor
and cap. The former, mounted on the breaker caui. distributes tilhe
high tension impulses to the contacts inside the cap. Thie lattler connects with the high tension leads to deliver current to the sparlk plul(s
in the proper firing order. The distributor cap is held in pl:ce byv
two flat springs, hinge mounted and located one on either side of the
breaker cup.
b. TIsta7lation.-Whenever the water pump is removed from the
engine, it is also advisable to remove the distributor which can be
lifted after removing the clamp hold down screw and spring and
disconnecting the electrical connections and manual control cable.
After the water pump has been reinstalled, turn the engine over until
No. 1 piston is on the compression stroke and bring to top dead
center as indicated' by the DC mark on the flywheel when lined up
in the center of the inspection hole located in the forward wall of
the left engine leg. Install the distributor shaft in the opening provided in the water pump housing in such a way as to have the
battery terminal on the distributor housing point to the real of and
parallel with the engine block; the rotor should be set so that the
contact points are just ready to break. Ini this position the rotor
should be pointing directly toward the No. 1 cylindcer.
c. Lub7,'ication.-Every 1,000 miles, add three drops of light engine
oil in the oiler on the outside of the housing. Every 6,000 miles,
lubricate 'the breaker cam with a wipe of petrolatumn and add one
drop only of light engine oil to the breaker alm pivot pin and to
the wick in the top of the breaker camshaft to saturate the felt
thereat.
d. Maintenance.-The breaker contacts should be inspected every
2,000 miles to see that they are in good condition and properly adjusted. If the contacts are, dirty or gummy, they must be cleaned
thoroughly; if rough or pitted, they should be resurfaced'; if badly
worn, they should be replaced by installing a new breaker arm and
points. A service set of breaker points including the breaker arm
assembly and contact screw is described as Electric Auto-Lite Part
No. IGW-3028S. Clean out any oil, dust, or moisture whicll may
have accumulated in the breaker box or on the inside of the distributor cap. Work on contacts should proceed as follows:
(1) Remove distributor cap shielding, cap, and rotor.
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(2) Loosen the nut holding the condenser wire and breaker arm
spring to the breakter arm and remove the latter. Loosen the lock
nut on tile contact screw and remove same from the breaker plate.
(3) Resurface the contacts on a moderately coarse oilstone, roiuniding their faces slightly so that the point of contact will be near the
c'elnter and rlot at the edge.
(4) Replace contacts and set breaker arm tension at 17 to 20
ounces as measured by a spring scale. This tension may be obtained
by shifting the spring in the slot.
(5) 'liurn engine over until breaker contacts are fully separated.
(6) Loosen the lock nut on the contact screw and adjust to obtain
maximum gap of .020 inch with points fully separated.
(7) Tighten nut on contact screw and recheck gap. Insert narrow strip of soft paper between the contacts and turn the engine until
the contacts close. Draw the paper back and forth to remove any oil
or grease remaining on the point surfaces and obtain good contact.
(8) Replace the rotor and cheek the cam setting by rockingo back
and forth as far as the slack in the distributor gears will permit.
If the setting is correct., the points should open and close.
(9) Try out the engine at various speeds after replacing distributor cap. If the engine does not run smoothly and develop its full
power, check spark plugs and ignition wiring before retiming.
21. Spark plugs.-The spark at the points of each spark plug
must be of full strengtlh at all engine speeds and under all conditions of operation in order to give the maximum initial impetus for
the almost instantaneous burning and expansion of the compressed
mixture. This action is very definitely dependent upon the efficiency
of the spark plugs themselves and upon their operating condition.
a. Operation.-Plugsmust operate reasonably hot at lower engine
speeds to keep free from oil and fouling matter, and cool at top
engine speeds to prevent excessive burning of electrodes and preignition; they must insulate perfectly the high tension current at
all speeds and changes in temperature to which they are subjected
tlhroughout the range of engine operation. In this connection, the
selection of plugs must incorporate the heat range factor, or the
relative ability of a plug by reason of its physical size to transfer
heat from the firing end to the cooling water or air. The rate of
heat flow depends on the length and shalpe of thef cylindler end of
the insulator from the tip to the inside gasl<et, the larger plug being
the so-called cooler type.
b. Types.-Chainpion No. 1 commnercial (7/s" x 18; 1516" hex.)
plugs were used initially for normal operation of engines in the
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scout car, M3, group. Champion No. J8 (14-mm: 1316" hex.) plugs
are being supplied on engines for scout car, 33A1; the two types
are not interchangeable.
c. Maintenarnce.-(1) Servicing.-Gaps should be checled carefully with a feeler gage every 500 miles. Plugs should be checked
in a tester every 4,000 miles, cleaned if necessary, an(ld regappedl to
.025 inch.
(2) Replacement.-Gaps are burned open by the constant application of spark, heat, pressure, and the chemical action of the
fuel mixture. Electrodes become oxidized and corrodedl,
calusinl
increased resistance to the passage of current. The fi'illn end of
the core becomes crustecl with carbon and other deposits, rcesillting
in missing because of current loss over and through these deposits.
Plugs develop a gas leakage between the core and shell or between
the center electrode. and core. Experience indicates that by reason
of all the above; spark plugs literally wear out and should be're-.
placed after 10,000 miles.
d. T'roubles and remedies.--Tle several basic d(ifliculties whlich can,
develop in connection with spark plugs and contributing causes :are
tabulated below.
Procedure

Conditions

Other possibilities

Set gap; replace plugs in Check ignition system;
battery;
ilming; disservice more than 10,000 miles; replace badly
tributor point gap.,
burned plugs with cooler types.
Insulator broken on upper Install new plug; avoid Use proper spark plug
careless handling.
encl.
sockct wrench.
Insulator cracked on lower Install new plug; check Avoid careless work in
specifications; may re'end.
regal)pinlg; adjust by
quire cooler plug.
bending side electrode
Gap too wide or narrow;
electrodes badly worn
or burned away.

Upper part of insulator Install cooler type plugs.
blackened; lower part
not sooty.
Insulator blistered or glas- Clean and test; if condition is habitual, change
sy; reddish or brownish
to cooler plugs.
deposits.
Insulator
covered
dry black soot.

only.
Blow by.

Check timing; carburetor
adjustment; cleaks in i\n-

take manifold and cooling system; fuel.
with Check type; clean and set Too rich mixture; (lisgap; if condition is htatributor point gal); exbitual, replace with hot
cessive choking.
plug.
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Conditions

Procedure

Other Possibilities

Insulator caked with oily Check type; clean and set Too rich carburetor adcarbon or soot.
gap; if condition is
justltent; distributor
habitual, replace with
point setting; ignition
hot plug.
system; timing; batPlug oily but not sooty Dry plug; clean and set
tery; choke; too nmuch
1'or
c(Itt),llcd.
gap; examine for crackoil in crankcase; leaky
(d insunlator; reilnstall
or stuck \'alVyes; 0lois or
and test.
iworn pistons and rings.

22. Timing.--a. General.--By timing of the ignition is meant that
the air-fuel mixture is ignited or fired ;tt a moment when an engine
l)iston is in a position in its cylinder where the most power will be
,litailned from the resulting action. At this position of a piston
st roke, the breaker arm must snap away from the stationary contact
in the distributor. The exact point of circuit interruption to set up
the spark depends on the engine size, speed, and load. By reason
of the variable timing requirements set up for any engrine under
different operating conditions, the terms "advanced" and "retarded"
refer respectively to early and late timing obtained through manual,
automatic, or a combination control to shift the distributor unit in
its mounting.
('1) Advacwed.-A certain amount of time passes between the.
moment ignition occurs and the moment when all fuel is burned up,
and durlinr this time, much power will be lost unless the loss of time
is compensated. A practical solution for load conditions is effected
byv allowing the spark to occur while the piston is still moving on
its compression stroke. The cyclic degrees of piston travel between
ihe point lwhere the spark occurs and the outer dead center is called
the "adva;nce." Provision is made for a manual advance (spark
control button pushed in against panel) of 6 distributor degrees on
both distriblltors, vhelreas the automlatic advance provides for 10
dlegrees on the type IGAV-4147 for scout cars, M3Al, anlld 6 dCleees
on the type IGAV-1005--A for the scout car, M3, group. Engine
degrees are double these figures. Too much advance will cause a
knock in the engine and decreased power.
(2) Retarded.-To facilitate starting and prevent the engine from
kicking back, provision is made to allow the spark to occur at outer
dead center or a little past dead center and the spark control buttot
is pulled out for this purpose. Too retarded a spark with the engine
running causes overheatingr
and loss of power due to the fact that the
entire charge in the cylinder will not be burned completely before
the exhaust valve opens permitting the flame to come in contact with
the exhaust. manifold and exhaust pipe.
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b. Procedure.Tllee correct ignition timing is of the utmost importance for the proper operation of the engine. In consequence,
the ignition unit should not be disturbed until it is positively known
to be inoperative or out of adjustment.
(1) Check the breaker points carefully to make sure that they
are in good condition and have the correct gap of .020 inch, mniximum, wlrne fully soparalt:ed.
(2) Turn the engine over by hand in the direction of normal
running until the No. 1 piston reaches top dead center on the. compression stroke, as indicated by the centering of the flywh!eel DC
markc in the inspection hole.
(3) Pull the spark control button out to the full limit for the
manually retarded position.
(4) With the spark plug wires, trace the lead from the No. 1
plug; the rotor contact should have a position opposite the No. 1
terminal in the cap. If this is not the case, loosen the advance arm
clamp screw and rotate the body of the distributor around the shaft
until the No. 1 terminal is opposite the rotor contact with the points
just beginning to break open. The opening can be checked by a
feeler of very thin strong paper, or by the ammeter when the ignition switch is turned on. Be sure to tighten the advance arm clamp
screw after making the adjustment. On this position, therefore, the
No. 1 cylinder will fire at idling speed with fully retarded spark at
top dead center. The firing order is 1-5-3-6-2-4.
c. Check.-If a neon timing light is available, a final check should
be made.
(1) Make a white chalk mark X inch wide on the flywheel so as to
coincide with the DC top dead center mark.
(2) Remove the cable from the No. 1 spark plug and connect one
lead of tlie light to the No. 1 spark plug and the other to the No. 1
cable.
(3) Start the engine and let it run at idling speed, directing the
light flash on the opening in the flywheel housing to check position
of the chalk line in relation to the center of the inspection hole as
it should line up exactly in the center. If it fails to do so, loosen
the distributor advance arm clamp screw and advance or retard
the unit as the case may be.
(4) If the chalk mark blurs or widens out, it is an indication of a
worn distributor shaft, sticking governor weights, weak governor
weight springs, improper breaker contact adjustment, or excessive
wear in the distributor drive gears. The difficulty should be investigated and corrected by the proper parties.
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23. Troubles and remedies.-The basis of a systematic analysis
of t ronble in the ignition circuit is the behavior of the ammeter in the
ilstrlnlent, panel. Witdh the ignition switch closed, the aemletoer
may indicate normal oscillation of between 2 to 5 alilei'es i(ise tIg'e,
anti zero; constant normal discharge of 2 to 3 amperes; no (lisclialmg
and zero reading: abnormal discharge of more than 5 amperes.
Electrical trouble existing before the engine is started can be localized
by noting the action of the ammeter needle. An attempt should be
made to start the engine so that running symptoms may be noted also.
a. No rnal avinmeter oscillationL.-Since battery ignition systems
work on the principle of electromagnetic induction, current must flow
through the primary windings of the coil to build up a magnetic field
around the coil, and the circuit must then be interrupted to collapse
the magnetic field and by so doing induce a high voltage in the secondary circuit. The condenser across the breaker points accelerates
the field collapse and increases the secondary voltage. It is the repeated "making" and "breaking" of the primary circuit that causes
normal oscillation of the ammeter needle. If the primary circuit is
correct (oscillation normal), the secondary circuit is then traced.
The high voltage current produced in the secondary windings of the
coil is conducted to the distributor rotor, which transmits its successively through the wires leading to the clifferent spark plugs. When
the potentinl breaks down the resistance of the spark g(rap, momentary
current flows to the grounded electrode of the plug to conplete the
circuit and produce the spark which fires the cylinder mixture.
(1) Coil disftributor circuit.--Relnve the coil distributor, highl
tension (secondary) cable and hold it % inch from ground (any
convenient metal part of the engine, free of gasoline, oil, etc.).
fMake and break the primary circuit with the ignition turned on,
either by using the starting motor or by rocking the cam inside the
distributor back and forth. A hot, snappy spark should result and
if so, proceed to test as given in (2) below.
If no spark occurs, check the coil distributor wire to be sure it can
conduct current or substitute a wire lmown to be good and repeat.
If a weak spark is obtained, either the condenser or coil or both are
at fault. Turn engine over with starting motor and look for excessive arcing at the breaker points, probably indicative of bad condenser. Replace condenser and repeat original test. If spark is
still weak, coil replacement is indicated.
(2) Distributor cover.--With the coil distributor wire inserted in
the center well of the distributor cover, remove cover and turn engine
over to induce current in the secondary circuit. Observe cover in.
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terior for cracks and moisture and watch for leakage or a short circuit
wherein sparks jump from the center terminal to the spalrk p11gf
toerlminals. Ca'.bon
whlihli,
itlis
V.,'11
res,,Ih
Hwill 11i,0 1,, HI'IaIt,
in lhel bIl(keli o! thAle cover'.Tlst
ist
wcVlellrI Ie seeaoll;lly cil(clit is
establlishied through lhe cenlter brush or terilLinal inside the ditrilitzor
cover, hold one end of a high terisiorn cable against this point %withits
other end % inch from ground. A spark should jump to ground
when a secondary current is induced.
(3) Distributorrotor.-A grounded rotor will interrupt the passage
of current between the center segment and the spark plug cables. To
test the insulation of the rotor, detach at the cover the cable leadinL
from the coil, remove the distributor cover, and hold the coil distributor cable approximately 3/8 inch from the rotor. Induce a secondlllry
voltage by making and breaking the primary circuit and if a spark occurs, the rotor is grounded and must be cleaned or replaced.
(4) Sparlk plug cables.--Iaving proved that the sepondary
current reaches the spark plug cables, check the cables by removing each
one in turn from its plug, holding it approximately 3 inch fronl
ground, and inducing a secondary voltage by means of the starting
motor. If a spark does not occur with regularity in any cable, the
cable must be replaced.
(5) Spark plug testing.-With the secondary current c]lecked as far
as the plugs, the latter must be tested to insure that the sparlc jlllllp
its gap and ignites the charge in tile cylinder. There are severtal
ways in which faulty plugs Imay be detected.
(a) A commercial sp:'ark plug tester maty be used. This instrument
requires the plug to fire in a chamber of compressed air whose pressure may be regulated. A mirror arrangement permits observation
of sparks occurring at the electrodes, and external sparking or leaking
may be noted for faulty plugs.
(b) A spark that will jump the point or gap of a spark plug when
the plug is out of the cylinder may not have enough strength to jump
when the plug is screwed in the cylinder and under compression. The
spa,rk should be strong enough to punch la hole through a visiting card
held between the points.
(c) A running engine has a certain rhythm. If a spark plug of a
regularly firing cylinder is shorted out, a different rhythm is prodluced. By shorting out individual plugs with the bit of a screw
driver across the terminal to ground and noting the result on the operttion of the engine, faulty cylinders may be checked quickly. If a
cylinder is already missing, no change will be noted when its plu g is
:horted out.
285994'-41
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(d) If a plug does not fire satisfactorily after it has been cleaned
and ad justed for the correct gap setting, repl:cement is necessary.
b. Amnmeter indicates con.stant norwoal dischztrge.--Under such circumistances, the primary circuit is complete but it is not being interrupted to induce a secondary discharge. Several tests can be made
for checking troubles of this kind in circuits beyond the ignition
coil.
(1) Distribvtor.-Disconnect the primary wire where it enters the
distributor and if the ammeter needle returns to zero, the distributor
is at fault. Remove the distributor cover and inspect for opening of
contact points; presence of foreign matter as a shunt around the
points; terminal insulation to insure that movable point is not
groilunded; condenser. If the condenser is shorted, a spark will occur
when the condenser "pig tail" is disconnected from the distributor and
touched to the live wire.
(2) Coil d(i.trvihttor moire.-If the ammeter needle does not return
to zero when the primary circuit is opened at the distributor as above,
reconnect the wire to the distributor and disconnect the end at the
primary exit of the coil to check for a grounded coil distributor wire.
If the needle still does not return to zero, examine the coil terminal
for a ground, foreign material, etc. If no ground is found externally,
the trouble must be inside the coil where one of the primary windings
near the exit may be grounded. Coil replacement is necessary.
c. Avmeter shous no discharge.--A zero reading on the ammeter
with the ignition switch closed indicates an open circuit. Ground the
terminal where the primary winding enters the distributor, and if a
spark results, the trouble is in the distributor. If no flash occurs,
the fault lies back toward the source.
(1) Distrilbtor.-Checkthe points for closing and make sure that
there is a continuous path for the primary circuit through the stationary point to ground.
(2) Pinmacry circutit.-Returnto the battery side of the ammeter and
flash test the wire. (Hold one end of a test wire at the terminal being
checked and strike the other end on a convenient ground.) If the
sltlrtin n motor turlned the engine, current must be available and by
starting at the ammeter, a logical sequence of tracing can be followed.
If a spark is obtained on the battery side of the ammeter, place tAis
lead on the far side of the ammeter to shunt the amnmeter durinq
renuwnder of test and protect against excessive test currents. Continue the tests for the fuze, the battery (hot) side of the ignition
switch, the dead side with the switch closed, and so on to complete the
circuit to the distributor. The break or defect will be found be34
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tween the last terminal that showed the presence of current and the
next succeeding one that denoted its absence. After satisfactory repair
or replacement has been accomplished, the ammeter should be reconnected in the circuit.
d. Alnmeler s/hows abnorrml discluwrge.-Such a discharge may be
caused by a ground before the primary currenjt passes tllroll-h the
nlajority of the primary wvindings of the coil. The trouble can l)
localized by observing the ammeter while turning the ignition switch.
(1) Switch "off".-If the ammeter registels zero with the switcll
"off", trouble must be past the switch but short of the coil exit
terminal.
(2) Switch "on" or "off".-If the discharge exists with the switch
either "on" or "off", the trouble lies between the amrmeter and switch
involving an examination of the gcneraLtor circuit and lead to tllho
fuze box. Remove the respective wires to note effect on almmeter ancd
localize fault. A large discharge or direct short should. burnl out a
fuze.
SECTION VI
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24. General.-The water-cooling system incorporates a AModine fin
and tubular type radiator, radiator fan, and centrifugal water plmlp.
The capacity'of the cooling system is 18 quarts for the scout car, M3,
group and 19 quarts for scout car, M3A1. The system may be
drained by opening the drain cocks at the bottom of the water pulmp
and in the left rear side of the engine block.
25. Fan.-The air flow through the radiator core is maintained
by movement of the vehicle and a six-bladed fan. The SchwitzerCummins fan (fig. 21) is fully enclosed by a shroud and mounted on
a bracket bolted to the crankcase forward of the cylinder block. The
fan is driven off the crankshaft by duall V-type belts which should
be rellaced. at the satue titne for best results silce they are iil:\itvd in
sets. By releasing the spindle jam nut and turning the adjustinll
screw, the fan hub assembly may be moved up or down in the slot of
the sul)porting bracket to give the belts the desired tension. When
the belts are properly adjusted, it should be possible to turn the t'fa
without undue force. Every 1,000 miles, the fan hub roller bcarillnrs
should be lubricated through the fitting provided or by removingr the
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slotted head screw in the hub and filling the reservoir with engine oil
utntil oil drips from thle fan shaft.
26. Water pump.-Tlle wvater pump of the in-peller type is supported by a sleeve flange from the front of the crankcase on the left
side and is ,gear driven from the timing gear train. The pump may
be removed without disturbing the geatr cover.
a. ,,,rti(;,ql.-'I' 1 p,:cwkingl nrlts on pumps of the refgular packing
type require very little pressure clue to the ample width of packing
use(d. Whllen tightening p;lckling nuts to stop a water leak, use very
little forcttI, 11l il' tlle leak does mot stopl), (lie pmnii ) should bl)e repailled. Split rillng type p)ackling is furnlllished for service so tllat; the
l)IImp can be repacked witlloet complele disassembnli-lg. Packi iig
shllould be tiglltenedl with the pump shaft revolving.
b. Lbiric-atiOn.-The front bushing for the pump shaft is autonlatically lubricated by the oiling system of the engine, while the
rear bushing is lubricated by means of a grease cup on the water
pimp housingi.
Use water pump grease in this cup and give it one
full turn every .500 miles.
27. Operation and maintenance.-The operator must assure
himself that there is always a sufficient supply of water in the system. If the engine should run low on water and overheat, it, should
be stopped and allowed to cool before refilling with clean, soft water.
Hose connections should be examined frequently and replaced, if
they show sigrns of disintegration, to prevent leaks and obstructions
of the system by particles. If the vehicle is to standcl exposed to
freezinll telnperature without sufficient antifreeze protection, the
system should be thoroughly drained to prevent a cracked block,
frozen pump, etc. It is advisable to run the engine for 1/2 minute
after drainiling is apparently complete to eliminate water pockets and
clear the pl)ulmp.

a. Co7d weather ?'ecnitions.-(1) In freezing weathler, the cooling
system should be filled with an antifreeze solution emlploying either
approved alcohol, ethylene glycol or equivalent, based on a careful
investigation to determine the effects, if any, on the radiator, hose,
or engmine. Alcohol is the most commonly used antifreeze but it has
the disadvantage of evaporating out of solution. The system should
be cleaned thoroughly and tightened before any antifreeze is added.
The chart below gives the approximate quantity of antifreeze necessary for various temperature conditions but an antifreeze solution
hydrometer should be used as a check.
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b. Overveatinq/.-Over-lheatil(g may be ctlaused by a dtefi(illc'y in
the cooling system or a fault in some other pa.rt of thle engoile. In
the cooling system, overheatingl may
! result fron-(1) A leak in the system causing an insufficiency of water.
(2) Dirt, rust, grtease, or hose palrticles causing a restlrict.ion of the
flow of water in the radiator, pipes, or engile.
(3) A broken pumnp or sheare(l impeller which fails to circ'ulate
the water.
(4) A slipping or broken fan belt or bent blacldes cnausillg : reduction in the ftan's circulation of air throughl the radiator.
(5) Clogged ttir paLsstges in the radiator or paint on the filns.
(6) Insufficient water.
c. Inspection.-Inspection should be systematic in order to locate
trouble and the following sequence is recommended for the coolillng
system:
(1). Remove filter cap to see that there is sufficient solution in the
radiator, overflow pipe is open, and interior clean.
(2) Examline the radiator for leaks, dirty Mlil passaiges, amli feel
for cold spots whichll indlicate cloggoed sections if thwe elngilln is wlrIlu.
(3)

Observe in and ulnder the vehlicle for vater leakls ;andl 11.1tOll(

the engine block for rusty lines whicll indicate loose fittings or leaky
cylinder gaskets.
(4) Examine hose connections for tightness and feel them to note
whether they are alive or apparently in a collapsed state; test; eliciency of the pump by feeling the upper hose connection vwhile a(celerating the engine to note atsurge if circulation is effected.
(5) Examine the pump shaft and pump gaskets for leaks.
(6) Note action of fan and check blade mounting for pitch and
tightness; fan belts should be clean and have about 1 inchli play in
both directions when pressed.
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(7) Check condition of and connection to the hot water heater,
used, in the driver's compartment; this heater accounts for
the extra capacity of the cooling system of scout car, M3A1.
d. ,Selrvicin.g.-Coolimn systems should be given a systematic servicing every 6,000 miles, or about twice a year (spring and fall). Cooling
systems should alwvays be serviced before the introduction of an antifreeze into the systeill alld a.flte its rcmnoval.
(1) Cleaning.-The servicing of the cooling system consists of dissolving the dirt, rust, scale, and grease in the system and flushing.
The operation is initiated by removing 1 gallon of water and adding a
solution of 1 pound of washing soda in 1 gallon of clean water. The
engine should then be run until the solution boils thoroughly, after
which it can be drained from the system by disconnecting the lower
hose connection, care being taken not to scald the hands; the drain
cocks should not be used because their openings are too small and
would probably become plugged. The upper hose and any thermostats should then be disconnected and the system flushed thoroughly.
(2) Flushing.-Flushingof the system should be effected in the
direction opposite the direction of normal flow; the radiator, therefore, should be flushed up and the block down in that order to permit
the block to cool. After flushing, thermostats when used should be
cllhecked by dip)ping, in hot and cold water.
(3) Fi'ishihnYg.-Before reconnecting sections of hose, they and
their clamps should be examined carefully for serviceability and replaced if unsatisfactory. Shellac should not be used for connections.
System should be made waterproof and refilled.
e. Thawing.-If the water in the cooling system of a vehicle freezes
solid, it must be thawed by placing the vehicle in a warm place.
Under no circumstances should the engine be run when the water in
the system is completely frozen. In the case of mush ice, it is
safer to place the vehicle in a warm place but the ice may be thawed
hy covering the radiator and running the engine slowly. If the
engrine has been started and the radiator is steaming, stop the engine,
cover the radiator and hood and, when the steaming stops, start the
engine again and let it run at idling speed, keeping the water below
the boiling point until proper circulation is reestablished.
Xwhen
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28. General.--The clutch (fig. 22) is manufactured by the Long
Manufacturing Company and designated as MIodel 12-CB-CL. It
is of the single plate, dry disk, semnicentrifugal type and inlcorporates a mechanical vibration dampener and a provision for iultollatic
adjustment to compensate for wear. The Long clutch is inteecla llgeable as an assembly with the Rockford (Borg-Warnler) Mode] Cl A1191 used on later production of scout cars, I3A1.
29. Construction.-a. General.-(1) The clutch consists of a
cover plate assembly and a driven member assembly. The clutch
cover plate assembly (C) is secured to the engine flywheel (A) by
twelve 3%-inch cap screws. The flywheel forms a part of the clutch
housing and the finished rear face of the flywheel is the forward platte,
in effect, of the clutch.
(2) Fabric friction material (B) is riveted to both sides of tihe
clutch disk or driven plate (G) which is secured to the splined llulb
(M) of the driven member assembly. The hub mounts on the end
of the transmission main gear shaft which is supported( by the clutcll
shaft pilot bearing (R) in the flywhlleel. Between the disk and its
rear lining are six crimped spring steel segments which constil ute an
independent cushioning means for the lining and provide a smooth
clutch engagement.
(3) The back or pressure plate (E) is held in contact with the
friction material (B) by twelve coil springs (Q) set upon asbestos
base washers on the pressure plate. There are six release fingers
(F) of hardened, forged steel which are mounted on needle bearillgs
to reduce wear and friction. Application of pressure to the clutch
pedal causes the clutch throw-out ball beatring (J) to actuate the
release fingers and compress the springs (Q,) to release pressure oil
the clutch disk.
b. Clutch dampener.-The mechanical dampener is of the spring
and friction type, and it is installed to eliminate noises occasioned
by the synchronizing of vibrations in the drive syvstem. A set of ten
coil springs (I) cushions the load both when accelerating or decclerating, and are prevented from overstressing because of a sudde.l
cltich application, by four stop pins (1P) vwhich limit the atiotult;
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of movement. The friction which is necessary to dampen torsional
vi)ratiolns completely is obtained by eihllt friction washers (N), four
of which are onl either side of the hub flange, under an adjustable
spring (0) load.
30. Adjustment.-a. Interlna.-SNo internal adjustment of the
clutch itself should be necessary duringf the life of any one set of
liinigs. Adjpishi ent of le thtrow-out fingerls (F) for unifoulr colitact with the thlrow-out bearing (J) is by means of the adjusting
nuts (I-I). Suitable locking is effected to maintain the original factory setting until the clutch is completely disassemblecl.
b. External.-The spring (K) attached to the clutch throw-out
bearing sleeve pulls that sleeve from contact with the clutch fingers
and against the clutch release yoke (L). The adjustment for clearaice between the clutch tlhrowout bearing and the clutch fingers is
lladl
tlIlrollh an adjlultiiag yoke on t.le rodl frol tdle cl utch pedal
to tile lever on the clutch release s11haft. Adjustnlentl shoull be nmalde
to pIrvide approximately 1 inch of clutch pedal travel before the
clutch throwoult bearinfr contacts the fingers, and must be checked
from time to time as thle clutch lining wears. The floor will serve
as a stop for the pedal in the rear position or with the clutch engaged.
31. Lubrication.--rThe clutch shaft pilot ball bearing (R) is
packed with lubricant at the factory and sealed so that further attention is unnecessary. The clutch throw-out ball bearing (J) is
compllletely enclosed and lubricated, together with the clutch throwout bearing sleeve, with oil from a well in the sleeve. Every 500
miles, seven drops of oil should be added through the oil cup (D)
on the clutch housing.
SECTION VIII
TRANSMISSION
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32. General.--The transmission shown in figure 23 is manufactured by the Clark Equipment Company and designatted as model
230-F. It is conventional in its location and construction and operates as a selective-gear type to provide four speeds forward and one
speed reverse. Direct drive is in fourth gear.
33. Construction.-a. The cast iron transmission case (A) (fig.
23 0) is provided with a removable bell housing (B) and both can
be removed from the engine as a unit. The front ends of the main
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(C) and counter (D) shafts are mounted in straight, solid type,
roller bearings, (E) and (F) respectively, and the rear ends in )ball
be.:rings, (G) and (HI) respectively. The third (I) ancd seconrl (J)
speed mainshaft gears are mounted on straight, solid type, roller
bearings while the reverse idler gear shaft is mounted in bronze
bushings.
1. Tll collntoersh1llaft fixe(d d(1ivo. (IC) rdltl (1lliven g(e;t1ars (L) ItI(d
(M), and the main shaft drive (N), third (I) and second (J)
speed gears are of the helical type and constant mesh; these g(ears
are shifted by the sliding tootJled clutch (0). The countersh]aft
first speed gear (P), the mainshaft first speed and reverse gcar (Q),
and the reverse gear are of the spur type with the teeth 'pointed"
to prevent chipping and facilitate shifting.
c. The main drive or clutch gear (N) is driven from the clutch
through an integral splield shaft (R); the rear end of the shaft is
stul)l)oltod by t lball Let'ilrg (S) iollllntied ilk I: i(rllnsllissiolIn cseo
illt o
bearinlg it.l.
while the forlwalrd end is supll)porl'tl Lby a ball bl
flywheel. (See sec. VI.) The third speed gear (I) and the clutch
teeth which mesh wit1h the teeth on the slidgear (N) have internll
ing clutch (0). The hub of the second speed gear (J) has external
teeth which mesh Twith internal teeth in the first or low speed sliding
gear (Q); the latter acts as a clutch when engaging second speed.
d. A yoke (T) mounted on the rear end of the main shaft provides
a means of connection for the propeller shaft which extends to tlhe transfer case. The shifter rods (U), with the interlockingr devices, antd the
gear shift lever (V) are mounted in the shift bar houtsing (W). The
hand emergency or parking brlake lever, on a notched sector, is mounted
to the rear and at the side of the case and the auxiliary shift lever for
the transfer case is supported on the top side. The clutch and bralke
pedals are mounted on a protruding shaft (X) at the left side of the
transmission case.
34. Gear ratios and shifts.-a. General.-The transmission in-

lthe

corporates the SAE standard four-speed truck gear shift Nwith ratios
and arrangement as follows:
Gear ratios

First-----_ _-------------------

Ball positions

- 5. 00:1

--Second - ---Third - - -- -- -- - -- -- -.----------------.--------Fourth

Engin-e Neutral.

3.-----07-:1

1. 71:1
1. 00: 1

() (

Reverse -------.-- -- -- - -- -- -- - 5. 83:1

In the four-speed type, gears should be shifted into the second speed
position to facilitate cover removal.
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b. Shifting.-Gear shifting should be properly executed by moving
the gear shift lever at all times to its extreme position for any partictIla; shift, to insure complete meshing of the gears. Silent shifting is
accolmplished by establishing gear rotation momentarily of nearly
qllIal speeds; this is a matter of proper declutching and timely shifting
il consideration of whether shifting up or down in the speed riage.
I1",l. ge,,. (elsh il l silrflil lgImeIlis shl,'to
t'ilislilissioll life. Fl(,qll(111 lt l Ile shift into neutra l, fol lowed by a slight pause befole proceedinig into the gear chosen, will effect the silent shift by reason of. the
slower deceleration of truck type clutches. (See par. 67e.)
35. Lubrication.-a. OeneraZ.-Positive lubrication is provided
by the splashing and carrying action of the gears, provided the required oil level is maintained. The transmission case should be
checked every 1,000 miles and kept filled to the level of the filler
plug opening to the right on the rear side of the case. A high grade
stlraight mineral gear oil equivalent to SAE 140 should be used for
summller in temperatures above 750 F., and for winter in temperatures down to 32.° F. Below 32 ° F., an oil of a grade equivalent
to SAE 90 should be used. The transmission case capacity is 5
quarts. If an extreme pressure (EP) lubricant is used originally~
only an identical IP ltubricant or a straight mineral oil of similar
base stock is to be used for make-up purposes to avoid difficulty.
7). Drainiigand flus.hing.--'he object in draining the transmission
oil periodically is to eliminate possible bearing surface abrasion
and attendant wear. Minute metallic particles are deposited in and
circulate with the transmission oil, and the oil itself changes chemically as a result of repeated heating and cooling, and churning in
the presence of air. After the first 1,000 miles, and every 6,000 miles
or seasonally thereafter, the used oil should be drained after the
transmission case has become warm; care must be exercised to clean
around the filler plug before opening for inspection. The case
should be flushed by filling to the proper level with a light flushing
oil, and a front wheel and a rear wheel should be jacked up. The
wheels on the ground should be securely blocked to prevent motion
of the vehicle, the transmission shifted into reverse gear and the
engine operated at moderate speed for about 10 minutes. The flushing oil should be drained completely and the case should be inspected
for foreign material before refilling with new fresh oil. Overfilling
of the case must be avoided as the excess quantity will serve no usefull purpose and may cause overheating or work into the clutch
housing.
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36. General.--a. The transfer cases or auxiliary transnissionns
(figs. 24 and 25) represent basic types as mlanufactured by tihe Viscousin Axle Company and designated as follows:
(1) Model T-32-9 for the scout car, M3, group.
(2) Model T-32-15 for scout car, M3A1.
b. Each transfer case is mounted in rubber to the rear of the transmission on a special cross member of the chassis, and is the unit
through which the front and rear axles are driven.
a. Field experience indicates that the bolts holding the transfer
case may become loose by reason of the rubber mounting insulator
taking a permanent set; these bolts will be checked regularly (at least
once a week) and adjusted tightly at all timnes in order to preclude
any failures.

d. Such a gear box serves to provide an additional speed reduction
for extended slow-speed maneuvering and offsets the front propeller
or drive shaft to clear the engine crankcase to the right. Direct or
low-speed drive is provided.
37. Construction.-a. The cast iron transfer case (A) (fig. 24)
incorporates a number of bearing caps (B) and oil seals (C), which.
enclose the main shaft (D), idler shaft (E), driven countershaft (F),
b1ach sll:lft is
and the main drive gear (I) with integral shaft (IK).
supported 'by two spherical roller bearings, and itll the exception
end to facilitate conof the idler shaft, splined on the external:
nection of its respective propeller shaft companion flange.
b. The main drive gear (I), idler shaft driven gear (L), and
countershaft driven gear (0) are of the helical type. The idler
shaft low speed fixed gear (N) is of the spur type. T1he main shaft
sliding or clutch gear (H) is of the spur type and under control of
the shifter fork (G), provides direct drive by meshing with the internal teeth of the main drive gear (I) or extra low speed by meshing with the idler shaft gear (N). The speedometer drive gear (A')
is on the idler shaft and fully enclosed in a small housing.
38. Auxiliary gear ratios and shifts.-a. General.-The tranlsfer case selection of gear ratios is entirely independent of the i rans43
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mission and controlled Iby an auxiliary gear shift lever in the driver's
colnpartment.
b. Shifticng.-Shifting of transfer case gears should be executed
as indicated in paragraph G7e and be followed by conventional transmission shifts from neutral to whatever speed the situation requires.
Ordinarily, with the transmission in gear, the clutch will not be disengag;ed to efrect direct shifting thrgh
loig
hee transfer case. Di rtct
drive of 1: 1, with the transfer case shift lever pushed forward from
the operator, is normally used but a low ratio of 1.94: 1 and 1.87: 1
may be obtained for scout car, AM3, and for the scout car, M3A1,
group respectively, by pulling the shift lever back toward the operator. The lower ratio is used primarily when the vehicle is accompanying slow-mnoving foot troops or to develop maximum traction.
39. Lubrication.-a. Ge eeral.-P-ositive lubrication is provided
by the splahshing andc carrying action of the gears, provided the required oil level is maintained. The transfer case should be checked
every 1,000 miles and kept filled to the level of the filler plug opening
to the left on the rear side of the case. A straight mineral oil equivalent to SAE 2_50 should be used for summer in temperatures above
750 F., and a grade equivalent to SAE 140 in temperatures between
:;2 F. tld(l 750° '. F or winter tomlpratures below 320° 1., an oil ofl'
grade SAE 90 should be used. The transfer case capacity is 3 quarts.
b. Draining and fl#s'hiu g.-After the first 1,000 miles, and every
6,000 miles or seasonally thereafter, the used oil should be drained
after the transfer case has become warm. The case should be flushed
with a solvent or light engine oil, thoroughly redrained, inspected
for sludge and metal chips, and refilled with new fresh oil. If facilities are available to support the vehicle off its wheels, it is practical
to run the engine tnd operate the transfer case and transmission in
gear at the same time to provide a thorough opportunity for the
flushing medium to accomplish its purpose. (See par. 35b.) Overfilling of the case must be avoided as the excess quantity will serve
no useful purpose but will cause overheating and damage to the oil
seals. The, drain plug is in the bottom of the case. The breather
plug (J) should be inspected and cleaned to prevent clogging of the
air passage.
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40. General.-Three propeller or drive shafts \ith needlle-bearlil
universal joints are provided to transmit power from the tra.nsllission. The type shown in figures 20 and 2o7 is manufacture(l by lhe
Spicer Manufacturiig Corporation andl designated as its 1400 series
for the scout car, M3 group; the 1410 series for scout car, M53AI,
is similar except for length and minor variations. The longest shalft
is for use between the transfer case and front axle, the mediumL
length shaft between the transfer case and rear axle, and the slloltest
shaft as a coupling between the transfer case and transmission.
a. Coupling shaft.-The short main propeller shaft couplinl between the transmission and transfer case incorporates a ball yoke
universal assembly and splined shaft, a sleeve yoke universal assembly, yoke flanges, and companllion flalnges for the. ltral;smissiolln tnd
traIslter' case respectively. AI.'O\w must be iln line to alino trllllllim s
or yokes.
b. Propeller shafts.-The two longer propeller shafts to the axles
incorporate a tube assembly with a universal sleeve joint assellmbly
at the splined end and a universal joint assembly at the yoke endl.
Beyond the universal joints are the flanges for connection to the
transfer case and the respective axles. Arrows must be in lille to
aline trunnions.
41. Universal joints.-The universal joints are of the needlebearing type and consist of two steel forged, one-piece yokes assembled into a unit with a single forged trunnion cross and four
needle-bearing assemblies. The needle bearings which fit into the
yoke holes are self-contained, the needle rollers being assembled
in hardened steel retaining cups. The end thrust from the t runnion
cross is carried on the hardened and ground surface of the needlebearing retaining cup.
42. Lubrication.-a. Universal joints.--Universal joints of the
needle-bearing type should be lubricated with an oil equivalent to
SAE 140. A high pressure fitting is provided on the trunnion cross
or journal assembly for lubrication. There is a large oil reselvoil
ill eachl end of tih joul rnal which is paciked with Jil blicallt wi lell
the joints are assembled and additional oil will not be required
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except at 2,000-mile i]ntervals. 1A relief valve is assembled to the
central chamber to prevent damage to the oil seals when extremely
1)igh pressure is used to force in lubricant; this valve also serves
as an indicator to show when the joint is completely filled.
b. S'pline shtaft.-- lubricating fitting is also provided to lubricate
each splined sleeve or propeller shaft slip joint every. 1,000 miles,
same SAE 140 lubricant.
usig thefllC
Caution: It is important to note that ordinary grease or heavy
oil must not be used in needle-bearing universal joints as such
lublricants will tend to block the oil passages,
43. Hand brake.-a. Descoiption.-The disk type hand brake
(fi'r. 28) is an American Cable "Tru-Stop" model, incorporating two
slhels which operate on a disk that is mounted on a conmpanion flang-e
o(f tl\e lp)opeller shaft; to the rear of the transfer ease. The brtde
slhoes are lined with a heavy duty molded lining, motunted on a shaft
in brackets attached to a special cross member, and operated by linkatfr connected to the hand brake lever in the driver's compartment.
b. Adjustmenlts.-W-Vhen the brake lining wears so that the brake
does not hold when the hand brake lever is pulled back as far as
)ossilble, adjustment should be made as follows:
(1) Place the hand brake lever forward in the fully released
posit ion to provide maximum clearance between the shoes and disk.
Tighten the adjusting nut so that the release spring exerts enough
pressure to bring the operating lever to stop solidly against the
lever arm.
(2) Insert a o32-inch shim between the front shoe lining and disk
anldl adjust the pull rod from the driver's control lever to maintain
thlis clearance.
(3) Tighiten adjusting nut so that rear lining has % 2-inch clearance with the disk.
(4) See that the tension or brake shoe spring is in place and adjust the adljusting set screws so that the linings are parallel with
tlec dislk.
(i) liemove the shllis.
e. lu)rication.-At intervals of 1,000 miles, the brake shoe anchor
pills should be lubricated at the grease fittings provided. In the
case of the scout car, M3, group there are also two grease fittings
on the cross shaft for the operating linkage to the pull rod pin. In
thle case of scout car, MA13l1, the brake and clutch pedal bushings
should be inspected regularly for indications of binding which may
be alleviated with penetrating oil.
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44. Front axle.-a. Description.-The front axle is of the spiral,
bevel gear, single reduction, full floating type, with a straddle mounitecl
pinion gear. As manufactured by the Timkenc-Detroit Axle Company,
the type shown in figure 29 applies to the scout car, M13, group andl
to scout car, M3Al, with minor variations; assemblies are interchangeable as complete units, the latter having greater capacity.
b. Constztction.-(1) The front axle consists of hleat-trefecd tlubing, pressed and riveted into the gear housings at the inner ends, and
butt welded to the forged sockets at the outer ends. In the top anll
bottom of the sockets, hardened and ground kingpins are pre ss
fitted and welded to carry heavy duty, taper roller, kingpin or pivot;
bearings. These pivot bearings support the split socket lholsing' alnd(
are shim adjusted, top and bottom, by means of steering kluckle cilps
on the steering arm. The inner end of the socket housing encloses a
steering knuckle felt which rides upon a spherical wall of the socklt,
carrying a steering stop to limit the steering angle to 30° , allnd
likewise a steering arm for tie rod attachment. The outer end of the
socket housing carries a wheel spindle or knuckle and fully encloses
the constant velocity, universal joint, drive shaft assemblies. Mounted
upon the knuckle by means of tapered roller bearings is a full float ing
hub so the entire wheel end assembly carries the load independent of
the shaft.
(2) The hub is attached to the universal drive shaft by means of 'a
long, spline engaged drive flange directly attached to the hub by
studs. Removal of this drive flange permits adjusting the inner and
outer wheel bearings by means of two adjusting nuts secured with ,a
tongued lock washer. The hub flange, in addition to carrying the
-wheel disk, mounts an iron brake drum with studs to suit, t(le type
of wheel. Against the knuckle flange is bolted the.briake backin(r plalte
which fully encloses the two-shoe, internal expanding, hydraulic
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brake with its wheel cylinder secured at the top. The brake lining
is of I1-incll molded type, readily adjusted for wear by externally
operated adjustment camns near the top. It is not necessary to remove
thle dr(m or wheel in making adjustments to the brake.
(3) The tubular tie rod is mounted behind the axle for protection
andllis nitachedll
to each wheel end l)y t threade(l and bolt clamped6l tie
rod yoUke. I'llhe tie rod yoke pin is bushed on the socket housing and
fixed .against rotation in the yoke.
(4) The upper and lower spring seats are of forged steel and
weldled to the housinlg arms or tubes. The steering arm ball stud is
of carburized steel, grl-ound and taper fitted to the steering arm.
(5) A modification (FS-MVO G67-WV3) has been effected for the
axle by the addition between the spring seats of a truss rod fitted with
a turnbuckle which may be tightened to relieve the strain on the axle
proper.
c. Steering kmeuckle bearing adjustm.ent.-Jack up the axle and remove the four cap screws at the upper and lower steering nuclk]e
bearing caps. The caps can then be removed and adjustment of the
bea:rinigs accomplished by means of shims located under these caps.
The bearings should be adjusted until there is no end play of the
knuckle assembly, but it should oscillate freely. Then remove caps
anlld reduce shim pile .005-inch under each cap. After replacing caps,
t here should be a small amount of drag inl rotating the steering knuckle
but it should not bind.
d. VWheel bearing adjustnent and replacement.-(1) Each front
wh0eel is supported by two adjustable tapered roller bearings. The
adjustlllellt is initiated by first jacklincg up the axle lultil one wheel
is free and removing the drive plate. The latter operation is accomplishled by removing the drive shaft stud nuts and the center screw
in wvlhichl a lubrication fitting is mounted, and loosening the plate by
mealns of two puller screws. The portion of the bearing lock which
has been bent over is then straightened and the lock nut and nut lock
are refmoved.
(2) 'lThe wheel should be spun slowly and the bearing adjusting nut
should be turned up until the bearings bind slightly, then the nut
should be backed off 1/s turn.
(3) Replace the nut lock with a new one, if possible, and install the
lock nut, making sure to hold the adjusting nut to prevent its turning.
Whenl the lock nut is tightened, the edges of the lock should then be
bent over both the adjusting nut and lock nut, and the wheel checked
for free rotation.
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(4) The drive plate should then be rein6talled, making sure tllat
the lubrication fitting on the outer edge of the plate is in line with the
small hole in the gasket and the flange of the hub.
e. Caster or trailer effect.-The steering pivots or king pins are
usually not perpendicular to the ground but inclined slightly to tihe
rear in a vertical plane (fig. 29 0). The main reason for this practice
is thatt such co]strucia g'ives a. railer eff'ect wllichL tenl(ls to cansse tl(
front wheels to right themselves automatically when deilected from the
straight-ahead course. This effect is accomplished by the proper
relation of the spring seat on the axle.and the vehicle front springs.
The correct amount of caster is 5° and the only method in the field of
correcting any deviation from this angle is by the use of a wvedeshaped plate between the axle spring seat and the lower vehicle sp rilng
leaf.
f. Wheel camber.-Axle ends and steering axles are so designed
that when the knuckles are in the position corresponding to straightahead driving, the knuckle spindle axis or wheel axis is not panrallel
with the plane on which the vehicle stands but inclines dowvnwatrd;
hence the wheels are closer together at the bottom than at the top.
This inclination is known as the camber angle aend its principal purpose is to cause a vehicle to steer more easily. iAs shown in figure
30, the correct wheel camber of 3/0 per wheel is originally set in
the axle and cannot be altered through any adjustments. If theo
reading is found to be greater than 1 ° or less than 0 ° , it is an indication. that some part has been bent in service, anid repair or
replacement shotld be effected; usually replacement is preferable.
g. Toe-in or' gather.-(1) The front wheels are not parallel whllen
in the position of straight-ahead running, but are closer together. at.t
the front than at the rear. Toe-in has the effect of causingl the
natural paths of the wheels to approach each other and is introduced for the purpose of counteracting the tendency of the wheels
to separate as a result of camber. Wheel toe-in, as indicated in
figure 30, is originally set at 1/s inch, plus or minus 1A/ inch, and
should be maintained at this figure.
(2) Adjustment of toe-in is accomplished by removing the lefthand steering cross tube end pin and slipping the cross tube end
or tie rod yoke off the cross tube steering arm or tie rod (fig. 29 Q).
The cross tube clamp bolts are loosened to permit rotating the
threaded yoke on the tube to increase or decrease its effective lenoth.
Toe-in is controlled by the length of the connecting tubei assembly.
After correct adjustment has been obtained, bolts, yoke, and pinl
must be secured in position once more.
285994°-41
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i. Lubricatioin.-(1) Oil seals.--All oil seals slould be periodically
inslpected and replaced if undue wear is apparent. If seals are allowecd to operate after they have become worn, they no lonllger perform their function of retaining the lubricant in its proper location
and many times allow the entrance of dirt, grit and other foreign
matter wllich becomes mixed with the lub icanit, caunsilg prematurl
weair anlld other dlifficulties.

(2) ,Steering knuvckle 2upper bearings.-At 1,000-mile intervals,
lubricate tlhe upper steering knluckle bearinllgs ithll a chatssis'lubricant.
(3) Steering knuckle lower bearlings and u7?liue'rsal drive assernbly.-At 1,000-mile intervals, for summer lubrication, lubricate with
SAE 250 through the trunnion socket for the Rzeppa type joint
employed in production until level is reached through plug (X)
(fig. 29 O). For cold weather operation, use SAE 140.
(4) Fro~nt axle center.-After the first 1,000 miles of operation,
drain the oil from the axle housing, flush out and refill wvith 4%/2
quarts of a gear lubricant using a straight mineral oil with a Saybolt viscosity of at least 150 seconds for summer use (SAE 140) and
85 to 115 seconds at 2100 F. for winter use (SAE 90). At 1,000mrile intervals. check and add lubricant if necessary. At each 0,000
'liles after the initial refilling, drain the lubricant from the axle
housin(g, flush, and refill as above.
(5)
,rolLt lwheel bearings.-Wheel bearings should be removed,
cleaned, checked, and repacked every 6,000 miles. Lubrication
through fittings inserted in cap recesses of the axle driving flanges
is not recommended. For atmospheric temperatures down to plus
100 F., use a hard wheel bearing fibrous grease; for lower temperatures, use a medium wheel bearing fibrous grease.
45. Rear axle.-a. Desceiption.--The rear axle' (fig. 31) is manufactured by the 'l'imken-Detroit Axle Company, applies to the scout
car, A13, group and also to scout car, M3A1, with minor variations.
and is interchangeable as a complete unit. This rear axle is of the
spiral bevel-gear, single reduction, full floating type.
b. Con,'truction.-(1) The rear axle consists of a housing which
serves as the load-carrying member and is a steel stamping with a
forged outer end. The differential and bevel ring gear assembly,
togetller with the pinion, are mounted as a unit in tlhe axle housing
tube and carrier assemblies.
(2) The ring gear is riveted to a flange on the differential case which
is mIounted in tapered roller bearings. A backing-up block for the
riwng gefar is provided to prevent excessive deflection ulder extreme
loads.
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(3) 'I.'le illioll gear is sltralle ljlln(lt.l d ithl tVo o)l)posc(l irollcr
bearings int frollt of the gear headl il
a straiglht solid roller bearilng
at the rear.
(4) The wheels are mounted on two tapered roller bearmigs on the
end of the axle housing tubes and are driven by at drop forged( axle
shaft. The outer enl of this S]laft lhas an inltegral flalnge whifh b(olts
to the wheel and the inner end is splined to the diffleretial side gear:.
c. Rear Qoheel bearing adljustrnent.-This adjustment must be mlade
with tlhe axle jacked up an(ld the axle shaft remloved.
(1) Draw the inside adjustingl nut up tightly against the outer
cone assembly, meanwhile rotating the wheel first in one diriection a:nd
then in the other until the bearings bind and the wheel turlns hard.
Rotating the wheel in both directions causes the rollers to becolme
fully and evenly seated.
(2) Back off the adjusting nut until the wheel turns freely without perceptible end play in the bearing. It may be necessary to tap
the end of the axle housin while loosening the adjustment in order
to move the cone on the axle.
(3) End play may be tested by placing the end of a short bar betweelt tlhe tire and the floor anti tt tlhe swine time 1o11dilng a filinger onl
the cage of the outer bearing. WVork the bar up and down to detect
any excessive play or looseness. If but it barely perceptible slhako
can be felt and the wlleel turns freely, the adjustment is correct and
can be locked as set, after which the axle shaft may be replaced.
d. Lub.rication.-(1) Rear axle.-After the first 1,000 uiles of operation, drain the oil from the axle housing, flush out, and refill with
3 quarts of a gear lubricant using a straight mineral oil equiaIIlent
to SAE 90 for winter and SAE 140 for summer. At 1,000-nile intervals,' check the level of the oil in the axle housing and add hibricant if necessary. At each 6,000 miles after the initial refilling,
drain the lubricant from the axle housing, flush, and refill as above.
(2) Rear 'oheel bearings.-At 6,000-mile intervals, remove the
rear wheels, clean out the old grease and repack the bearings by hanlld
with a wheel bearing lubricant. It is necessary that these bearings
be repacked by hand with the correct amount of lubricant to eliminate
the possibility of forcing the lubricant past the grease retainers such
as when pressure guns are used.
1When reinstalling the wheels, care
must be exercised to prevent damage to the oil seal at the inner
bearings. Be sure to readjust the wheel bearings when the wheels
are assembled.
46. Wheels and tires.-The front and renr wheels are tlhe Bludd
Company's deniountable 20 by 7, steel disk, spoke type, with six
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Illo)lllting holes. All whllels and tires of the scout car, M13, group
inid scout car, AIT3A1, are interchangeable.
a. T'ire casings.--s originally equipped, the casings are 8.25 by
20, mnud and snow tread, balloon type with a TR 77 type valve.
Tires or casings should be repaired in accordance witll conventional
methods. Punctures or tears causing exposure of the cord or fabric
sljo,,ll be villc;l:lizcd.
b. T'ubea.--Bullet resisting inner tubes, with a puncture sealing
element, are supplied in accordance with Rock Island Arsenal Tentative Specification RIXS-114. Pressure required is 60 to 70 pounds.
Proculllmentl of sponge rubber fillers for pneumatic tired combat
vellicles has been discontinued (OISC 116); Holes in bullet resist ing auti puncture sealing inner tubes should be repaired by cold
pa;tcllii ng with the mnethod eInplo]yed for conventional tubes. HI-ot
paltching or vulcanizing, should not be attempted. Tlhe heat and
pressure requisite for ]lhot patching will destroy the sealing matrix
and cause thle inner -walls to become vulcanized together. Tires must
not be operated when underinflated, nor "bled" to reduce air pressure which increases during operation.
c. Preservation7 (OFSC'91).-The deleterious effect of oil and grease
on rubber is generally known, but precautionary measures to prevent
contact are frequently neglected. Tires and tracks come in contact
with oil or grease for various reasons, among the more common of
whlich are faulty assembly of seals, worn or damaged seals, or carelessless in handling oil and grease when lubricating. The consequent cleterioration of the rubber is slow and therefore unnoticed, since the oil
gradually works into the rubber and leaves the outer surface normal
in appearance, but an amalgam forms with the rubber to soften and
reduce the hleat and wear resisting qualities. When a lubricant is
required to facilitate the installation of tires, a solution of liquid soap
and flake graphite should be used. The liquid soap should be added
to the graphite until the resulting solution can be applied with a, paint
bruslh. This solution has no deleterious effect onl rubber and will
lretarld rill corrosion.
47. Hydraulic brakes.-a. Description.-The service or wheel
brakes comprise a 4-wheel, vacuumn
power, hydraulic type system (fig.
32) and are manufactured by the Wagner Electric Company (Lockheed). The brake proper consists of two internal expanding shoes for
each of the front and rear wheels in iron brlake drums witll high wear
resisting qualities. Shoes in both the front and rear brakes are expanded by opposed pistons acting in a cylinder and operating directly
on each shoe.
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b. Operation.-(1) This braking system consists of a combination
brake-fluid supply tank and master cylinder, and hydraulic lines of
copper tubing leading from the master cylinder to the flexible connections between the frame and taxles which connect to the wheel operating cylinders. Foot pressure applied to tlhe brake pedal forceis tluirl
through tlhe copper tubing arid flexible cojnnect ions into the vil,c,1
, ,ylinders in the four-wlheel brakies. The brake fluid enters the wheel
cylinders between opposed pistons causing them to expand the brake
shoes to contact the brakle drums.
(2) As the pedal is moved forward the vacuum power unit piston
and rod move, and greater hydraulic pressure is built up within
the wheel cylinders to press the shoes against, the brale dtlrums.
When the foot pressule is removed from the brake pedal, the release
springs between the bralke shoes contract, return the wheel cylilnder
pistons to their "off" position, and force the brakle fluid fronl tile
operating cylinders back to the master cylinder. Since the pressure
must be equal in all parts of the system, no braking action can take
place until all shoes are in contact with the drums; the brakes, therefore, are automatically equalized.
c. Master cylinder and supply tank.-The master cylinder (fig.
33) is integral with the supply tank casting and is bracket mounted
to the frame side rail. The supply tank carries a reserve of fluid
which is fed automatically to the system as required, the master
cylinder being submerged in the fluid. The tank is equipped with a
combination filler and breather cap (A), which permits atmospheric
pressure on the reserve fluid at all times and prevents the entrance
of dirt and water and the evaporation of the alcohol content of the
fluid. A conventional pressure type stoplight switch (fig. 43), with
a 1/8-inch fitting and two screw terminals, is assembled to the master
cylinder.
(1) Funnction.-The function of the master cylinder is to set up
pressure in the system and force a sufficient quantity of liquid between the pistons of the wheel cylinders to apply the bratle. The
combination master cylinder and supply tank automatically maintains a constant volume of fluid in the system, compensates for expansion or contraction of the fluid caused by temperature changes, and
replenishes any loss of fluid from slight leaks or seepage.
(2) Operation.--(a) When the foot brake pedal is released or in
the "off" position, the piston (B) (fig. 33) in the master cylinder
is held to its outer or released position by the return spring (G)
and sealed by the rubber piston cup (C). When the piston is in
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this outer position, it uncovers a compensating port (H) in the
cylinder wall which connects to the supply tank.
(b) Increase in temperature causes the fluid in the braking system
to expand, the expansion being bypassed through port (H) to the
tank. A drop in temperature causes the fluid to contract and rcplenishment is effected throufgh the samne port :from the taink so that
a cosl(alut volunme of fluid is maintained in the system. It is important, therefore, to adjust the rod to the power lever so that
the piston may return to the ext:reme position against the stop wire
(J) and permit the piston cup (C) to uncover the compensating port.
(c) The valves of the master cylinder, held in place by the return
spring (G), are double check valves (K) and (L), which allow the
brake fluid to flow in both directions. When the brakes are applied,
the fluid is forced through the inner check valve (L) which is held
against the large valve (K) by a spring (P) of low pressure. mWhen
the brake foot pedal is released, the master piston return spring forces
the piston back to its position against the stop (J). At the same
time, brake fluid enters the master cylinder through the outer larger
valve (K), forced from the operating cylinders through the pipe lines
by the brake release springs. The return pressure of the fluid decreases until it balances that of the master piston return spring (G)
which is 6 to 8 pounds and is sufficient to keep the piston seal
cups seated and prevent gravity leaks or unseating due to road shocks.
(d) Should the fluid returned from the system be insufficient to
equal the displacement caused by tile return of thle master piston
to its release position, a vacuum will be set up in the master cylinder
suflicient to draw fluid into the master cylinder from the supply
tank through six small ports in the master cylinder piston head, one
of which is shown at (-M).
Secondary cup (D) is a seal to prevent
loss of reserve fluid into the boot (F).
(e) The combination valve functions differently when bleeding or
filling the system withl brake fluid. Because of the fact that there
is no pressure in the system to operate the valve against the 6- to
S-pound spring pressure of the master cylinder, fluid is continually
passed by the operation of the foot brake pedal, through the smaller
check valve (L), until air is entirely expelled from the system.
d. Brake connections.-The brake connections for the hydraulic
brake system are of special annealed copper tubing and a flexible
rubber and fabric hose designed for this particular purpose. The
tubing is securely anchored to the frame or axle by clips to prevent
vibration and whenever needed, protected by loom. One tube leads
from the master cylinder along the inside of the frame left side
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unllher, and by flexible connection to the rear axle housing where
it divides, serving both rear brakes. Separate tubes lead from the
i1a1ter cylinder to each ,front brake and these front tubes are carriedl inside of the frame side members leading by flexible connection
to both front wheels. T'Ile pipe connection for the right front wheell
bIlndl is carr11ied across tioe rein lxlue hull.ig. T'hli, flexiblhco,,:'t' ions
slhould be renewed at the end of 2 years' service.
e. 1V/'eeZ cylinders.-The four-wheel or operating cylinders are
mounted rigidly to the dust shield. Each cylinder is fitted with two
aluminum pistons, sealed with rubber piston cups, connected to the
brake shoes. The open ends of the cylinders are protected by rubber
bloots which prevent the entrance of dust and grit. From the highest
point of the cylinder and between the opposed pistons is a bleeder
valve. This connection is used to expel all air from the system when
it is being filled with brake fluid, an operation known as "bleeding."
f. Brake shoes.-The brake shoes in each wheel are lin+d with
high grade molded brake lining, supported at the lower end by two
eccentric anchor pins. Side play is limited by guide pins and retaining washers which are contracted by the brake release spring and
bear on the edge of the brake shoe. At the top, the shoes are
expanded by the operating cylinder.
g. Hydraulic brake fluid.-The Lockheed No. 21 hydraulic brake
fluid is a special mixture of neutralized castor oil, denatured alcohol,
and suitable chemical reagents to prevent any action of the fluid on
the rubber and mnetal parts. Do not use any unauthorized sulbsti(tu(e.
48. Hydraulic brake servicing.-a. Fluid 7leel.-Tho level of
the fluid in the supply tank should be inspected at least once a month.
The proper level of the liquid is 3/4 inch below the top of the tank.
There should be practically no loss of fluid in the operation of the
brakes and any noticeable loss indicates a leak in the system which
should be located and stopped. If the tank becomes more than. half
empty, air will be drawn into the system when the brake is released.
In such a case, filling the tank to the proper level is not enough, since
the system must be bled at each wheel cylinder to remlove the air.
b. Bleeding the lin.e.-(1) General.-Bleeding is necessary only
when some part of the hydraulic system has been disconnected or the
fluid in the supply has become too low. To displace air whllic may
have accumulated in the system, fluid is forced through the lines until
it flows from the bleeder valve of each wheel cylindler in a solid stream.
When bleeding, depression of the foot pedal forces the liquid froml the
master cylinder through the outlet combination valve into the lines
to the wheel cylinders. VWhen the brIcake pedal is released with no pros-
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sure in the system, the master piston return spring will return the
piston against its stop and hold the return valve closed to create 'a
vacuunl within the mnaster cylinder. The cup will collapse and bypass
brake fluid throughrll the drilled piston, allowing fluid lto bypass from
the supply tank and refill the master cylinder. Worlking the foot
pedal thus gives a pumlpingr action which forces fluid through the
system and out at the wheel cylinder bleeder valve, carrying with it
any il th at Imay be )preseilL.
(2) Proceduwre.-Remove the filler plug (A) (fig. 33) and fill the
supply tank with brake fluid. Remove the cap screw from the bleeder
valve (R) of a wheel cylinder, and connect the bleeder drain tube
provided for the purpose. Slide the bleeder valve wrench over the
rubber tube, engage the hex of the bleeder valve and open the valve
three-quarters of a turn. Place the free end of the tube below the
brake tlhicd level and drain into a clean glass container comparable
to a pint jar. Depress the brake pedal slowly by hand, allowing the
spring to return the pedal to its released position. Approximately
ten strokes of the pedal \vill be required to bleed each wheel cylinder
until iltuid issues from the tube end in a solid stream without bubbles.
When bleeding, be sure to keep the supply tank more than half full
of fluid, otherwise air will be drawn into the system at this point and
As each wheel cylinder is bled, the bleeder
necessitate rebleedinll
valve is shut off tightly with the wrench, the bleeder tube is removed
and the cap screw with the lock washer is replaced. After a cylinder
has been bled, do not again depress the brake pedal until the valve
of the next cylinder is opened, for the reason that air may be forced
over from a line yet to be bled to a line on which this opermation has
been completed. When the bleeding operation is completed, refill the
supply tank and replace the valve plug. See that the filler plug is
screwed down tight. Fluid drained out in this operation should not
be used again.
c. Adjuisting br'aces.-(1) Lining wear.-Raise the vehicle until
wheels are free. Rotate the cam (T) by the nut (U) projecting
through the dust cover until the brake shoe touches the drum. Back
off this adjustment slightly until the wheel rotates freely without
drag. Adjust all eight brake shoes in this manner. The cams are
automatically locked in position by a friction spring and their shape
is such that a wrench applied to the adjusting nut, with the handle
pointing up and pulled toward the outside of the wheel, will push
the iralke shoe into contact with the bralke dlumn.
(2) Ieenwoving btrae 8stoe.s.-The washers are removed from the
anchor pins (P) and guide pins (Q). After the brake shoe return
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bling, these operations are reversedl. In case brake siloes are rclinedl,
it is imperative that the same kind of lining be used for al]l dr(ltns
or the braking wvill not be uniform.
(3) After relining.-The brake shoe anchor pins (P) are eccentric
and cap:ble of adjustment. However, this is a factory adju.lstmelnt
arlld ortce correctl;y made shlotl]d Ilol be (listll'rl-cd unless 11ne linllings
are instatled. T he proper clearance between the lining :and the (dr11ml
at the point nearest the anchor pins is .006 inch meaSriled with a
feeler gage 1 inch from the end of the brake shoe linilg.
VWith correct clearance established at the anchor pins. the clearance for tlhe
toe of the brake shoe can be checked. Mealsure with an .OOS-incl
feeler gage 1 inch from the end of the lining.
d. Disassembling bralces.-(1) To remove a front wheel cylinder,
disconnect copper tubing from hose fitting at the f-rane, removme tlhe
nut and rotate cam (T) to bring, shoes clear of wh)eel cylinder connecting links. Removal of the two catp screws (S), which hold the
cylinder to the brake dust shield, allows the cylinder and hose. to
be withdrawn from the shield.
(2) To remove a rear cylinder, follow above instructions except
that the copper tubing must be disconnected at the cylinderl inlet,
(3) To remove wheel cylinder cups, the rubber boots on either
end are removed and the pistons are withdrawn by inserting' a hook
in the hole of the piston skirt. The spiral spring placed between
the wheel cylinder cups serves to keep the cups in contact with tle
pistons at all times. It is imperative that the spring bears evenly
in the bottom of the cylinder cup and in no way disturbs the lip.
(4) To remove the piston fIorn the master cylinder, it is necess;lar
to remove the complete combination unit from the bracket. A fter
the bo6t and stop wire are removed, the piston, primary cup, retrinm
spring, and combination valve can be withdrawn.
(5) It should not be necessary to disassemble any cylinder unless
it is found to be leaking fluid past the cup.
(6) Before reassembling a cylinder, the bore should be thoroulghly
cleaned and washed with alcohol. Do not use kerosene, gasoline, etc.
The bore should be free from any score marks, rust corrosion, or pits.
It is always advisable to use nea cups when servicing a cylinder,
and cup and piston should be dipped in brake fliid before inserting
into the cylindert.
e. ]'reCaniony.-(1) Do not use an ulnauttlorized sStislitnite for'
Lockhleed brake fluid, as damage is very likely to result to somne pllrt
of the system. Free acid will attack iron cylinders, free allkali will
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attack the aluminum pistons, and mineral oil will spoil the rubber
piston cups, boots, and flexible connections.
(2) Do not allow grease, paint, oil, or brake fluid to come in contact with the brake lining.
(3) Do not clean rubber parts or inside of cylinders with anything
but alcohol.
(4) Do not fail to replace flexible pressure line connection every
2 years.
49. Vacuum power unit.-a. Description.-The vacuum power
unit (fig. 35) described ais a Bragg-IKliesrath type RP66, is of the
reaction type and so connected to the master cylinder and brake pedal
tht, it supplies a percelntage of the power applied to the master
cylinder, the remainder being supplied by manual effort on the brake
pedal pad. In this unit, the intake manifold is utilized as a source of
partial vacuumn to present a vacuum on both sides of the cylinder piston when the brakes are off and the engine is running, the vacuum
line being connected from the rear of the power unit cylinder to the
manifold (fig. 32).
b. Operation.-(1) The valve operating the power unit is contained in the unit and is operated by a rod extending through the
power unit piston rod to the valve operating lever (figs. 34 and 35).
If adjustments are correct, a movement of approximately 1 inch of
the brake pedal pulls the valve toward the rear of the piston, admitting air to the forward side of the piston. The air, or atmospheric
pressure, moves the piston toward the rear, and through the power
lever connection, applies pressure to the master cylinder piston.
(2) Air enters the cylinder from the remote air cleaner through a
connection in the end plate dust cover, holes in the hollow piston rod,
and finally the valve to the front side of the piston. It is essential
that about 5/%2 -inch travel specified for the valve rod be obtained so
tllhat the valve may open the ports admitting air to the piston; 1/1-inch
travel is required for full opening of the valve when the clearance on
the power lever is all taken up at (A).
(3) The amount of air admitted to the rear of the cylinder depends
upon the brake pedal movement. If the operator stops the forward
movement of the brake pedal, the piston will move until the valve
closes off the port which admits air to the rear of the piston, the valve
remaining in the neutral position to cover the ports and hold the air
in the cylinder on the rear side of the piston. To accomplish any
furthler Illovement of the piston or brake application, the pedal must
be depressed further.
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(4) When the operator releases the brake, the valve is positively
moved,.to the released position by the valve lever attached to the
brake pedal; this action closes the air passage to the realr sidel of
the piston and opens a passage across the piston to restore the vacuum
balance on both sides of the piston.
c. l djustments.-Thle valve operating lever is attached to the brake
pedal by two cap screws and a clamp with an oversize hole at the
lower cap screw to permit adjustment. It is absolutely necessary
that in the brake-released position the clearance of about 1/2 ill(ch between the shaft hole in the power lever and the brake pedal shaft nmust
be on the forward side of the shaft as shown at (A) (fig'. 34). Also,
the power cylinder piston rod cle is piniii list llge ,

1,ilest the rll*w;t'([ L

wall of the valve link bushing as shown at (B) (fig. 34) Itand
(lig. 35).
Any improper adjustments will affect tlQe application alld op)(l'll
ion
of the brakes. It is important that adjustments be made as indicated
and in the order given below.
(1) Loosen valve lever anchorage screws (C) (fig. 34) and remove
master cylinder and power cylinder piston rod clevis pins ('D) and
(E). 13e sure that the leverage system is clean and in correct allinement with no binding. Blook brake pedal in the rele-ase position
and check that clearance between the power lever and pedaul shaft
is at the front side of the shaft.
(2) Adjust master cylinder clevis to permit lo to 1/. inch' lost
motion in master cylinder piston rod and insert clevis pin DT))and
cotter.
(3) Push power cylinder piston rod inward until piston bottoms;
aline piston rod clevis with power lever eye by adjusting cyliller
position at the mounting end (F). Never attempt to adcwjst p)ix/on.
'rodclevis as this affects valve positioning which is correctlv set at
the time of factory assembly.
(4) Check that piston rod clevis pin (E) is against rear side wall
of valve link busllings as shown at (13) then tightell vallve lover
adjustment screws (C) being careful not to disturb valve position.
Be sure valve lever is central and. square on valve rod bushilng to
avoid binding.
(5) When the brake pedal is moved by hand, the valve rod should
move 1/ inch outward before any movement of the power line occurs.
(6) Check to be sure cotter pins are in place, lock nuts tightened,
and cap screws tight.
d. Lubrication.-Every 6,000 to 10,000 miles, remove the pipe plug
in the front end of the power unit and lubricate the cylinder walls
with 2 ounces of Bendix vacuum cylinder oil, after which the pipe
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plug should be replaced. At every chassis lubrication, spray the
valve and power lever linkage with light oil.
e. C'lealing.-The remnote 'air cleaner should be examined and
cleaned at least twice a year. Remove the hair, wash same thorolliglly in kerosene, dety alld then saturate with a li ght machine oil.
lht'lelace the hatir in the cleaner anld reasserlrhie.
1'. /Iype;oin,atldl aitCIna,rcc.--lIl asc of necessity, the followviltg
instructions for inspection and adjustment are available for the
operator:
(1) Reiiiove pipe plug> at front of cylintder and connect in a vacuum
gaIl

gC.

(2) Start the engine and note reading on the gage which should
show a va1CUl11ml of 17 to 20 inches. Stop the engine and note if
vacuuml is retained for a reasonable length of time. If gage shows
a r;lpidly falling-off (more than 10 inches in 10 seconds), it indicates
a leak which may be in the cylinder, in the line, or in the check
valve in the inlet manifold connection. Leakage in the power cylinder may often be corrected by at thorough lubrication of the unit.
(3) Disconminect vacuum-line between manifold and power unit and
hold a fing er over the end of the line. If the engine idling speed is
slower than with the line connected to the power unit, it is nll indication of a leak in either the lines or the power unit itself.
(4) Never attempt to replace the valve without also installing new
piston rod. Piston rods are furnished with undersize bore and
nimlst be reamled to fit after assembly ill piston.
50. Springs.-a. )Descrilition.-Senmi-elliptic
springs are used for
the front and rear axles, being anchored at the front end and shackled
at the rear. Th'I'e pins which pass through the spring eyes and the
shackle or brackets are hardened and ground and are fitted to reamed
bushings of hard bronze. The rear springs, which employ the
HI-otchkiss drive principle, provide for easy riding when light but
have ample capacity when loaded. Springs, while differing in desi:rgn, are interchangeable between scout cars in pairs in case of
enmergency.
(1) Spring clips.-The use of the Hotchkiss drive, wherein the
drive is taken directly through the rear springs, provides a simplified
construction which eliminates radius rods and all component parts.
It is very essential that spring clips are tight as considerable spring
breakage can be eliminated by preventing the springs from flexing
at the center bolt hole.
(2) Spring clip a(ljust~stment.-Springclips which fasten the springs
to the axle should be examined regularly and kept tight. Loose spring
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clips may allow the axle to shift and cause shearing of the center
bolt and breaking of the leaves. The spring clip nuts should be tried
with a wrench each week during the first few weeks of opelration lland
thereafter each month.
(;3) "T7'u'i
,/l,-te/,'pizi
'
-Tic.n o'diI to
priovide it tiilt. wrap
ilfollld t(he sprilrg e(ye sntlicieutl to p)le\n
tIlurellarge l, this crili(i:ll
loinll;, it is necessilly to wrap both tlhe first aniil seconll leaLveCs arollnld
the bushing at the eye. To take care of the len'thenlliig and sllr'tening of the first and second leaf and still provide it tight wrap, it, is
necessary to split the second leaf into three seclions.
eAt the center
of the spring underneath the clip bolts is aln H-shaped section slighr!tly
thicker than the two outer ends of this leaf, and into the recess
formed by the H, the tang end of the outer section is allowed to
slide. The joint formed between the centelr section and the two oeiier
sections of the second leaf gives the impression of a brolenl sprillng
leaf and may lead to complaints resulting from a ilisuinderstanlidill, of
the basic principle concerned in connection wvith the front spring assembly (WVhite part No. 344977) of scout car, MI83A1.
b. Iubrication.-At 1,000-mile intervals, lubricate all spring and
shackle bolts, through the pressure fittings provided, with an approve(l
grade of chassis lubricant. Spring leaves are lubricated or coated
with graphite at assembly but the lubricating action is neutrallized
in time by the pressure of dirt and water. Leaves may be remnoved
for cleaning and oiling, or sprayed with graphite oil while flexirlr
the splints to assist penetration of the oil. Muck and oldl
l'e:asc
slhould be scraped oilr the sides of the leaves and rclnmoved froll the
shackles.
51. Shock absorbers.-a. Description.-The I-oudaille shock absorber operates entirely upon the principle of hydraulic resistance in
conjunction with the ASC type instrument, lever, link, and clip plate,
left and right front assemblies and the BAG type instrument, lever,
and link, left and right rear assemblies.
b. Operation.-Movement of the shock absorber lever, which is attached to a rotating shaft and wing, forces fluid from one chamlber to
another. The working chamber is divided into two sections by a
stationary partition, in each side of which is located a check valve.
The valves permit fluid to flow freely in one direction but close
completely the instant the flow of fluid is reversed. When this
action occurs, the fluid is forced out of the compression chambers,
through an adjustable valve, and into the noncompression chalnmblers,
where upon the return stroke of the shock absorber lever, it is again
forced into the compression chambers through the check valves in the
stationary partition.
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C. Adjutrnent.-Tlle valve in the adjustable type of shock absorber
automatically takes care of any variation in load and road conditions. Changes in tenmperature affect the coil in which the valve is
mounted, thereby providing thermostatic control of the valve opening
at any manual setting. The factory adjustment should be satisfactory
for no1rmal conditions and average drivingr; however, for un nsla1 c(lmditiols, prlovisimon haIs been niade for additional adjuslilents as follows:
(1) Reimove the valve cap and gasket to expose the end of the
shaft and the adjustable end of the valve. The wing shaft is
marked with the letters "0" and "S" (open and shut).
(2) The valve end has two cross slots; the one marked with an
arrow is for adjustment; the other contains a wedge which is used to
stake the valve to the shaft. Unless the factory adjustment has been
changed, the narrow will be directly in line with a punch mark between the letters ":0" and "S."
Caution: The full ra·nge of adjustment lies between the letters "O"
and "S", and the valve should never be turned beyond these points.
(3) T'o increase resislance, turn the arroaw counterclockwise toward
"S", not more talln 1/2 inch at one time, using the mark on the
shaft as a guide. Test alnd repeat operation until satisfactory control is olbtairted.
d. Fluid.-(1) An auxiliary reservoir which is an integral part of
the shock absorber contains a supply of fluid which automatically
enters the working chamber through a replenishing ball check. To
prevent air from entering the working chambers, the fluid level
should be kept up to the bottom of the filler plug opening located at
the top of this reservoir. Extreme care should be exercised when
removing the filler plug, that no dirt falls into the reservoir. Such
particles will enter the working chamber, pass to the top of the
instrument, and eventually plug the air vent provided for the escape
of gases formed under hydraulic pressure.
(2) Every 2,000 miles, remove the filler plug and check the fluid
level. Use Houdaille No. 1400 shock absorber fluid or an authorized
substitute having a glycerin base diluted with alcohol, a SayboltUniversal viscosity at 100 ° F. of 800 seconds, at 130 ° F. of 310
seconds, and at pourt point of minus 30 ° F. Initial filling capacity of
the front unit is 130 cubic centimeters and of the rear unit, 180 cubic
centimeters.
e.
eaility.-The IIoudaille
H'ntevchaltea
type A-4089 and A-4080
ASC instrulment, lever, link, and clip plate assemblies (right anlld
left front respectively), and the type A-4072 and A-4073 BAG
instrument, lever, and link assemblies (right and left rear respec-
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tively) are used for the scout car, 5{3, group. Improved type A4301 and A-4302 BEDVS assemblies (right and left front). and
type A-5973 and A-5974 BBG assemblies (right and left rear) a:re
applicable for similar purposes on scout car M3A1.
f. Lubrication.-The internal working parts are automatically
]lbricaited by th l filidl.
E'vel'y 500 iiles, lubricate w\ith cha.ssis
grease the two ball joints on the connecting link by means of the
pressure fittings provided.
52. Steering mechanism.-a. Description.-The Ross Gear anld
Tool Company steering gear, types 660 and T-26, respectively (figs.
36 and 37), is of the cam and lever type in which sulfficient redtuction
is provided with ample leverage in the steering wheel to insulre easy
steering under all conditions. The angle of the steering column has
been designed for the most comfortable operating position for the
driver. The steering gear case is bracket mounted to the framene
with the steering post held in a rubber bushing in the dash bracket.
The cams, levers, and shafts are motunted in a malleablte iron, oil
tight case with full provision for the adjustelllilt of' bothl cair aund
cam follower.
b. Operation.-As shown in figure 37, the twin lever arrangelment
for scout car, M3AI, provides two integral follower pins to alrord
greater angular travel than in the case of the roller bearing mlounted
single pin (fig. 36) for the scout car, M3, group; this desi-n perlits
the use of a shorter steering arm and more advantageols .lse of the
effective leverage in the riantge of pin travel. iAs thllgear1n\es
away from the normal driving range into the parking range, llne
pin moves out of engagement leaving thle other pin in the workilg,
position at which the effective leverage increases rapidly. The caln
turns with the steering wheel, while the pins of the steering gear
lever shaft engage with the thread of the cam. The groove is purposely cut shallower in the straight ahead driving position of each
pin to permit a close adjustment for normal straight driving witllout
blinding elsewhere. Since the larger portion of driving is done lwhen
traveling straight ahead, more wear occurs in the steering gea'11
within about one quarter wheel turn either side of the center position.
Caution: Do not attempt to cure wander, shimmy, or road shock
by tightening the steering gear to dampen out such dliflicult;ies. Adjust the steering gear' only to remove ])lay in
il it. AV\hlen Illlkil
adjustmlents, follow the instructions exactly and in the order given,
each adjustmnent being independent of the otlhers. Ilproper adjustmnents will damage more gears than any other cause.
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c. Adjustrnents.-Free the steering gear of all load by disconnecting
the drag link from the steering gear arm and loosening the instruinlelt boa;rd bracket whiclh holds the steering gear jacket tube ill place.
ljtstmlelnt (1) below first.
Always ilmake ad
(1) Caml end play.-E-nd play of caln shows up as end play in the
steering wlheel tutbe. Belfore ahdsting the thrust bearings, loosen
the housinig side cover adusting screw and lock nut to ficee the lever
shaft.
(a) In the case of the single lever type (fig. 36), back off the lock
screw and turn the adjlusting plug until a slight drag is felt when
turnlin the steering wheel, and theu back off plug about one-sixtlh
turn until the wheel turns freely without any up and down movement
of the wheel tube. Tigllten lock screw and nut.
(b) In the case of the twin lever type (fig. 37), adjust the adjusting
screw to a barely perceptible drag so that the steering wheel can be
turned freely, with thle thumb and forefinger lighlltly gripping the
rilm. Remnove the foul upper cover screws and raise t:he upper cover
as far as possible, which will be about 1/4 inch, to permit the removal
of slims. (Combination of .003-, .010-, and .030-inch shims are used
between paper gaskets.) Clip and remove shims as required and
replace the clamp screws tightly. Test adjustment and if necessary
remove or replace shims until the adjustment is correct.
(2) Pin baclacsh.-Backlaslh of lever shaft pins in the cain groove
shows up as end play of the lever shaft, backlash at the steering
wheel, and at the ball on thle steering arm. Adjustment must be
made witlhin the higll range through the midposition of pin travel.
Do not adjust in the end positions, as play at the turn positions is
not objectionable. TiYghten the side cover adjusting screw until a
the micdposition high range when
very slight dragt is felt througIh
tlurnin g the steering wheel slowly from one extreme to the other.
The gear must not biind anlywhere. Only a slight drag should be
felt. A closer adjustment will not correct any steering condition, but
will damnage and wear the pats and impair operation. When proper
adjustnlent has been made, tighten the lock nut for the adjusting
screw and give the gear a final test. Make sure that the steering
gear ball arm is tight on the splined shaft and that its nut and lockwasher are tight also.
(3) Column~ alilenenmet.-Tighten the instrument board bracket.
Turn the steering wheel to see if stiffness or binding occurs. If
so, the gear has been adjusted too tightly or tle steering column
is out of alinelnent. The column must not be sprung in any direction. If misalinement occurs, it may be necessary to shim the daslh
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bracket. See that the frame bracket is tight to tile frame and rigidlly
holds the gear assellbly so that it does not spring wheln tile whelcel is
turnled (with the dra.g llnk connected andl the wheels on the grotdl(l).
Test the ge,'r to nm,ke sure i}t.I IilteniI)g the bracILeCts ,:ts not
caused. the gear to rinld.
(4) Connection to front wuAeels.-Ttlrn the stccring wheel Is far
to the right as possible, then rotate the wheel in the opposite diiection as far as possible to note the total number of turns. Turn back
the wheel just one half of this total movement to secure the midposition.
NoTE.--Wth reference to figure 30, service exlerienllce showvs that the
steering angles indicaited must be reduced severnal degrees for hlle illust Sn11isfactory operating conditions.

Place the wheels in position for straight ahlead driving, and it
should then be possible to connect the drag link to the ball onuthe
end of the steering gear arm without nmoving the gelear to any apprcciable extent. If this cannot be done, remove the arml froll thell
steering gear and place it on the splinecd shaft in the proper position.
Ordinarily the latter action will not be necessary if all other settills
are correct.
(5) Steering wheel.-The steering wheel can be adjusted up orr
down by first loosening the front bracket cap screw anud the steering column dash bracket. After the desired positionl has been obtained, the assembly should again be securely tizhtemn'd.
d. Lubercation.-Through the pipe plug hole, fill the housingf
slowly with steering gCear lubricant, until it begins to run out tile
vent iole. Use SAE 2950 for summer, and SAE 140 for winter. Do
not use grease of any sort. Repeat every 2,000 miles.
SECTION XII
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT; INSTRUMENTS
Parllgrnplh

Ellectrical system ____-_________.-____.......-------_-----..
Storage battery-_.__.---______

----------

Starting motor__________________------------------------------------Generator

.53
5_____________4

55

_________________________ _ ..

Voltage regulator_-_____..
. _______________..
.
.
..
Lighting, control, and accessory devices________________________-______

57
.5S

Wiring _________________-----------Instruments and gages
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…________________-------------------------------

53. Electrical system.-The 12-volt electrical system is of the
single wire, ground return type and energized from a 6-cell, 25-plate,
2855994--41-5
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lead acid type, 168 ampere-hour storage battery whose negative
terminal is grounded to the frame. Included in the system are a
direct electrical starter, generator, and voltage regulator, ignition
equipment (sec. V), miscellaneous lighting, protective and control
equipment, and necessary wiring.
54. Storage battery.-Tlhe battery is the source of supply for
the current required by the starting motor, ignition system, and other
electrical equipment until the engine is operating at sufficient speed
for the generator to take over the load. The number of cells determine the nominal battery voltage and the size and number of plate
per cell determine the capacity. Radio connection terminals are located on the positive or 12-volt terminal, and also on the 8-volt and
2-volt tennrminals. The location of the battery in the various vehicles
is indicated in section II.
a. Specific gravity.-(1) Since specific gravity of acid in the electrolyte (battery solution) varies with and is proportional to the degree of charge, it is possible to determine the state of battery charge
by an approved hydrometer designed for the purpose. The adjustment and operation of the battery system should be such that the specific
gravity of all cells will be maintained normally above 1.250. It is
important to note that the guaranteed performance of electrical accessories connected in the battery system is usually based on the
requiremneilnt of a battery constantly and satisfactorily charged.
(2) Both temperature and electrolyte level affect the specific gravity reading, and it is desirable to record the temperature and electrolyte level in the cells in which gravity readings are taken at reg1ular intervals, depending on operating conditions, at least once a
week. The specific gravity with cells fully charged, electrolyte
surface level maintained at least 1/2 inch above the top of the separators, and electrolyte temperature 800 F., should be between 1.270
and 1.290. A gravity reading of 1.220 indicates a half charged condition and a reading of 1.150 or lower indicates complete discharge.
A d. c. voltmeter will not indicate whether or not a battery is fully
charged; the effective voltage, however, on closed circuit at a period
of high current discharge can be a measure of a battery's condition
and capacity by indicating the drop in voltage from the nominal,
open circuit value of 12 volts.
(3) Tests made immediately after water has been added will not
register correctly since the solution must be given time to mix thoroughllly. A test should be made before water is added or after the
battery has been on charge or in use for a few hours. No gravity
adjustment (addition of acid) should be required during the life
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of a battery unless electrolyte is spilled, since only the water evaporates. Acid added in an effort to increase gravity will not chlarge
the battery and will make lydromll:etr readlings menninelll: s. A\ly
olectrolylc. fi lc(Qc!iel lt, sl, l(d
|l
e f| ckr(td ty tll,t/)l'aizd(Il a ilt.(i IIt llce
PeCSoI1ol 011oly.

b. T'emperatu.re effects.-(1) Chlleck the battery for heaLting in
warm weather. If the top connectors feel more than blood warm
to the touch (approximately 1000 F.), check the temperature with a
dairy thermometer; if the temperature reaches 120 ° F., the battery
may be ruined. If the battery feels more than blood warm, check
for short circuits and excessive charging. If the battery continues
to heat on long runs and authorized personnel are not available to
test the system or adjust the voltage regulator to decrease the charging rate, disconnect the field circuit lead between the generator and
regulator field terminals as an emergency expedient to cut out the
generator.
(2) In tropical regions, great care must be taken to check the
temperatures of batteries on charge as the danger of overheatingr
is much greater than in cooler climates. An electrolyte of lower
maximum specific gravity should be used so that the battery when
fully charged will have a gravity of 1.225 if the temperature never
drops to freezing.
(3) Except in cases where a specified temnperature is stated in
the ratillng itself, all capacity tests are conllducted at 80 ° I. In altldition to ordinary disadvantages of operating equipment at low temperatures, the ability of a battery to develop its capacity is materially
reduced if it is not fully charged. Unless a full charge is maintained, the solution may freeze and in effect create sufficient damage
to plates and containers to destroy the battery for all practicable
purposes. A completely discharged battery may freeze at approximately 200 F.
(4) Batteries tend to "self-discharge" while standing idle, dlo to
internal chemical action and, in case of dampness, electrical lea]tkage
between posts. Batteries kept in hot surroundings will dischalrge
much faster than those stored in a cool place. A manufacturer's
chart indicates, for example, that complete discharge may take
place at 800 F. in about 4 months, whereas at 1000 F. in about 50
days. The effect of allowing batteries to stand in a discharged or
partially charged state is to cause the positive plates to buckle. in
service and shorten the battery life or preclude possibility of a
thorough recharge.
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c. Jaitdenance.--(1) The battery and( battery compartment must
be kept clean and dry and the vent plugs tightened although the
breather holes in the latter must be kept open. If electrolyte is
spilled or any parts are damp with acid, a solution of ordinary
baking soda (1 pound of soda to 1 gallon of water) or weakl almmonia;
sllhould be applied alld the surfales shloul(l then be rinsed with fresh
water and dried. No cleaning solution should be allowed to enter a
cell. If the soda treatment is given several times a year and the
battery is kept clean between times by means of weekly washings
with water or blowing off with air, the life and service of the battery will be increased cmnsiderably. Whenever the tray or compartment is repainted, a soda, treatment should first be given. Such
a solution or ammonia will neutralize the effect of acid on clothing,
cemllent, etc. Cleaning cloths contaminated with acid should be discarded and special care must be exercised to keep them away from
naut Criel.
(2) Terninals should be scraped clean and coated wvith vaseline to
protect the metallic surface from acid and corrosion. Cup grease
should not be used since it gives less satisfactory results and may
have a corrosive action on lead or brass.
(3) The level of the electrolyte must be maintained above the
plates by adding pure (distilled) water whenever necessary to replace
evaporation. In cold weather, water should be added just before
or at the beginning of a charge so that gassing will insure thorough
mixing and danger of freezing will be avoided.
(4) The battery compartment should be ventilated freely during
chargingf, and an exposed flame should never be brought near the
battery. Charging rates should be such as to prevent excessive
gCassing and keep the cell temperature below 110 ° F.
(5) If equipment is to be inoperative for some time (winter storage, etc.), batteries should be pooled together in a shop where they
will be accessible for routine inspection and a freshening charge once
a month to maintain the specific gravity at or above 1.250 at all times.
The practice of removing electrolyte to store batteries is not
recommended.
d. Cables.-Battery cables are frequently the source of trouble as a
result of being undersized, of inferior quality, corroded, broken, (or
worn and frayed. Corrosion resulting from acid fumnes or spray is
unsiglltly, tends to "freeze" terminal nuts, and gradually consumes
the ternminal and cable ends to decrease capacity and eventually cause
breakage. When corrosion is present, remove by brushing with a
coarse wire brush and then wash with a strong solution of hot soapy
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water before applying vaseline. Inspection of battery cables should
always include the tightening of terminal nuts and bolts to insure
proper contact with the posts.
e. Chargifng.-(1) When v;larious cells of the same battery begill to
show wide differences in gravity readings, or test below 1.200 on t\\ o
successive testing dates, the battery should be removed for an equalizing charge in the shop or service station. Such action is reTcunlmended for aLbattery less than half-chlarged in a vehicle, likewise to
expedite return of battery to a satisfactory operating state and not
impose an unnecessary handicap on the electrical equipment operating in the same system.
(2) All batteries should lhave the terminals plainly marked. Positive terminals are markled (POS), (P), or (+), and the negative
The positive terminal
terminals are marked (NEG), (N), or (-).
must always be connected to the positive or vehicle wire circuit and
the negative terminal to the other cable or ground. If for any reason
the polarity of the charging leads or battery is not known, it may: be
determined by a d. c. voltmeter or by inserting the bare ends of
respective live wires in a glass of water to which a teaspoonful of
commnon table salt or a few drops of battery acid have been added, and
while bubbles will appear around both wires, there will be more
bubbles at the negative lead.
(3) To charge a battery, a direct current is passed through it in
the direction opposite to that in which current flows during dischlarge.
It is the voltage of the direct current supply line which must be
controlled to charge a battery properly and this open circuit voltage
before application to the battery should not exceed 2.5 volts per
cell, assuming that the battery is in normal condition and recommended charging current, based on state of charge, is not to be exceeded. Where alternating or direct current power supply is
available in a maintenance shop, battery charging may be accomplished with three rectifiers, or resistors and/or lamp banks respectively. In such cases, the chlarging current remains practically constant, once adjusted, but attendants must check the system carefully
until a practical schedule of time and rate is developed to prevent
Provision is
over (15 amperes) or under (1 ampere) charging.
nade on the vehicle for normal chargingll in service from a voltage
regulated, battery charging, direct current generator, designed for,
attached to, and driven from the engine as explained in subsequenlt
paragraphs.
(4) The most desirable way to charge the vitally important battery is to begin with a comparatively high current and gradually
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decrease the rate as charging progresses so that by the time the
battery is completely charged the current has decreased to a low
value. Voltage regulated equipment is designed to so control the
generator field current that the generator armature voltage impressed
on the circuit is nearly constant at operating speeds. The battery
effective voltagea, or potential on closed circuit to the load as contIasted to nominal rated open circuit volt'atg, varies with' Ithe state
of charge. As the battery becomes charged, therefore, the effective
voltage rises to gradually decrease the differential between it and the
generator and the result is a decrease in the charging current supplied. These circumstances explain why ammeter readings may
vary; if the ammeter pointer does not gradually indicate a decreasing chargre, with all auxiliary electrical load disconnected and generator in operation for some time, a check-up will be in order by
maintenance personnel. The voltage regulator coil may be adjusted
for an incorrect open circuit voltage, leads may be shorting or grounding, or what is most probable, the battery may have developed a
defective cell. The battery should be disconnected while leads are
chec(ked, adjustments made, etc.
(5) It is not economical to place a new battery, shipped dry, in
service immediately after filling with electrolyte until an equalizing
charllge has been completed to obtain the correct specific gravity and
voltagre.
55. Starting motor.-a. Description.-The series starting motor
(fig. 38) is the Auto-Lite model MIAU 4006. It is a three-bearing,
four-brush unit, having a clockwise rotation when viewed from the
drive end and is secured to the flywheel housing on the right side of
the engine by means of a standard, three-stud, No. 1 SAE flange
moutting. Power is transmitted to the engine through a right-hand
outboard Bendix drive. A cover bantd around the frame may be removed to permit inspection of the commutator and brush connections.
The armature is carried on three plain bearings of a special absorbent type capable of absorbing oil up to about 20 percent of their
volume.
b. Lubrication.-By reason of the special type of bearings used, no
provision is made for the external oiling of either the intermediate or
outer pinion housing bearings. An oil hole for the commutator end
bearing is provided in the end of the bearing cap and is made accessible by swinging aside its cover. Two drops of medium oil should be
added each 2,000 miles.
c. .Maintenance.-Tension of the brush springs should be maintained at 42 to 53 ounces, and checked by attaching a small spring
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scale to the end of the spring bearing on each brush. Brushes must
seat properly and not bind; they, along with the commutator, must
be kept free from pits, dirt, and oil. If necessary to polish the coinmutator, use No. 00 sandpaper. Connections at the startlig iroto'
must be kept tight and clean. The B3endix drive should be clealted
and lubricated with a penetrating oil every 6,000 to 8,000 miles, as
ally acculliulation of dir t t this point Illiglht restrict the free 111mvement of the gear; for this operation, however, the starting motor munst
be dismounted. Check for loosened flange mounting bolts and oil
seepage into the drive from the flywheel ring gcaL', ilndicatlillr difliculties with the oil seals for the flywheel housing.
56. Generator.-Two types of d. c., voltage regulated, shunt
wound, four-pole, four-brush, 12-volt, heavy duty generators are used
on these vehicles, and they are belt driven clockwise from the engino
crankshaft in connection with the radiator fan pulley.
a. Description.-In basic principles of construction, all generators
are similar. The chief differences in the heavy duty types, as comnpared to standard units in modern passenger cars, are size, ruggeldness of construction, and output capacity. The armatures are supported at each end by ball bearings supported and settled inl rig'icd
end frames, and lubricated through oil wells. Forced ventilation is
provided by a centrifugal fan mounted on the armature shaft.
Generator output is controlled entirely by its associated current and
voltage regulator unit, all adjustments being made on the regulator.
The Delco-Remy unit (fig. 39) is designated as model 950 and rated
at 50 amperes for use with the scout car, M3, group. The AutoLite unit (fig. 40) is designated as model GDJ--4802A a;nd rated
at 55 amperes for use with scout car, M3A1.
b. Brsshes.-(1) All brushes should have a 75 percent seat or
better to obtain correct generator outpultt. The Delco-Relliy Fuit, has
box type brush holders with the brushes under a spring tension of
22 to 28 ounces. The Auto-Lite unit employs reaction type brush
holders with brushes under a spring tension of G4 to 68 ounces.
Brush tension can be checked by hooking a scale at the end of the
brush arm and taking the reading as the arm leaves the brush.
Excessive tension will cause rapid brush and commutator wear,
whereas low tension will cause arcing and reduce output.
(2) When installing new brushes, it may be necessary to seat the
brushes by sanding to secure the correct fit. Wrap a strip of No. 00
or 000 sandpaper, cut to the commutator width, tightly around the
commutator with the rough side facing the brush; turn the armature
slowly in the direction of its driven rotation until the brush surface
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is smoothed off to the proper profile. After surfacing, blow out
dust, clean conlnmtator segments of gralphite deposits, and rotate
atw\lile wvitlhout load to obtain finislled fit.
C.C'om,1tmtator.--The colleilll tlator, a;ccessible Iulllter the cover bo1 (1,
sll11uldl be kept clean and free of grease and (lilrt. Clean surface wvith
polishI
the llllihlln
I ru
No. 0() sa;i;dpaper bit doo itt ttelll i to
a commutator secures in service. Never use emerly or carbo,undurm
cloth onl comnaumfator or braushes as p;atrticles of these abrasives embed
themlnselves in the bars and brushes and coontinue a lapping action
that greatly reduces briush. atvd cominumtator life. , Roughened, pitted,
or lurlled conlmutators will necessitate an overhaul.
d. l!aintert-ance.-Tlhe generator should be removed every 6,000
miles for a thorough inspection, dismantling, and cleaning. Drivinlg belts, pulley, and mounting details should be checked frequently.
The belts should not be loose enough to allow slippage, nor so tight
as to cause excessive side thrust on the driven end bearing. Belts
and pulley must be kept free of oil and grease. Brush and external
connllections must be tight and clean.
e. Lubrication.-The armature bearings are packed at assembly.
Adl three drops of medium engine oil every 1,000 miles to the oilers
provided. Do not oil or grease the colnmutator. Do not lubricate
unit while it is in operation.
57. Voltage regulator.-The generator output to and connection
-with the electrical system is controlled automatically by a factory
tested and sealed control device called the volt;age regul;tor, which
is mounted to the left onl the engine side of the clash. Th'lle DelcoRlenhy type 5530 (fig. 41 ()) is designed for use with the Delco-lRemy
generator in the scout car, M13, group; the Auto-Lite type VRI-I4102A (fig. 41 O) is for use with the Auto-Lite generator in scout
car, AM3A1.
a. Desciption.-TThe regulator consists of three separate and distinct elements, described as the cut-out or reverse current relay, the
vibrating voltage regulator relay, and the current regulator relay,
all of which are mounted on the same base under a common cover
and shielded.
(1) C(ut-ai.t relay.-The function of this relay or automatic magnetic switch is to close the circuit between the generator armature
and the battery when the generator is operating at a speed suffticient
to develop voltage (approximately 13.5 volts) in excess of the system
to which it is connected and to open the circuit when the generator
is at standstill or low speed and thus prevent discharge of the battery
thlough the generator.
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(2) Voltage regulatorrelay.-The function of the vibrating type
regulator unit is to control the generator field strength by the insertion and removal of resistance in the. field circuit and to prevent the
genlierlated voltage Ifroli exceedinlg
plrdleterllllilt(l V1lNhO, (pp)l,'oxitItely 15.0 volts on (o)t1I. ('ilciliL).
A (COiSMtItt
lOI(MLial isI ,
iitaille(l aILd alt thle same tilile limited to protect the syste e(ll
elzipitiIt
frolt excessive voltage silrgees. .As the batLterly btIIeie.s ClIalr4' . it.
resistance increases and the cuerrent input therefore decreases so the
charging rate drops in direct proportion to the improvemlent in the
battery's state of charge. The regulator cannot increase the
generator output beyond the designed maximum.
(3) Current regulator relay.-This unit is similar in construction
to the voltage regulator relay but its action depends on the line cuIrrent rather than the generated voltage. It functions to lrotect the
generator from an excessive current output by opening the circuit at
a predetermined amperage value (50 to 55 amperes).
b. Contact point nmaintenance.-The contact points of the relays,
like the distributor points, will not operate indefinitely without somle
attention. In normhal operation, the gaps and point opleniings will
not change and will not need to be reset if care is taken in clearinlg
the points so that settings are not disturbed. Cleaning the poillnts,
tightening connections and, in an emergency, chllLngilg the spiral
spring tension on the relay armatures will correct most troubles
ordinarily encountered. Clean contact points with a thin, fine-ciut
contact file, free from grease or metallic particles. Do not .s. /1he
file excessive7y on the small contacts as thle mtater'iaZ is o,?y It fewc
thowsawndtlhs of an inch thick. Neve'
cuse
r
santldapeo
or c,,.oner./loth.to
clean contact points. Disconnect voltage regulator uwhile se'ricini to
prevent destructive arcs. Do not connmrect radio by pass cosnden,..ese
to
the field terminal of the regulator or generator as sutch connection, ,ill
have a detrimental effect on contacts.
c. Failure in operation.-In the event of an emergency involving
the voltage regulator, it would be practical for the vehicle operator
to disconnect the field terminal lead at the generator to prevent the
latter from developing any voltage while operating with the regulator out of action, or until the particular trouble can be identilied
and corrected. In case contacts of the regulator relays tend to seal,
the generator has no protection electrically other than to have its
field circuit opened, since it cannot be removed readily if the engille
is to continue running and retain the belt drive for the fan.
58. Lighting, control, and accessory devices.-a. Lighting
equipment.-Various lighting equipment, most of which is common
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to all vehicles, is listed in (1) to (5) below. The candlepower,
voltage range, and description of the lamp bulbs are also noted for
identification and replacement purposes. Great care shbould be exercised in dismantling and replacing lens and bulbs by reason of their
fragility and the danger to personnel of broken glass. Prying or
grasping with tools, tulless protected by some soft buffer material,
should be avoided. Lighting circuits should not be onergized whllile
such equipment is being replaced, to protect against short circuits
and unnecessary blowving of fuzes. In cases where lamps must be
operated without lens, cover the fixture body with a cloth and
secure tightly to protect interior reflectors and sockets against the
atmosphere.
(1) Head lamps.-Two Guide Lamp Corporation single bulb assemblies for each vehicle, incorporating models for the different
groups, are employed as follows:
AMs

MSA1

Model 828-M.
Model 364-E.
1
8/-lnlch guide lens, Tiltray convex 6 /.-inch Cycleray lens (#918831).
q2/21 candlepower, 12- to 16-volt dou(#91973:0).
21/2l candlepower, 12- to 16-volt, double-contact, candelabra-bayonet bulb
(Mazda #1122).
ble-coutact, ca ndelabra-bayonet bulb
(Manzda # 112(0).

(2) Tail 7amps.-Two Corcoran-Brown single bulb, tail and stop
lamp assemblies, model CB-647135, with 4-inch reflex glass lens,
model CB-2194. Bulb employed is a 21/6 candlepower, 12- to 16volt, double-contact, candelabra-bayonet type (Mazda #1176).
(3) Daiving lamps (spotlights).-Two Appleton assemblies, model
112, with 53/-inclh concentrated beam lens. Bulb employed is a 32
candlepower, 12- to 16-volt, single contact, candelabra-bayonet type
(Mazda #1143). The lamun head turns through 3600. A fingertip
control on-and-off switch is located in the operating handle.
Nur.-T-The Appleton model 110, used on the scout car, M3, group is no
longer manufactured; its parts are not interchangeable with the model 112
(stock No. 3017M).

(4) Trouble 7Zap.-The White Company, model B-16 trouble
lamp assembly includes the 20-foot extension cord, lamp receptacle,
and plugr for insertion in the dcash outlet. A 21-candlepower, 12- to
1dL-volt, double-contact, candelabra-bayonet type bulb is used (Mazda
#1142).
(5) Instrument panel lamps.-Indirect light is provided for all
instrulments except the ammeter, and for the voltmeter. A StewartWarner model G-90865, and a Culver-Stearns' model G-723 are
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provided respectively. Each unit includes a 3-candlepower, 12- to
16-volt, single-contact. candelabra-bayonet type bulb (Mazda #67).
b. Switches.-Switches for similar purposes are the same on all
vehicles and interchangeable. The general location and appearance
of these devices are shown in figures 43, 44, and 45.
(1) Startcr.-Foot-operated,Auto-Lite model SAW-4001.
(2) Ignition.--Iey type, Douglas model 2980, with three keys.
(3) Lighting.-Pull type, off-dim-on, Douglas model 5400, with
20-ampere fuze; a dimmer coil is employed ,with middle position.
(4) Head lamp beaam.-Foot operated, Douglas model 5530.
(5) Stop light.-Pressuretype, F. A. Smith model 320.
(6) Stop light cut-out.-Toggle type, Arrow-Halt and Hegeman
model 8961; a similar switch is used for the voltmeter.
(7) Fuel gage.-Toggle type, double throw switch, CutlerHammer model 8100.
(8) Heater.-Rheostattype, 12-volt, Tropic-Aire model A-33.
(9) Hliscellaneo.us.-The instrument cluster panel light is controlled from the lighting switch. The swit ch for the voltmeter li ght
fixture is incorporated therewith. The horn button (Ross Gear and
Tool model 465312) is included in the steering wheel assembly. The
switch for a spot light is incorporated in the control handle.
c. Protective devices.-The customary automotive type, glass tube
inclosed fuzes are mounted in brass femules on a fuze and junction
block which is secured behind the instrument panel within the instrument shielding box. Access to the fuzes is obtained by loosening
the wing nuts below the box and removing the cover plate. A set of
spare fuzes should always be available. For the capacity and electrical location, refer to the wiring diagram in figure 42.
d. Other Accessories.-(1) Horn.-A single horn, Auto-Lite part
EO-3918, is emnployed with the scout car, 'I3, group while a dual horn,
Delco-Remy type 1(-335-206-1 and 2, is employed with scout car,
M3A1.
(2) Heater.-A hot water heater, Tropic-Aire Universal model
20300X (12-volt), is employed for all vehicles. Water circulation
may be slut off from the engine by a plug1whlere Ithe inlet hoIse (cLoIst'(s
Io tile engine, but there is no valve or shut-oi' cock at the outlet.
(Sco
figs. 11 and 13.) Repair or replacement of the heater or its hose
usually will require drainalgeo of cooling system.

(3) Junction. box.-A radio terminal box, with several ternninlls
for extending the battery connections to a convenient point for tho
ra'dio hook-up, is mounted on the bulkhead, facing the crew conmpartment.
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(4) lVindlshield ieiers.--Two Trico model 618A automatic windslhield wipers are employed. for each vehicle. They are mounted at
the base of the wvindshield with the operating mechlanism inside and
tube-connected to the intake manifold. With the armor shield lowered, it is necessary on scout car, M3A1, to fit the projecting spring
retainers into slots provided in the armor plate.
59. Wiring.--The wiring diagram or schematic for the system
is shown in figure 42. It is imperative that all electrical connections
are complete, tight, and clean, and that wires and cable are secured
properly to prevent fouling with or chafing from associated mechanisms, with resultin g grounds and trouble. Avoid the practice of
testing tunidentified leads by the indiscriminate grounding of same
to discover if circuit is "alive", since dangerous and destructive arcs
may be drawn as long as the battery itself is grounded in the system.
60. Instruments and gages.-a. EIlectrical.-(l) Ammeter.istlrumlllenllt cluster (fig. 43) is that
This ullit of the Stewart-Warnell
ill conjunction with a shunt,
is
used
collmptny's part G-9664(7, and
to read 100-0-100 amis
gr'aduated
part G-96672. The ammeter
peres and indicates total current discharge ( - ) under any load, with
the generator inoperative, and the net charge (+) to the battery
when the generator is functioning,' regardless of auxiliary loads.
The ammeter, as normally connected, does not indicate total generator output, although it can be utilized for test purposes to do so
by shifting the generator lead to the battery terminal of the ammeter shunt.
(2) Voltmneter.-This separately mounted unit is an Arrow, Hart,
and IIa genian imodel 8961, graduated for 0 to 20 volts, direct current.
It may be connected to or disconnected from the system at will by
mneans of a suitable switch. The voltmeter is not a substitute for
a hydrometer in determining the state of a battery's charge. Relative effectiveness, however, may be checked by the proper use of the
voltmeter. With the generator inoperative and the same load
a)pplied each time, the variance in the system voltage at different
intervals will provide a clue as to the performance that can be expected of the battery. The relative drop in effective voltage, with
n a battery's colstarter engalred, is anotller means of deterininiig
dition to produce. If lights dim exceedingly or go out when engine
is cranked, there is no need to check with a voltmeter as the battery
definitely is down. Once the generator is operating, checks of system
voltage reflect the results of the average potential impressed by the
(renerator rather than the battery, and that voltage will change
very little depending on the pre-set open circuit voltage. The open
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circuit (generator voltage may be checked readily by disconnecting
tile generator lead in the instrument box, running a jumper betwveen
it and t1he 11unrollndedl voltmeter terminal, with tlhe volt;menlte swvich
open, alnd operatingl the engine at moclerate speed(l.
(3) Fouel gage.-T'lis electrical unit of the Stewart-Warlner instrunillent cluster consists of tihe indicating instrunnleut, part G-953202,
an(d the actuating unit in the tank, part G-9)5457 which are wired
togrether. The grage is graduated to indicate "Empty-/-¥/.-:/rFull" readings, has the inherent characteristic of being unaflected
by vari'ations in voltage, and is energized only when the iSnition
sw\itch is turned on; at other times the pointer will register empty.
Trllh transfer switch permits readings for either tank from one gagec.
The tank fitting consists of a rheostat or variable resistance whlich
is altered by a float mechanism to affect the current thrltougl the
Since this fitting is grounded, by the screws :t:ltclin,
igage coil.
it to thel fuel tanlk, cacre Tnlus.t be cxzerciwsed 'in 'renoving o / av'/e ig11ition s'wittCh off to prevent. danger of ,paarks.
b. ilfechanical.-(1) Oil pressu're.-This unit of the StewartWarner instrument cluster is that company's part G-95614, a direct
reading, segmental model graduated for -4a0-80 pounods and tubeconnected to the engine.
(2) Heat indicatoi'.-The remaining unit of the Stewart-A1uarner
instrument cluster is that company's part G-95(;20, a vapor btulb
model of the remote capillary type, graduated for 100°-1p°-0220 °
F., and tube-connected to the engine.
(3) Sp)eedometer.-The Ste-wart-Warner, full dial magnetic type,
model SAW-585AM, speedometer includes the speed unit which is
gradnuated to indicate 0-80 miles, and the odometer element whllich
indicates total mileage (up to 99999 miles) and trip mileage (0-100
miles). The speedometer flexible drive shaft is conlected into thle
transfer case and lubricated with a mixture of flake gratphite and oil.
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61. Requirements for efficient operation.-a. Factors affecting
operation.-_Fractors which manerially affect the service rendered
by automotive vehicles should be illpressed on all pesollnel who
are concerned with the supervision, operation, maintenance, and
inspection of motor transport equipment. These factors include(1) Understanding of the capabilities and limitations of the vehicles in operation.
(2) Serviceable condition of vehicles.
(3) Organized maintenance with adequate repair facilities and
the performance of routine maintenance and inspection functions.
(4) Careful reconnaissance of routes to be traveled.
b. Selection of drivers.--An individual selected for training as
an assigned dliver should be physically fit, dependable, alert, sober,
steady, and ambitious and should have good judgment and mechanical sense.
e. l's.signment of drivers.-A driver and an assistant driver should
be assigned to each vehicle. Except for instruction and inspection
purposes, prolonged marches, or casualties, the vehicle should not
be operated by valious individuals. All crew members, however,
should be capable of performing the duties of a driver at the direction of the car commander.
d. Training of drivers.--The manner in which individual drivers
perform their duties dleternliles the mobility and dependability
of the entire command as well as that of the single vehicle. Training
schedules should include a maximum of practical instruction and a
minimlum of classroom work. Complete details for the various
arms are not within the scope of this manual but basic technical
items concerning the vehicle and its operating problems are covered.
e. Elimintion of vehicle abuse.-Vehicle abuse is the chief cause
of mechanical failures, excessive operating and maintenance costs,
and general unsatisfactory performance of the vehicle and its component parts. The following forms of vehicle abuse are prohibited:
(1) Improper use of controls, particularly gear shifts, clutch,
brakes, and choke.
(2) Racing engine, especially when cold, and before stopping.
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61--02

particularly over rough roads and across

country.

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Impiroper lubrication.
Deferred maintenance.
Lack of systematic inspection and follow-up.
Overloading.

/. SAcp(ec

lini/.,-'l.Te caltio(oll plate

lIIoulnted on the vehicle in-

dicates the maximum safe speed for which the vehicle is designed
and it should not be exceeded.
62. Preliminary instructions.-The diriver's responsibility,
which should be shared by the crew, includes the operation, mainftenance, and inspection of his vehicle in accordance with instruction:

care and condition of vehicle tools and equipmnent; accolnplishment
of vehicle reports and records. Disregard of the same may entail
the loss of a vehicle and casualties.
a. Fire precautions and fire fighting.-(1) Pools of fuel and oil
must not be permitted to collect under vehicles. Leaky lines hnust
be repaired or promptly replaced.
(2) The friction of gasoline flowing through fuel pump hose
creates static electricity. To prevent a gap discharge between the
nozzle and fuel tank, the former must be in contact with the tank at
all times during the filling to ground the charge. Ignition will be off
for such operations.
(3) To put out a gasoline fire, use chemical (pyrene or carbon
dioxide type) fire extinguishers, sand, or dry dust. Water must not
be used because the lighter gasoline will float, spread, and continue
to burn. All motor vehicles should be equipped for fire fighting
with suitable fire extinguishers, properly charged, and a shovel.
b. Accident preventolt.-The fornmulation in(dL observance of definite rules \ill eliminate tile majotity of accidents incident to the
operation and maintenance of vehicles.
(1) Place the transmission gear shift lever in neutral and set the
hand brake before hand cranking an engine or startingr with the moto~r.
(2) Make sure the way is clear before a vehicle is moved. If the
driver cannot see the road, he should be directed by a dismounted
individual, particularly if a vehicle is backed or moved through
bivouac areas and across country at night without lights.
(3) Stop the engine before anyone gets under a vehicle. If it is
necessary for a mechanic to wolrk under the vehicle while the engine
is running, precaution must be taken that the vehicle cannot move
accidentally.
(4) Block up a vehicle safely before the wheels are removed. Do
not place reliance on jacks for prolonged support.
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(5) Remove battery wlhen vehicle is talenl to the sliop for lfmajor
rel)airs.
(6) Provide ample ventilation for garages, shops, vehicle cabs,
and vehicles carryinf personncl.
(7) Insure adequate ventilation when it is necessary. to operate
a gasoline engiine within an enclosure of any kind, or provide for
the removal of exhaust gases through a safe outlet fixture.
(8) In case of carbon monoxide poisoning, remove the patient
to open air, keep him quiet, apply artificial respiration and warmth,
atnd obtain medical assistance as soon as possible. Adlminister no
liquid stimulants unless it is certain the patient can swallow, and
then only a light stimulant such as coffee or tea. Beware of an
un reasonable feeling of dlrowsiness combined with a hetdache, when
driving or riding in a closed vehicle, as these may be symptoms of
Ls poisonlinfg.
c. Veehicle nomenc7att re-.-Preliminary instruction should cover
the nomenclature and purposes of major assemblies only, in order
that the operator may become familiar with his vehicle without
being confused by details. Detailed instruction in nomenclature,
function, operation, use, lubrication, maintenance, and limitations
of Imiotor vehicles, and the nomenclature, care, and use of vehlicular
tools and equipment should be given in subsequent periods.
63. Vehicle controls.--The nominal condition and the ultimate
service of a vehicle, as well as safety to life and property, depend
upon the condition and proper use of the controls. The various
controls shown in figures 44 and 45 for the scout car, M3, group
and scout car M3A1, respectively, are employed according to current automotive practice. Before attempting to operate a vehicle,
the driver must become thoroughly familiar with the location and
use of control levers and pedals.
a. Mlechanical.--(1) ChLfch and brake pedals.-These pedals are
conventional in usage and location relative to the steering column
and the clriver's customary foot position. The pedals and column
for scout car, M13A1, are outside the frame, however, by reason of
the driver's wider compartment.
(2) Choke and 8spark'.-Cable connected control buttons are
mounted on the instrument panel as indicated; for normal running,
these buttons are pushed all the way in against the panel.
(3) Throttle.-The throttle is cable controlled by the foot accelerator pedal and by a manual control button; the latter is used
mainly to facilitate starting and not to control the engine speed
while driving and is not affected by actuation of the accelerator
on
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peoltl. L.Tle latlite is iettialted, l ,wover, by movenllent o(, tOile ]luid
throttle.
(4) Gear shift leverN and hand brake.-Tlie main antd aixiliary
gear shift levers and the propcller slhlaf't b'ra1ke lever tare located andl
used in the custo1matry manllnler: smooth, firin control is re(qulmile(l
without the application of excessive force. The ratios in the aluxiliary transmission should not be changed when the vehicle is ill motion.
(.5) Radiator s/utter.-The levelr for closing or opening the
radiator shutters is to the right in the driver's compartment.
(6) Ventilator.-The right and left ventilators below 'the dash in
the driver's compartment of scout cars, M3A1, are controlled by
cable connected buttons mounted on the instrument panel.
(7) Windshield wipers.--These devites are controlled by buttons
at the base of the mechanism when the engine is runninlg.
b. Instraments, gages, and switches.-The various other; aids for
operation of the vehicle are described in paragraphs .58 and GO.
64. Placing vehicle in service.-These instructions and inlformation are for use by the personnel charged with the operation, mailltenance, and repair of vehicles when neNw or after a period of inactivity
or storage. It is presumed that relatively skilled automotive personllel Nwill be charged withl the inlspeet ion :in ciaCe of sucI velii(les
and only a brief rdstunm, therefore, is given of the goenerall )rocedllle
which is required.
a. Initial inspect'ion.-(1) Shlip]ment over7l(td.-WlVhell a vehicle
arrives at a new station under its own 1ower, the operator will give
a full report of observations en route and advise as to the vehic(le's
peculialities, precautions to be taken, and matters requiring
imllediate or current attention.
(2) Shipment by carrier.-Vehicles shipped by freight, boat, or
other cartiers will be inspected before the chocking is removecl. Trace
all oil or grease seepage for determination of its origin and caulse.
Check tires for pressure, cuts, or chafed spots due to chockiellg or
previous service. Check general appearance of vehicles for evi(levllce
of damage or mishandling while in transit, such as indications of
excessive shock, broken seats or locks, burned or torn canvas, dtnamage
ldue to hoisting slings, or rigging. Locks and keys must be available.
(3) Equipment aind spare parts.--Unpack the boxed equipment and
(heck all tools, accessories, and spare parts against the lists furnishled.
Makel;entries in the log book as called for therein. Install interior
anlld exterior equipment and the armament, if required immediately.
Check the fire extinguisher for liquid.
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b. Electrical system.--(1) Battery.-Tnspect all cells of the battery
for quantity and specific gravity of the electrolyte. Check for perfect battery terminal connections and remove all traces of sulphation.
With the clutch released but no ignition, engage the starter and note
if the starter whirls the engine satisfactorily. In extremely cold
weather it may be necessary to ship the battery separately, in which
case it shoull be examined closely for evidence of mnishandling resulting in acid leaks or broken cells. Batteries shipped "dry" must
be serviced.
(2) Ignition.-Test the ignition circuit by closing the switch and
noting the ammeter response. Ignition tests should be made before
water is placed in the cooling system so that the engine will not freeze
during cold weather while possible malfunctions are traced.
(3) Lightinq.-Test all lamps and electrical equipment. As additional load is connected, the ammeter should indicate an increasing
"discharge."
c. Lu7)iication.-Check at this stage of preparation.
d. Fuel.-Fuel tanks will be shipped dry but should be checked and
drained of all condensation before refilling; make note of fuel gage
corrections in the logr book. Crank engine several revolutions to check
operation of fuel pump and filling of carburetor.
e. Coolinq systern.--Check and fill with water and/or antifreeze.
65. Inspection by driver.-As far as the driver is concerned, a
vehicle is not ready for operation until certain items h'ave been
checked. Before moving his vehicle for its daily schedule, the driver
will make his inspection and report the results to his section chief or
other designated individual. The inspection should be divided into
two phases as follows:
a. Before engifne 'i, started.-(1) Check fuel supply, oil in crankcase, water and antifreeze in radiator, and electrolyte in battery.
(2) Examine surface under vehicle for evidence of leaks.
(3) Inspect engine for loose parts or electrical connections, and
fuel and oil lines for leaks.
(4) Inspect all tires for inflation and casing injuries.
(5) Inspect f ront axle and steerilng linkage.
(6) Check all lights and the horn for proper functioning.
(7) Check tools and equipment belonging to the vehicle or to be
carried extra, on the trip.
(8) Examine connection and condition of towed load, if any.
(9) Check for supply of necessary instructions and report forms.
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b. After engine is started.-(1) Observe operation of instruments,
gages, and windshield wiper.
(2) Check operation of cooling system.
(3) Check engine for loose parts and unusual noises.
(4) Test action of brakes.
(5) 'rest action of clutch.
(6) Test action of gear shifts.
66. Starting and warming up engine.-a. Genera? i'nst'ulctions.-Special attention should be devoted to the starting and wvarmnup period in order that unnecessary engine wear may be prevented.
The procedure outlined below is satisfactory under avera'e operating conditions:
(1) Set hand brake securely and. place transmission orear shift
lever in neutral position.
(2) Check selection and opening of fuel transfer valve.
(3) Pull out choke and spark control buttons to close. the choike
valve and retard the spark; pull out hand throttle button about 1/~
inch. (One or more of these operations may be eliminlted eventually, based on engine peculiarities, climatic conditions, all tlhe
operator's familiarity with the respective engine's starting per fornlance.)

(4) Disengage clutch.
(5) Switch on ignition and engage starter.
(6) Release starter the moment engine begins to run.

(7) After the engine has started, release the clutch, push in sprklc
control, and adjust hand throttle to a position that prevents the
engine from racing. As soon as the engine runs smoothly or warms
up (approximately 1400 F.), push in choke control.
b. Starting hints.-With the battery, fuel system, and ignition in
satisfactory condition, difficulties other than mechanical failures may
develop in connection with the starter itself.
(1) The starter should not be engaged for periods longer than 10
to 15 seconds. If the starter engages the engine flywheel but the eng'ine
fails to start after several att:empts, report the t;loulblo to thle p')oper
Lauthiority.

ColtintCed canlllkillg coSllItieS too 11'lI1 elect:riC:l (aIenergy.

(2) If the starter device engages the engine flywheel and locks,
release starter switch, turn off ignition, place transmission in hi(gh
grear, release brake, and rock vehicle backward. If the gear still sticks,
loosen starting motor bolts and shake the motor until its gear releases.
Retighten bolts and test again.
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(3) If the starter does not turn but the lights dim when the starting
switch is engaged, the st arter bearings miay be "frozen"; gummed
bearings can usually be freed with penetrating oil.
(4) If there is some doubt as to the ability of the electrical equipment to crank the engine, especially in cold weather, break the engine
l
(,'1111iC o ' b
lb. ' llo ligiti o\.v l,
h'r l Iy , I'tm qllil. Stf l'Il(' ot( 1r li(1d
sholrt, (qulick
l'ull up on a cIranlk witli
n111.(11hen useo tlie sflarlte.
Imovement; never push down.

(5) The easiest wvay to overcome difficulty in starting is to have the
vehicle pushed either by another vehicle or by hand. With high gear
engaged, throttle slightly open, ignition on, and choke control fully out,
enlllgage clutch gradutally when the vehicle has attained a speed of from
5 to 10 miles per hour. Even though the battery is weak, the engine
usually can be started in this manner.
67. Operating the vehicle.-a. Starting on leveZ grozvun.-The
eng-ine having been thoroughly warmedl up and checked for satisfactory
operation, the vehicle is plalced in movement as follows:
(1) Release hand brake.
(2) Disengage clutch fully.
n gear shift lever to selected position.
(3) Move transnlissio
(4) Release clutch pedal rrladually, and at. the same time gradually
depress accelerator pedal to increase the speed of the engine, care being
taken not to race the engine.
7h.Starting on a gqrade.-If the vehicle is on a grade, one method
of starting is as follows:
(1) Release hand brake and hold vehicle with foot brake.
(2) Disengage clutch fully.
(3) ~Move gear shift ]ever to first speed position.
(4) Gradually englager cluthll, and at the same time gradually re]ease foot brake and accelerate engine with hand throttle.
c. Pre7himihar d,/riiinq.-In the case of a new driver or vehicle,
initial driving should be conducted on a large open field where steering- is of secondary importance. The operator should familiarize
hlimrself with the control peculiarities of his vehicle and perfect his
correlation of gear shifting, braking, clutch usage, and engine response.
'ositio of cldriei'.-The proper position of the driver is to have
the body erect but in a relaxed position, with his hands on the steerinl whleel and apploxinatelv opposite each other. The right foot
should be on the accelerator (or brake) and the left foot should be
on tlhe floor in a position to reach and move fully the clutch pedal.
The eyes observe straiglht to the front along the road, although the
driver must often glance to either flank, at the rear view mirror, and at
the instrument board.
84
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e. Shifting gears.-Practicewill enable a driver to judce aIt what
rates of sp eed the vehicle should be mnoving before he shifts froll a
lower to a higher speed. An engine should never be perlllitte(1 to
labor unduly when a ch;inge in gear ratios would improve opleratioln.
(1) i'ranmsi.ission.-Inshifting synchlro-mesh rears f romn , ny speedc
1;to ia lowor st 1(',1( i), dlislgtlge hti cullll;,
n1wluo {lie shilf, t,, the
It II e slallme tilli (lel)ress
cl('h ,lld
IloXt low(elr positionl, ngag theClio
the accelerator to maintain engine specd.
(2) Trancsfer case.-In shifting the auxiliary transmission from
high (direct) to low (underdrive) for heavy going, stop the vellicle,
disengtge clutch, shift main transmission into low gear, lightlv engage and disengage clutch while shifting transfer case gears, and tllen
fully englage clutch to operate vehicle. Shift nJ.min tralnsmission frollm
low to high thereafter, tasthe situa;tion permits, all regular speed
ratios being reduced. When the vehicle is being operated with the
underdrive and it is desired to shift back to the direct range, the
shift can be made with the vehicle moving at anNy gefneral speed, due
attention being given to the use of the clutch and the speed ratio of
the main transmission to prevent shock to the propelling mechanisms.
Caution: In shifting from one speed ratio to another, do not skip
positions. Do not ride the clutch. The driver's foot slhould 'reston
the clutch only when he is operating it. When the clutch is to be
disengaged, it should be disengtlg(ed fully to avoid gear damagle and
shifting difficulties. A sudden engagement is injurious to the mnechanism and may stall the engine.
f. Br1aking.-The brakes should be in such condition thatut ha:rd
applicatioiin ill cainse all vwheels to be locked, but; thlle dlri\elr Ilst
realize that the nlaxiluln retarding effect occurs just before tho
wheels lock. Intermittent applicaLtion will recduce the wear of bralke
linings and drums. Application should be gradual with just enoughll
force to accomplish the desired result.
(1) Usage.-Judicious use of the breaking effect of the engine will
increase the serviceable life of the bralce linings and druns. When
the driver anticipates a stop, he should make full use of the engine
braking effect, disengaging
the clutch in time to avoid stalling the
engine. When descending hills, a driver should use the engille s a
briake by selecting and engaging the proper gear ratio, and use the
intermnittent application of the brakes to prevent overspeeding' the
engine. The ignition should not be turned off. The engille speed
whenl descending a hill should be no greater thanl the speed necessary
to ascend the hill when using the same transmllissio gear ra;tio. Onl
steep hills, the gear trafin necessary to give the desired results should
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be engaged before the vehicle is committed to the hill. Attempting
to shift gears after the vehicle has started down a steep slope may
result in a runr-away vehicle.
(2) tloistzfre effect.--At all times, a driver should know the performance and the general condition of his vehicle brakes. When
Ol)'latinlg condlliions rellil'ire vellicles t) move thl'rol1h w'at
Ie', tlhe
brakes become very inefficient because of moisture on the brake linings
andl in the brake drums. If the distance to be traversed is short,
considerable water may be kept out of the brake assemblies by a slight
application of the brakes while the vehicle is in the water. After
passing tlhrough water, the brakes should be set slightly and the
vehicle operateld until suflicient helat. has been generale
l
t'o dry tlo
brakes.
(3) Stopping distance.-Vehicle stopping distances are dependent
upon the nature andl condition of the road surface, condition of the
brakes, weight of the load, and kind and condition of tire treads.
lWhen operating at a speed of 20 miles per hour on a dry, smooth,
level road free from loose material, every motor vehicle or combination of motor vehicles having brakes on all wheels should be capable,
at all tinmes and under all conditions of loading, of stopping within
3() feet when the foot brake is applied.
Caution: Drivers should be cautioned concerning the use of brakes
when a vehicle is skidding or operating on ice covered roads.
g. Mafleurerinq.-After the driver has acquired facility in startincr, simnlle driving, and stopping, he should practice maneuvering
in difficult places. The ability to turn a vehicle in a confined space,
back it accurately, and park it properly under various conditions
are essential requirements.
(1) Tiznwning.-Turns should be made at speeds commensurate with
the road, load, and traffic conditions: A vehicle driver should always
give the appropriate arm, electrical, or mechanical sitgnal in sufficient
t.ille to affo(ird ample. warnling thlal it cllange in direction is to be
made. Turns should start and end in appropriate trafflic lales and
should be made with as little confusion to other traffic as possible.
At least one hand should be kept on the steering wheel when the
vehicle is in motion.
(2) Bac:in-g.-A driver should never back a vehicle until he is
certain that the way is clear. When the driver's view is obstructed,
lie should act as directed by an assistant on the ground. When
backing unassisted, the driver should always give warning of the
movement by sounding his horn. Considerable practice is necessary
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to back a vehicle safely and accurately. This is particularly true
when the driver is required to back a towed load.
(3) Pawreing.-Parking includes turning and forward or backward
moving of the vehicle in more or less restrict:ed sp'ae. Faiictors wiicl'
should be given consideration whv]en parking Ire space for n1CLLeuveCring the vehicle, solid standing, interference with othll,(l tr;li(:, ;ald
cover if applicable.
68. Driving handicaps.-a. Sidding.-Wlhen a vehicle skids, the
front wheels should be turned in the direction of the skid :and the
throttle closed gradually until it is only partly open. Closing the
throttle quickly or braking will accentuate the skidding.
7). Obstacles.-After tlihe driver has acquired skill in drivilng and
nianeuverinig, he should beconme proficieint in handling his vehicle ill
the face of such difliculties as mud, sand, ditches, ruts, holes, narrow
defiles, woods, steep slopes, sharp curves, etc. Training should include the use of chains and traction devices and field expedients.
(See sec. XIV.)
c. NigAt driving.-In forward areas, movements must be made without lights if casualties are to be minimized an(l secrecy preserved.
Nifrht movements are particularly difficult because of tile limited control that can be exercised and the obstacles that must be overcome.
d. Curses.--Close the throttle before coming to a: turn. If necessary
iopply the brakes to reduce speed of the vehicle below that att vlicll it
is safe to make the turn. On the turn, open the throttle to keep the
whlleels rolling under power and reduce the chance of skiddlijtg. On
entering a curve inadvertently at high speed, jiggle the steering' wheel
rapidly and repeatedly to the right and left, just enough to move the
front wheels slightly until the curve is passed. Make a long swing in
to the right lane after making turns or passing obstacles.
rettrningr
69. Signals for the driver.-a. Arm, signals.-(1) YlTul, rig/ht.Extend left arm outward at an angle of 45° above the horizontal.
(2) T'u1r' left.-Extend left arm outward holrizonlltally.
(3) S/low0 o stop).--Extend le0:lt L'arm1 outvirl ti an angle of 450
lelow the horizontal.
b. Conimmand siguals.-Refer to manuals for the arms and services.
70. Road rules.-a. G'eneral.-The following general rules a:re
presented for automotive vehicle operation:
(1) Vehicles will keep to the right of the road.
(2) The appropriate warning signal will be given before changing
direction, slowing down, or stopping.
(:3) The right-of-way will be given promptly to faster moving
velhicles.
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(4) Speed will be reduced on dry, dusty roa'ds, especially in combat
ZOies.

(5) Lights will be dimmed when meeting another vehicle or for
driving in populated areas.

(6) A disabled vehicle will not delay unnecessarily a column's
mnarll..
(7) A driver who has been assigned a place in a column will not
pass another vehicle unless he receives a signal to pass.
(8) A driver when meeting and passing an oncoming vehicle will
pass on the right giving at least half the road, slow down if operating conditions are hazar(lous, and(l p)ermlit the vehicle having ai clear
load ahead to have the right-of-way.
(9) Vehicles will not be permitted to coast down hills with the
clutch disengaged or the transmission in neutral.
(10) Vehicles will clear the roadway before being halted, and will
not be halted on bridges, in defiles, at points where the vision of
other drivers is restricted, or in such a, manner as to block cross
traffic or entering side traffic.
(11) Vehicles will be slowed down to a safe stopping speed at all
road intersections not covered by traffic control personnel or devices.
(12) Personnel will not mount or dismount from moving vehicles.
b. Dozb7ing.-Passing other vehicles moving in the same direction
is strictly forbidden under the following conditions:
(1) WhVen going around a corner or blind curve.
(2) When ascending or descending hills unless safe passage is
assu ed.
(3) At street intersections, crossroads, and railroad crossings.
(4) WVhen road is too narrow to allow at least 2 feet between
vehicles.
c. Rai7roadi crossings.-AVehicles will be halted at railroad crossings
not guard(led 1,y m1tilittaryp)iersoninel or civ\ilian watchtlmen.
d. D)ting a halt.--When halted, the following rules will be
observed:
(1) The engine will be stopped if the vehicle is to stand longer
than a few minutes.
(9) All personnel will keep to the right of the vehicles.
(3) Wheels will be blocked if on a grade for a prolonged stay.
(4) Prescribed inspection will be performed.
71. Marching.-a. Close colunvn.-During training in close column marching, special attention should be paid to safe intervals between vehicles. The following rule, properly modified to meet special
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conditions, indicates that fo'r safe marching the distancCe -in yard between vehAicle, sa/wuld be not ess than twice the speedor/leter rea/ligy.
b. Rolling terrain.-AVlenimarching over rolling terrain, Lhighrll(r
rate of march arid smoother marchiing may be attairined if driverls
are permitted, within maximum prescribed speed, to increase the
speed( of their vehicles bleore (olllmnnelcillrn to climb. Vcllicles slhohld
be slowed down while going down grades to compensate for the
distance gained when ruiling a hill. This practice will prevent
excessive jamaning and will allow drivers to take advantage of power
aInd momentuam to negotiate hills without excessive shifting of gears.
]IunIilg illii
Is is I)lnli'ti('li ly aI(dvatti, r'(OuIs when'1(
111:11'I l('1cohIiI
(mli I 11'r
made up of mixed vehicles.
c. Map routes.-Drivers of military vehicles should receive suflicient instruction and training in map reading to enable them to
follow routes on marked maps, to choose routes, and to recognize
terrain features represented on topographic maps. Traininglr
should
include the use of commercial highway maps, military topograliphic
maps, airplane photographs, and mosaics.
72. Operating inspections.-During operation. the driver should
be alert to detect unusual engine sounds or vehicle noises and follow
the proper procedure when they occur; he should glance frequently
at the instruments and gages to check the chargiing, fuel supply,
oil pressure, and water temperature and be forewarned by abnormal
readings in time to obtain assistance and prevent serious trouble.
a. Diuring halts.-At every scheduled halt on the march or at
intervals during the day's run, the driver should make a careful
inspection of his vehicle to determine its general mechanical condition and make a pertinent report accordingly to his section chief.
A suitable: routine is as follows:
(1) Allow engine to run a short time and listen for unusual noises.
If ulnustual sinrlds or' lkocks ,ate lhealtd with the engine lrun ring bhult
with the vehicle stopped and the clutch disengaged, practically everythiingi but the engine assembly is eliminated.
(2) Observe around the vehicle for fuel, oil, and water leaks;
chexck fuel, oil (after engine is stopped a few minutes), and water
supply and replenish if possible.
(3) Inrspect all tires for inflation, cuts, imbedded objects, and misnlinlement. On track-laying vehicles, examine tracks for adjustillellt and for worn, loose, broken, or missing parts. Note condition
(if traction devices, if used.
(4) Feel brake bands, wheel hubs, and gear cases for evidence of
overheating.
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(5) Examine front axle, steering assemblies, and brake lines.
(6) Tighten equipment fastenings, secure curtains and top, and
check towed load, if any.
(7) Remove debris which may have accumulated on the vehicle.
b. After ope'atfio1..-At the conclusion of the day's run, the driver
should marke an inspection similar to that made at hfalts, but more
llhorollgh and detailed, and report his findings and th6 day's developments for action by the section chief.
(1) Check all items included in the inspection at the halt, testing
lights in all cases.
(2) Raise the hood and look for loose, missing, or broken parts,
and indications of improper operation.
(3) Examine grease seals for evidence of failure or over lubrication.
(4) Check axles, springs, and shackles for condition and attachment.
(5) Examine propeller shafts and brake linkage.
(6) Check body bolts; tighten or replace as required.
(7) Check tools and equipment; secure replacements if necessary.
73. Maintenance by driver.-El',fficient enforcement of prevelntive maintenance is the responsibility of comiiiandiiig officers of all
units operaltig atutomotive vehicles. In connection therewith definite maintenance duities will be assigned the driver (or crew) and
he will be prohibited, except in an emergency, from performing any
maintenance function not specifically listed below. (See par. 84.)
a. lnspections.-The driver is charged with routine inspections outlined in paragraphs 65 and 72.
b. ,Servicin~g.-Servicing involves the check and necessary replenishment of fuel, oil in the crankcase, water or antifreeze in the
cooling system, and air and valves in the tires.
(1) Precautions concerning the handling of gasoline must be enforced rigidly.
(2) Take every precaution to prevent dust and other foreign
matter from entering the crankcase with the oil. Wipe out oil
measure, spigot on oil drum, funnel, and oil filter pipe with a clean
cloth before refill oil touches any of the surfaces. Do not spill
or overfill. Post record of replacement. A simple test to check
the suitability of an oil for operation at the prevailing atmospheric
temperatures is to leave a small quantity outdoors in an open bottle
overnighllt. Obviously, if the oil is not in a liquid state by morning,
it is not a suitable oil for vehicles parked in the open.
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(3) The water in the radiator should be maintlliined at the proper
height below the overflow pipe and the latter must not be clogged.
A hot engine should be allowed to cool before ally conlsideulable
quantity of water is added to the radiator, or the engine should
be running while the water is added slowly.
(4) Tires should be inflated to recommended pressures and checked

daily with a reliable gage.

Wheels, includingl

any spares, shouldL

be changed periodically to secure uniform tire wear and to maintain
resiliency in the spare tires. All wheel drive vehicles should haive
tires with the same inflation and outside diameter. Do not bleed
air to lower tire pressures during a trip, provided original pressures
were correct.
c. Lubrication.-(1) Parts that should be lubricated by the driver,
in the case of decentralized lubrication, include spring and spring
shackle bolts, spring pivot seats, steering knuckle pivots, steering
knuckle tie rod pins, drag link ends, clutch and brake pedal and
brake lever pivots and linkage, throttle linkage, door hinges, locks.
and other slow-motion friction surfaces.
(2) Equipment furnished the driver includes a high pressure
lubricator and an oilcan for whose care and condition he is responlsible. The two types of lubricntlt used icludle oil andl ehossis
lubricant; the use thereof should be in accordance with a lubricat ion
schedule, and reported for record purposes. (See pars. 91 and 92.)
Grease fittings and oilholes should be cleaned before any lubricant

is applied.
d. Tightening.-The distinction between tightening and adjusting
must be understood, otherwise drivers will undertake operations
which they have not the knowledge, experience, or equipment to perform, In general, adjustment involves placing moving parts or
assemblies in the proper relative position and securing them in that
position. Adjustments, except specified emergency adjustments, are
prohibited to the driver.

(1) When a driver discovers a loose or lost nut, bolt, screw, stud,
or cotter key, he should tighten or replace it unless the adjustment
of a part or assembly is affected. If adjustment is involved, a
report should be made to the section chief.
(2) A driver should be taught the correct use of the tools furnished
and the proper degree of tightness of the various nuts, bolts, and
screws.

e. Cleaning.-(1) A vehicle should be cleaned after operation to
prevent hardening of dirt accumulations and to keep dust and other
foreign particles from working into bearing surfaces.
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and exterior parts of the chassis should be washed, using a hose if
available. Keep water off the engine; dirt should be wviped from
the enfgine and its accessories. Gasoline should not be used to clean
an engine; use a cleanilg solvent instead. Fuel and oil lines should
not be polished. The use of paint on radiator covers is prohibited.
(2) A vehicle shoull
be inspected before it is wvashed becaunse of
tlhe grellterl case ini d(ll(ccillg loose l)al's al)ld assenblies, broken dlust
films being the best evidence of looseness. Scheduled lubrication
should be performed after washing so that any water or dirt which
has entered bearing surfaces may be forced out by the pressure of
the new lubricant.
f. Tools and equipineml.t.-The driver is responsible that tools, spare
parts, chains, paulins, and equipment fn'rnished with his vehicle are
ill tlhei Iproper places, clean, Ia(
nd ill (ollditioll alt; 1 lil,
ies for ilnmediate use. Any equilpment whicl becomes unserviceatble should be
repaired or replaced pollml)tly. Slhortages or unserviceable equipment should be reported to the section chief.
g. Tires.--(l) The chief responsibility of the driver in caring for
tires is that of proper inflation and chlecling valves and caps, but he
must be alert constantly to detect evidences of excessive or unusual
tire wear. the most colmmon causes of which are as follows:
(a) Imnproper inflation, includingl
under and over inflation and
bleedinrig.
(b) Poor driving, including fast starting and stopping; improper
breaking; striking sharp objects; rubbing curbstones, ruts, and car
tracks.
(c)
hlheel misalinement.
(d) Tight chains.
(e) Oveerloading.
(o2) In general, tires should be removed from their wheels at least
yearly to permit conditioning of wheel rim surfaces.
A. Slor/ge batter.-Th']le driver should have a general knowledge
of the functions and care of the battery since it is the vehicle's most
inqIp)ortait accessorv. (See par. 54-.) Unusual perfolrmance or
chai;ges in the battery condlition nlmust be reportedl
inmnediately.
KIeep the bltttely
terlillal connections clean and tiglht and check
the electrolyte at least once a week.
i. Duties du.7ring seCedflued maibntenance and tec];dcal inspectiopns.-Before hlis vehicle is submittedl for scheduled maintenance
or technical inslection, the driver should correct such mechanical
defects as are Nwithin the limits of his ability and faculties. I-Ie
should report knlown mechanical defects which he is not authorized
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to correct, and accompany his vehicle to the shop to further his
linowlcdge of the vehicle anlld receive pertinenlt instructions for future
procedure.
j. Emergency roadside repfairs.-In performingr emergency repairs,
the driver should not force any part nor attelnpt the repair unless
he is reasonably sulre that lie Inls dingrnosed tile trolubl-e (orreetly.
Taminperintg wvith miechliaiisimis is prohibited. At tile lIst o)Ip)oLtullit(y
after an emergency repair has been effected, the driver should report
tile fact to his section chief in or(der that proper action m;ay be talkeln.
Tihe following are exallmples of emerlency roadside repairs w\\licl a
driver should be permitted to perform after lie has received the
proper training:
(1) Remove, clean, and install spark plugs.
(2) A(ljiust fl'i lwit.
(3) Remove, blow out, antd illstal f:el lilles onlly.
(4) Tighten nuts andcl/or cap screws around leakly gnskets.
(5) Tape leaks in gas or oil lilles and tigllt-en connectiions.
(6) Tape electrical lines; replace 'uzes; replace lirght b llbs.
(7) Plug leaks in the cooling system and tighllten water punRp connections.
(8) Loosen tight bralkes.
74. Reports by driver.-There are two driver's reports generally
applicable to all arms and services operating and mainta:iingll
automotive vehicles.
a. Driver's Report, Accident, Motor Transpootation (Stalnadard
Fornm No. 2G).-In case of injury to person or pl)operty, tile driver
of a motor vehicle will stop the vehicle and relnder such assist:alce
as may be needed, complyin g with State and local regul.ttios r ela:tive
to reporting pertinent accidents outside comba:t areas. I-ie will fill
out immediately at the scene of the accident Standard Form No. 2;
and deliver it to his commanlding officer imnle(liately upon retlurnl to
his station. This action must be executed in every case reglardless
of how trivial the accident may appear to be or whether Govel.nntlllet
property or personnlel only is injlured (AR ,850-15). )lol),. usC of'
accident report folrlm protects the careful driver in tlt
it prese.1ts
it
datal secured inmllemediately after tle oclullrence of tile accidellt land
permits completion of an investigation before facts become distorted.
b. Driver's Trip Ticket and Perfjormnance Record (WV. D., Q. A/. C.
Form No. 237).-A properly completed driver's trip ticket f'ulrnlishes
valulable data, for organizatio n maintenance records as wvell as a written report of performance defects and emergency repairs affected.
The report of defects protects the driver and puts the responsibility
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for repair on the shop maintenance personnel. When driver's trip
tickets are not used, an oral report should be made by the driver.
75. Examination and operator's permit.-a. Examnination.Motor vehicle operator's permits wvill be issued only to individuals
who have satisfactorily passed an examilaltion conducted by a qualified comniiissionled officer covering the subjects listed.
(1 ) il/ecUlftnicl.--o0lCfe(latulreO andf'l'nctionis of: nuljor units of
the vehicle.
(2) Operation.-Actual driving of the vehicle, involving use of
controls; reversing and parkinig under usual conditions of traffic and
terrain; traffic regulations; road procedure; safety precautions; speed
liiiiits and vehicle abuse.
(3) 2l aintenance.-Firstechelon (vehicle operator's) maintenance.
b. Operator's permnit.-The U. S. Army Motor Vehicle Operator's
Permit (W. D., Q. M. C. Form No. 228) will be issued by commanding
officers to all enlisted and civilian operators of Regular Army motor
vehicles (AR 850-15). Possession of a motor vehicle operator's permit should be a guarantee that the individual is a safe driver. The
permit will be revoked immediately when an accident or other cause
so warrants.
76. Troubles and remedies.-a. Gasolineboiling in carburetor.Some engines, when stopped after reaching an operating temperature, radiate enough heat to cause boiling of the gasoline in the carburetor float chamber. This condition, especially prevalent during
hot weather operation, causes a rich mixture in the intake manifold.
To start the engine, open the hand throttle fully and leave choke in
tile lnormnal operaltillng position. The throttle should be adjusted to
the desired engine speed only after the engine begins to run smoothly.
Intermittent depression (pumping) of the accelerator when the
engine is not running Awill also produce a rich mixture.
l6. Va'por lock.-Excessive heat causes vaporization of the fuel before it leaves the carburetor jets, resulting in too lean a mixture to
sustain engine operation. For such a condition, the fuel must cool
and return to liquid form, and matters may be expedited by opening
the hood to release the entrapped hot air around the engine. Improved insulation may be required.
c. Overheating of engine.-Overheating is caused by faults in the
cooling system (par. 27 b), the air-fuel system (par. 16), the ignition
system (par. 23), and also by mechanical defects (par. 11). In connection with the latter three items, difficulties are usually indicated
by other symptoms but all are treated in greater detail in appropriate sections. Stop engine.
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d. Stiffening of engine.-As a contributing factor to overheating,
an engiloe Inay tighAten up due to :ick of lubrication. Check oil supply ill crankcase. if there is doubt as to the operlatiol of tlhe oil p)lllll),
(lisconnect the oil line to the filter, slowly run engine, and obscive
flow of oil; the suction pipe in the oil pian may bce cloggedl.
ligh
pressure readings on the gage do not necessarily mean that the
i,,'iictionll system0 is fillwtionllillg l)O('ly.
e. C'logging of exhaust or muffler.-An accumulation of carbon or
dirt in the tail pipe or inmiffler will
lireduce
ellg'ille elficiweIcy. 'I'Pry (lie
veliclo oil a pull with the ntliuflle removed to check differelnce ill
power. Material may be loosened an(l blown out after talpping pilpe
with a hammer.
f. Kinocks.-An unnatural sound or noise in an engine is a warning that some part of the engine is not functioning, as it should. An
engine in perfect mechanical condition and operating under ideal
conditions gives out a continuous rhythmic sound with no sharp or
metallic clicks. Correct adjustment, together with adequate lubrication, prevents or muffles the sound of metal moving over metal or
striking against other metal. Knocks are caused either by an operating condition over which the driver of a vehicle can exercise some
control, or by a mechanical condition, such as an incorrect adjustment
of parts or an excessive wear of parts.
(1) Operating knocks.-Operating knocks, or detonations, are
caused by engine overload; carbon in the combustion chamber; advanced spark; poor fuel; auto-ignition.
(a) Excessive carbon in the cylinders is indicated by a. sliarl klockl
which is iost no tiCCeablewhenll th' eIginl is acceleralel 01' pIt.
lli
load and occurs only when the engine is hot.
(b) The spark too far advanced will cause a knock that may be
mistaken for a carbon knock or the engine may also kick back when.
starting.
(c) Spark plugs of incorrect thermal fit will contribute to preignition.
(2) JMechanical knocks.-These knocks result from wear or imnproper adjustment and are not always easy to locate or identify.
They include crankshaft and bearing knocks; piston and connecting
rod knocks; camshaft knocks; valve and valve sifter knocks; water
punmp lmocks; miscellaneous knocks and noises; timing gear noises;
fan noises. Analysis by and attention of maintenance personnel are
usually required.
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77. General.-Field expedients covering the more common conditions which arise for the operator are described herewith.
a. Points to be obaerved.-(1) On approaching doubtful crossings
or steep hills, a quick reconnaissance to determine the best route should
be made on foot.
(2) A decision must be made promptly in the case of a stalled vehicle as to whether or not it can be moved by a companion vehicle or
by men at hand, or requires a pioneer crew and trouble truck.
b. Factors.-The ability of a vehicle to negotiate difficult terrain
depends upon its power, momentum, traction, and flotation. A proper
alpreciation of these related factors will assist military personnel in
the choice of a practical expedient to meet most road difficulties.
78. Difficult operations.-a. Ascending steep slopes.-Where the
grade is sliplelry or the slope particularly steep, the leading driver on
approaching the hill should select a sufficiently low gear and continue
on to gain the maximum momentlmL \which his load and the road
conditions permit. The driver of the next vehicle should slacken
speed and halt before le arrives at the approach, and wait long enough
to see that the vehicle ahead has cleared the crest.
(1) Stalling.-On a steel)p ascent, stalling usually occurs because of
either power or traction failure. Several solutions include making
allotller run in lower gear, applying traction devices, or utilizing towing
power.
(2) Precautiorn.-iAsa precaution, when a vehicle stalls on a hill, the
driver should not shift gears until he has tested the brakes by disenrgafging the clutch gradually. After the brakes have been tested and
found to hold, the driver should shift to reverse and back the vehicle
down the hill or to the side of the road in gear.
b. Desceelding steep slopes.-Very steep slopes should be descended
sttraighlt down so that in case sliding occurs, the vehicle will not get out
of control. All personnel except the driver should be dismounted. As
a rule, the same gear is required in going down a hill as would be used
in comilng up the same hill; a sufficiently low gear should be selected
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so that the brakes need not be used. Dulriig illtelrmittent brlake, applicationls, carle should be exercised not, to lock theie wheels. Outside assistance should be given to vehicles, if the situation permits, through block
and tackle, other vehicles, etc.
c. fluddy roads.--The usual muddy road that will be encountered
is soft and slippery on the surface, while underneath it is genertally
hall 1' will l)ttlc sllieiell(,ly to spl.pol. i, vehicle. Sot Sl)o(s will alhlow
spinning wheels to dig in quickly. The following principles aire
applicable:
(1) Traction aids.-Chainsusually give the best aid to traction and
prevent skidding.
(2) Gear.-In general, the highest gear that will give sufficient
power is selected. As the loss of momentum and the sudden appllic:ation of increased power at a critical point starts the wheels to spin, the
need for a gear reduction must be anticipated.
(3) l/owentuSn.-Momentum should be maintained across slippery
places and up grades.
(4) Choice of tracks.-Old ruts are the hardest packed and should
generally be chosen. When road centers are high, ruts should be
straddled or a new track should be made.
(5) Stalking.-Once a vehicle has come to a complete stall in mud,
the clutch is disengaged at once. No new trial is attelmpted until
an outside check-up is made. Proper procedure for ext. icating a
stalled vehicle is dependent on judgcnent tand experience but the
following possibilities are suggested:
(a) If personnel are carried, they should dismount and try to
push the vehicle, with power gradually applied.
(b) Usually a vehicle can be moved backward for a new trial
easier than it can be moved forward.
(c) Combine assistance of a tow from another vehicle and help by
manpower.
(d) Where a vehicle is hopelessly stalled, a winch, tractor, or
tackle must be employed.
(e) Because of the danger of slipping under the vehicle, personnel
should be cautioned against pushing on the side of a moving' vehicle that has slipped into the ditch from a high crown road or on
a vehicle that has slipped into old wheel ruts.
(/) A vehicle operating alone must have one or more wleels
jacked or raised to permit insertion of brush, rock, or similar material thereunder and facilitate traction and flotation.
(6) Digging out.-Ditches dug in the direction that the wheels
are expected to move will assist operations. For deep ruts, cross
2850994--41-7
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ditcuhes are dug at an angle to the ruts with dirt thrown back into
the old ruts to guide the wheels to a straddle position.
d. ,Sa7mps.-Lacking supporting matdriel, boggy or swampy soil
shlould he avoided by keepingi
on relatively high ground. The main
requirement is to move over such areas as rapidly as possible, with
least amount of wheel spinning and loading. Personnel should disvolhileh shlolldl follow :t
,111ulilt. fi1 ISsist, W\Iil [,)l.oln4g^es. E1'11c
separate track by reason of the weak crust of such soil, and have a
guide, if possible, testing the route in advance. No attempt should
be made to remove at vehicle stalled in a swamp without outside
power.
e. Gitmbo or sticl/ soil.-Such soils present a problem simnilar to
swampy grroundcl, but in addition provide little traction and stick
to thl wheels. It may be necessary to fasten devices under the
fenders to scrape off the muck as the wheels revolve.
;. Sand.-Flotation in sand increases more or less below the surface and support is usually available for rapidly moving vehicles.
Traction is limited due to continual slipping, and as soon as a drivincg wheel starts to spin it digs in rapidly. As long as the vehicle
continues to move, however, the wheels may be kept turning to allow
the vehicle to dig itself out. Vehicles should follow the tracks of
the vehicle ahead. -log or chicken wire fencing staked on the
surface of the sand will usually make a satisfactory surface for
movement of automotive vehicles.
g. Sno,,ow caid ice.-()n soft snow, flotation is at a minimum, while
on ice, traction is at a minimum. In addition to the principles
already listed, the following are applicable for winter driving:
(1) Chva.ils.-(Chains on all wheels a're usually the best safeguard,
although on ice they add little or no traction and are likely to give
a false feeling of security because they increase skidding.
lsi ow.-Manpower should be available to push or tow
(2) Fresh
llo first vollicle to brlak trail. Other vehicles will follow excltly

ill track.
Caution: The engine should be used as a brake andl rapid acceleration should be avoided. Where necessary, men with prolonges
may hold vehicles on dangerous icy roads.
/l. Ditc¢hes.-Ditches in width up to nearly the diameter of the tire
and wider shallow ditches should always be traversed at an angle so
tlhat the drive wheel on one side will take hlold of the far edge of the
ditch at the same time that the opposite wheel is going into it. As this
angle of crossing is a severe strain on the frame, springs, and driving
mechanism, personnel should be dismounted to assist by pushing at the
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critical point. Ditches must be crossed slowly. Whllen a ditch is wiler
than the diameter of the tire and deeper than the running board or
undercarriage clearance, no at:tempt should be m:tade to pass it Il lt il t 1e
banks are thfrown in and the bottom filled ulp. Such ditches shouldl
bhe
crossed at right angles. If they are Nwet, they shoulld be approtacled
slowly and the vehicle speeded upl without wheel slilppin just as 1he
I'lr)llt w\h'el cross ,lle lowe's poillt.
i. Shelled areas.-Shelled areas vary from those that have been
sparsely shelled to those in which the craters interlock or the t erlaill
has been completely upheaved. Occasional craters in roads, trails, or
other positions can usually be detoured; if not, they must be filledl or
bridgced to permit pitsstage. A thol01oug'll reaconltissallcr is I''ess:tlry
before badly torn areas can be crossed and the best route must be
marked and all pioneer work completed in advance. Where the soil
has been badly torn, it may be necessary to corduroy short stretchles
with any suitable material at hand. Care should be exercised to 1)revent stalling or damaging vehicles against hidden stulmps or rockcs, o'
in deep craters filled with water.
j. SaLallow strea7,s.-lFordinigs should be attemp t ed only after a
careful reconnaissance for bogs, holes, and depth. The hcei.gt of f.ho
lowest electrical equipment and fuel accessories is a limitingl factor.
Other points to be observed are as follows:
(1) Reduce speed.-As a rule, nothing is to be gained by attempting to use momentum in crossing streams; they should be crossed
slowly in low gear.
(2) Disconnect fan.-If there is any danger of the water sirngineg
or splashing to the fan, the fan belts should be slipped off before
the crossing to prevent water from being thrown under tihe hoold.
(3) Dry brakes.-After crossing a stream, brakes should be atpplied intermittently until dry enough to hold.
(4) Check lubrication.-At the first opportunity, wheels, cra;lnlkcatse, uniiversal jointIs, difflereItit als,,IntrainsmIission, ani)Id t.('-ImSIIsr'' calse
shohltl be checked.
k. B'ridgea,.-Narrow bridges should be approached with calution
and at reduced speed. The risk of an accident on bridges having
no side rails should not be taken, as a wheel over the side represents
rwal trouble. A timber or rail should be screwed in place. Sig'ns
indicating maximum capacity must be given clue consideration.
1. Overturned vehicle.-In order to get a maximum leverage on an
overturned vehicle, a cradle of two ropes should be passed over the1
body of the vehicle, one in front of the windshield and the other
in rear of the center of the vehicle. Preferably, both shotuld be
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tied to the body frame or spring shackle. Brakes should be applied
before the vehicle is rigllted. Any of the usual towing means may
be used on the ropes, holding lines being employed to prevent damnago to the vehicle from settling too rapidly. Before the vehicle is
moved under its own power, necessary fuel and oil and battery and
radiat),l w t\\I l sl(,u1 (l 1he rIliht((1, Itil I Cllc tfil illj)l((mloll IT111hli
of t11i (lhliluurgo

tO)

tlih(INii(:

sMlVi(ing

11c(.t*4111'y !W I),:1t4ilIih f(,'

the particular situation.
79. Traction aids.-a. (cTneral.-Chains an(l t1raction ldevices
should alvways accolmpany the vehlicle to which they pertaiil. They
should be kept in serviceable condition and in proper adjustment to
of delay. Prompt removal
pernit installation with a minimiInll
should be effectedl. when the necessity for their use no longer exists,
to prevent lnnecessary damage to tires and roads.
b. C]hailns.--Chains are generally necessary in mud, sand, snow, or
slush ice. The following general rules apply:
(1) The chains are applied before the vehicle becomes mired, and
in such a manllllelr that rotation of the wheel tends to close the, chain
fastenings. If ilnproperly installed, rotation of the wheels opens
the fastening and the chain will be lost.
(2) Fairly loose adjustment gives better traction and less tire
wear than tight adjustment.
(3) Chains must be installed on all wheels of all wheel drive vehicles to lprevent unnecessary strain.
80. Pioneer work.-a. Mission.-The mission of a pioneer party
is to l)t'forllL suchl road work as is required to make the route
passable.
b. AI/owances.--Each vehicle carries some pioneer tools and equipmerlt to assist in crossing difficult. terrain, varying accordillng to
Tables of Basic Allowances. In general, allowances include pick,
shovel, tow chain, prolonge, axe, crosscut sawv, bucket, and set of
skid chains per vehicle. Other vehicles in a march unit carry additional equipment for the pioneer party, or a regular trouble truck
is made available.
c. Precautions.-(1) Barbed wire.-Entanglements are cut out and
towed away by means of a smooth wire or chain passed around
them. In an emergency, a vehicle may go through entanglements
under 4 feet in height with a fairly good chance of success but
with some damage (particularly steering, axles, drums, and drive
shafts).
(2) Chemical agqents.-Sections of roads and bridges which have
been sprayed with persistent chemical agents are dlecontaminated.
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Where decontamination is not immediate.ly practicable, detours are
selected.
81. Repair expedients.-The usutal limlitations for repair of a
vehicle by the driver are stated in paragraph 73 j. Ho-wever, the
following temporary expedients may be practiced in all en-ergency:
,I. hl/01) 'l, /IIz(.-o-o('IeI/
(1111 COI'l''/
./i
l' l / f';1'.1;/ lil///'t.
l )foil llLy
Ie,',tiloelyel H1scII if hllz, htillrly in xlIi,,sd,.I,
b. Pwn be/lt.--Replace wiith rol)e o fasil.e old belt t.ogether with wvi ie
andt wrap witlh friction tal)e.
c. S'r)ingfs.--The broken ends of a spring leaf may be held together
by a splint secured by wire. If necessary, a block of wood is secueed
between the frame and axle to prevent spring action. A hCeavy wilre
or chain run from the front spring lhanllr, and another froni the axle,
to the rear spring shackle will hold the axle in alinement so that the
vehicle can be driven slowly.
d. Broken fuel lines.-T'lhese can be repaired temporarily by slippinlg
a section of tight fitting hose over the break; small leaks may be
stopped by soap over the openings.
e. IVet ignition.-WVipe water away from plugs; dry distributor cap.
f. Cracked wafter jacket.-Temporary repair may be possible by
draining cooling system, cleaning crack on either side with a file or
steel brush, and cementing a patch over the crack wvith ordinary tire
patching material.
g. Leaky hose.-A hose leak can be repaired with electrical or
adhesive tape.
/. Leat,y rladiators.-Clhewiillggum, sealing wlax, or plastic gaslket
material pushed into a leak will often reduce or stop the. loss of- water.
82. Camp expedients.-a. lcVeathter eff'ects.--(1) l)rilig cold
weathler, rullber tires adhere to wet soil and :freeze. Bef'ore niov ilig
vehicles, the tires shoulld be broken free from the gromdl.
(2) In parking overnight, groun(l should be selected that will remain firm regardless of storms. Provision must be made for satisfactory driving-wheel traction for one vehicle at least so that the other
vehicles may be towed to solid ground with the least delay.
(3) When snow freezes to fenders and other painted parts of the
vehicle, it should not be removed by force as the paint may come offt
Nwit-h it. The best method is to melt the ice.
b. SuIpply probl7ems.-(1) When the available water is too dirty for
use in the cooling system, it should be strained; if timle and mneans perilit, water can be boiled and the floating sediment skilmmed oft or
allo\ved to settle out. Rainwater, etc., may be used for batteries.
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(2) It is not to be expected that tile many various types of fuels
and Ilubrlicallts required for various vehicles will always be obtainable.
It. is I(,le thanl probable that the supply services wvill be able to send
forward only the fuels and lubricants of greatest general utility; any
graclde of gasoline, oil, and grease, provided it is of good quality, will
meet immediate enlergency needs for considerable periods and operat.ors slah l eIIgulilI c1
o.l.rmdigwrly il eI(
Iping their 1vel iles
)I n act iM.
SEcrmN XV
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83. General.--Militarv vehicles operate under difficult conditions
alltl
unusually ool carle is essential. Losses due to mechanical
failure must be kept at a minimilnum ondcl minor repairs accomplished
quickly in order to keep Inotor transportation at the highest possible
level of ellfficiellcy.
a. Fcnnlions.--The Army system of automotive maiintenance is
based on certain maintenanlce functions as follows:
(1) Scheduled preventive maintenance operations, unit replacements, repairs, and inspections with the primary objective of econolnicial, uninterrupted vehicle service.
(2) Systematic detection and correction of incipient causes of
vehicle casualties before they occur and the action necessary to
maintain satisfactory day to day operating condition of automotive
vehicles.
b. U9it rep7acemeent.-The principle of unit replacement rather
than major repair of a unit while installed in the vehicle is practiced
inl all cases where such assembly is available. Where minor repair
only is required and can be made without dismantlingr the unit or
remlovinng the unit froml the vehicle, the unit replacement principle
is not followed.
c. Essential elements.--Within the automotive maintenance systelm of operat ing organizat ionlls will be :included onlly tlei

tools, (equil).

Illent, andl plersolmmil wl ichi ave necessary to insure combat efllicienlcy.
(1. F'ic/ld ,laitteilance.-Care must be exercised by all personnel
to retain the distinction between the proper functions and scope of
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the automotive maintenance of opcrating organizations and those
of the supporting services under field conditions.
e. 1ifairntenance echeZon.--There are, in general, four divisions of
Army maintenance called the first, second, third, and fourth ccl(lo11s.
The first and second echelons of maintenance are the responsibility
of the using arms and services, while the third and fouritll ecHlelons
(rotHlh reslpollsibilily of tCli supply selrvice (qlalterlillaslte or t.dnance) personnel. The work performned in the various echelolns is
limited by the restrictions of one or more of the four elenlents
essential to maintenance functions, comprising pelsollel, equipellnt,
supplies, and time.
84. First echelon (driver, assistant, and crew).-Tlle first
echelon maintenance is driver's maintenance which covers the simple
operations that can be trusted to the skill of the average driver ns l!g
tools and supplies available on the vehicle. These operations ilcl{(le
driver's inspections (pars. 65 and 72); servicing (replenislment ofu
fuel, oil, water, antifreeze, and air); lubrication (except items requiring special lubricants, equipment, or tecln ical k]noowledge) * tihlltening or replacement of nuts, bolts, screws, and st;uds; c]leail'(; calre
of tools and equipment, tires, and storagne battery; preparation of
the vehicle for maintenance operations and for conmmland aluld tecll
nical inspections; emergency repairs (limlited by tool kit andl spaire
parts carried on the vehicle). For further details see parag'raplh 7:3.
85. Second echelon (troop or battery).-a. Urnit co,,nnadarlce.The unit commander is directly responsible for the first: echelon
maintenance and for part or all of the second. The success of pleventive maintenance will depend upon the judgment, enelrgy, colmlon
sense, and ability not only of tle unit conimmllder but also hlis
and motor
subordinates including a motor officer, motor sergeant,
mechanics. (See chart below.)
7). Regirnental.-In most arms and services there is provided by
Tables of Organization a regimental second echelon mainteal:lnce
organization. The personnel are a part of the headquarters conmpany, battery, or like unit of the regiment and are administered( by
the commanding officer of that unit.
86. Third and fourth echelons.-As between the two services in
wartime or emergency, either the Ordnance Department or tllohe
Quartermaster Corps will perform such third andll I'oulith echelol
iL)(Illit.
be e(lUesl l lmlll .Il'acilities
ImnilntellIlauco as 11may1
a. Th'lird echelon maintenance is that normally performed( ill the
field by quartermaster and ordnance personnel, embracing prlinci-
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pally the repl;ace:ment of unserviceable unit assemblies by siiilar unllit
az-.lmbhlijes held iii thilrl eclelllon stock. III addition to unlit rephllei1:et, tile thilrd echelon1

sUpl)l)oits tndl extell(ls mailitellanllce facilities

to the using alms and services by makinll repairs involving the use
of medium mobile shop equipment and by the services of generlal
mechanics and a limite(l nmtinber of tra(le specialists; by the supply of
elit lissemll)lies and llutls to lhe secondl e(helon ; indl y tll evacualtio
MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION CHART (SECOND E('HELON)

RA FSD 746

to the thitid and fourth echelon shops of vehicles which require repairs
beyond the scope of second and third echelon facilities.
1). Fourth echelon maintenance is that norm'ally performed in the
rear areas by the quartermaster or ordnance personnel embracing
the disassembly and repair of any or all unit assemblies which are
used in the automotive vehicles of the command to which the fourth
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echelon shop is assigned. Salvage and r.clamlation service is also
included.
87. Maintenance operations.-a. General.-In order to maintain the vehicles in as near perfect condition ils l)ossible, scheltledl
naintellanee operations followed by mraintenance itnspectiolns :'i(e
necessary, all being performed in accordance wit] a definite sclledule
based on time, mileage, or a combination of both.
(1) ]?epiair'.-llepairconsists of adjustilg, tighteling, replacing,
or reconditioning any part, subassembly, or assembly of a vehicle.
(2) Adjustment.--Adjustment consists of placing parts, sulbassemblies, or assemblies in correct working relation to each other
ancl securing them in that position. Examples are fan belt tension,
bIlakelio point clearance, brake Ianld clutch )pedl cleralnce.
(3) Tigltening.-Tightening consists of dlrawing up nuts and
screws where adjustment is not involved. Examlples are body bolts,
body screws, bumper bolts, fender and running board brackets, floorl
board bolts or screws. A clear distinction should be made between
tightening (driver's responsibility) and adjusting (mechanic's
responsibility).
(4) Iep7acing.-Replacing consists of exchanging any part, subassembly, or assembly and placing them in proper adjustment. Exainples are fuel and oil lines, distributor head, radiator hose, mufler,
oil filter, carburetor, generator, battery, brake parts.
(5) Recondlitionrng.-Reconditioning consists of restoring any
part, subassembly, or assembly to a state of serviceability. Examples
are refacing valves, welding broken parts, patching tubes, turning
down an armature.
7).Daily.-Daily maintenance consists of cleaning, servicing, tightening, and emergency repairs. In general, daily repairs will be of
an emergency nature based on defects reported by the driver and
supervisory personnel. .After an examination of these reports, the
wvork will be allotted to the various mechanics according to their
,laility, or it will be sent to the shop. Except in an emergency, a
vehicle will not be sent out before defects are corrected.
c. Weeckly.-Weekly maintenance is a continuation and check of
the driver's daily maintenance, performed at least once each week by
the driver under the direct supervision of the section chief and under
the technical supervision of the motor maintenance personnel. Operations to be performed should include the maintenance in conjunction
with the inspection after operation (pars. 72 and 73) and a report
to the motor officer of any defects observed but not corrected.
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d. Liibrication.-Lubrication operations should be performed by
designated personnel in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations as amended by military authority. (See sec. XVI.)
.iles).--This maintenance operation is pere. Montihly (.1,000
formed norllln]ly by the troop, battery, or similar unit inecalllics
under the supervision of the motor sergeant. A record is made to
show the defects that could not be corrected, the tilne ot accompllllishilnent, the mechanic vlwho performed the operation, and the officelr ho
made the maintenance inspection. This record should be retained
until the semiannual (6,000-mile) maintenance operations and techlical inspection, at which time it may be disposed of as the unit commander sees fit. The guidle as shown below for this maintenance may
be modified as necessary for the different vehicles; items marked with
an asterisk may require tools and parts not available or authorized, in
which case the defect should be corrected by the next higher echelon.
MAINTENANCE OPERATION
GUIDE (MONTrHLY)

General mraib tenaance

Veh icle roadl test
1. Bring engine to operating temperature and examine for smoke or
funles.
2. kExamine condition of oil on measuring stick; observe any evidences of
blow-hy or leaks.
3. Test horns, lights, and windshield
wipers.
4. 'l'est for proper steering.
5. Check engine for power delivery,
acceleration, and unusual noises.
6. Test clutch action; stop and Investigate unusual noises.
7. 'Test gear sets and final drives for
ease of shifling and unusual noises.
S. Test brakes for equalization, stopping distance, pedal travel, and "feel."
9. Observe action of panel instruiments.
10. Observe final drives and propeller shafts while another person
drives or while the vehicle is blocked
up with the wheels off the ground.
Note any overheating of units.

1. Clean and tighten storage battery,
terminals, and carrier bolts; test battery and refill to proper level.
2. Tighten body bolts, fenders, running boards, bumpers, brush guards,
headlamp brackets, mirrors, tow hooks,
pinltle, body parts, radiator shell,
hardware, and windshield equipment.
*3. Ilepair body inljuries.
instruunserviccable
4. Replace
mients, safety devices, and gages.
5. Adjust lights; controls.
Driving axles; wheels
1. Tighten loose driving flange nuts
and cap screws.
2. Tighten and properly secure all
cover
carriers,
pinion
assemblies,
plates, spring seats, bolts and nuts.
*3. Correct any leakage of lubricant.
*4. Remove any excessive play or
backlash.
5. Remove looseness or bind from
wheel bearings.
6. Tighten wheel stud nuts.
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Engyine

.]rulexs; sprigs---C(ontinued

1. Service air cleaner; replace oil
filter if required.
2. 'ighten
engine mountings, flyw wliel
ihoItlilig, oil1 plri,
tLirillg g-'jr
COVCier, 111lli

¢;1old1,accetSSol'y afall

87

hll
ll

nllns,

and other bolts and nutIs.
*3. Correct all breakage, cracks, or
leaks.
*4. Repair unserviceable breaker
poillnts.

5. Correct malfunctioning of system.
6. Adjust propoller shaft ha:ndibrlke.
7. Replace unserviceable shol;ck abHsorb(,rH

llld lill;lgf:; rl('lel'lloiJsb Ilid.
brolew l
or
II . ,
i )Ir'lng
holid-low lbolts, clips, nnid ccnter IolIts.
8. Jepaltlr

i). Tighten loose sllllckle Iii is.
Steering mnecrhanismi
1. Adjust

or repair excessive

play

in-

5. Replace all damaged wiring and
shielding.
*6. Correct malfunctioning generator
or starter.
*7. Correct generator output.
8. Adjust noisy valves.
*9. If missing occurs on road test,
ignition system should be checked
and spark plugs removed, examined,
cleaned, reset, and replaced if necessary.
*]0. Remove causes of other knocks,
noises, and unsatisfactory engine performance. (Vacuum gage is valuable
for diagnosis of trouble.)

*Steering knuckle hearings.
Tie rod and drag link enlls.
*Bushings.
Sector shaft and steering gear.
2. Tighten attachment of stem'ring
mechanism to frame, and of steerilng
colunin to body.
3. Replace any excessively worn or
bent parts.
4. Tighten, replace, or secure properly all lock wvashers, cotter keys, mlts,
and similar items.
*5. Adjust wheel stops whenl turning
radius is incorrect; note any vwearlon
drag link.
6. Lubricate entire mechanism while
Fu.l s,,/ystcm.; cooling system,
front wlieels are off the flior.
uriin
1. Clean dirty sediment bowls.
wvheels fronl side to. side to illsure dis*2. Correct fuel pumlp leakage.
tribultion of lu/nbicnllt and to aseertalin
3. T'ighlen connections; repair or re- \whthellr or lnot Ihte entire iiechllnlllsin
place tubing; check valves.
works freely.
*4. Correct
lmalfunctions of fuel
Clttch ; trasnISissioans; sh(tfl s
pulllp.'
5. Tighten radiator supports, braces,
1. Adjust incorrect clutch free travel
and attachment of shell to core.
and floor clearance.
*6. Correct all evidences of water
*2. Repair defective shifter mechallnleakage.
isms.
7. Adjust incorrect fan belt tension;
3. Tighten all loose bolts and nuts,
replace unserviceable belts.
supports, carriers, and cover pl:ates.
8. Replace unserviceable hose and
*4. Correct any leakage of hlubricant.
hose clalInps; check heater.
5. Correct misalinement of universal
joints.
Brakes; springs
*6. Repair all fractures.
*1. Replace worn brake lining.
*7. Replace excessively worn spline
2. Correct any leaks in system.
and universal joints.
3. Fill master cylinder to level.
8. Open vents.
4. Centralize and adjust hydraulic
9. Repair or replace muffler or tail
brakes.
pipe.
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Final record

1. Check road test.
2. Record of defects remaining:
Unit.
Correction necessary.
3. Mechanic's certificate:
iaLto.

Finwl record--(:ontillud
Signature of mechanic.
Signature of sergeallt.
4. MaIintenance inspection certificate
by motor officer (required by AR
85(-15).
RA ]F'SD 747

f.

'Semtrieamrlln ((,000 u,,iles).--lahtiltellLnce operatiol;s are normally
performled by the regilnental second echelon of maintenance. Un1der
extremely severe operating conditions, certain items may have to be
cllecked every 2 or 3 months. An instructional guide similar to thlt
used for the monthly maintenance operations should be drawn ilp.
All accessory units are disassembled, cleaned, inspected, and lubricat ed, and they are repaired or exclhanged if necessary. Maintenance
operations which should be included normally at this period are as
follows:
(I) Record.l.--Incl dled shouldl be inspection of vehicle, repair, and1(
olperatimlg records for the period followed by ;Lroad test.
(2) £Eine t-mne-up.-Included should be a check of the oil filter
arnd air cleaner; ta vacuum and compression test; cleaning of engine
illterior and oil pan ; adj ustment of' valves; servicing of ignition
system, generator, and starter; a check on the tightness and serviceability of all parts and accessories.
(3) Fuel systcm7..-Inchluded should be examination and servicing
of the fuel pump, carburetor, fuel lines, and tanks.
(4) Cooling systeml.-Iumcluded should be examination and servicing
of the radiator, fan belts, and water pump.
(5) I,.struments.--Included should be at check, servicing, and replacement if necessary of horIns, lighlts, wiring, windshield wipers,
and panel instruments, gages, and controls.
(6) Clutch, tran.lmiss,iol, and transfer case.-Included should be a
check of clutch travel and floor clearaince, sllifter mneclanisms, trainsmission and transfer case supports, grease seals, tightness, and lubrication.
(7) Propeller shafts and tuniversal joints.-Inclutded should be an
examination for slackness, free movement of splined joints, grease
seals, and lubrication.
(8) )riving amlcs.-Included should be a check of backlash; inspection, lubrication, and adjustment of wheel bearinigs, spring clips, and
holddown bolts, shackles, and driving flanges; a check for leaks;
examination of grease seals; lubrication.
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uded should beoa check of the attaclh(9) Steering infeknism,.-I-clh
ment of the steeringr Inechanism alnd column, steerling linkage, excessive
pl;ty, steering stops and turnin g angle, and Ilubrication.
(10) Front end.-Included should be a check of spring hold-clown
bolts, rebound clips, shackles, shock absorbers, lubLrication alld[l :t(ljustment of wheel bearings, tie rods, and tires for wear and alilnemellt.
h
so(7,'ajl 1) u1(,'Xllnlilli() (m)' ll lht(terly,
/.-Tl dlld slhnild
(11)
1ant
ail
bIody and attachments, curtaills, top, windlshields, mulfle'r,
pipe.
(12) Engine.-Check engine by bringing engine up to opel;ating
temperature rold checking results of tune-up for quiet less: idlinur
speed; acceleration; leaks in carburetor, fuel pump and lines, cooling
system, oil lines and seals.
(13) Road test and record of operation.
g. Troop, battery, and regimental second echelon repairs.-The
examples below do not indicate all the operations performed but show
son1oe of the common ones. Circular 1-10, OQ.ArG, covers the ol)(ral ionls
in detail for the entire second echelon.
(1) Troop or batteryJ.-(a) itidjqlstments.-W-lheel bearingjs: pedal
clearances; steering gear and linkage; fan belts; water pump; slpring
shackles; lights.
(b) Replacements.-Carburetor; generator; distributor cap alnd
rotor; fuel pump; batteries and cables; manifold; instruments aud
switches; oil lines and filter; brake shoes.
(2) Regiment.--(a) Adjustments.-Steering geometry; voltage
regulator; carburetor; generator; valve tappets; tiffliiYg.
(b) Replacements.-Tie rods; distributor points; valve springs;
carburetor; fuel pump diaphraglllms.
88. Maintenance on the march.-a. Maintenance persognel.Where marches of tactical units are involved, each organization will
have the maintenance personnel allowed by Tables of Oroanlization,,
and possibly some attached third echelon personnel. Maaintenani ce personnel of batteries, troops, or similar units normally ride at the tail of
their respective units.
b. Equipment, spare parts, and spare un*its.-The repair equipment
available consists of the tools and equipment allotted by Table oilf Basic
Allowances for each organization. The patrts and units carriedl shouldl
be sufficient to cover all mal ftillctionits tld(l f:ilures tllat experielnce lhas
shown will probably occur. Where small orgallizatiols slclh as )iatteries, troops, or similar organizations operatte by themselves, sullicielnt
spare units should be furnished from the regimenttl second echelon or
from the third echelon.
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c. Repair procedlure.-During
marches, roadside repails to disabled(
vehicles are frequently tempilorary in character. Upon) reachilng its
destinatio, tle vehllicle shoulld be repailred plo)ierly. The driver always
remains with the vehicle unless ordered by competent authority to
aban:don it.
d. T'owi,,g disablJed ,ehicles.-.Arrangements in any column for towingt disabled vehicles will Idepend upon the type of vehicle, road condiI Iois, type oflialrch, adlll otller conlsidera:tiolis. Towinlg vehicles slloutld
be provided with tow bars, tow ropes, or tow chains. WVhen repair persomlel are workilng by the side of the road, warning guards, sifns, or
flags mIust be pllt. out unless tlc vehicle is completely ofl t.le roald. At
night, red lanterlns should be utilized.
e. Albamloning ve/icles.--When vehicles on the march become disabled and for some reason are not towed or are not capable of being
towed withl vehicles within the organization, they may be abandoned
eitlher temporarily or permanently.
(1) When the abanldonment is temporary, the driver and possibly
a mechanic are left with the vehicle. In the combat zone, considerattion must be given to the possibility of not recovering the personnel
and facilities thus detached. Every eflort should be made to remove
to other vehicles all essential combat equipment prior to abandonment
of the vehicle. A driver left with a vehicle awaiting maintenance or
salvage personnel should be given explicit orders concerning the
removal of the load.
(2) If the abandonment is permanent, the proper steps should be
taken to comply with ordlers covering such action. Vehicles should
be tagged to show the reason of their unserviceability. When operiug units abandon vehicles, the supply service concerned must be furnished accurate reports as soon as practicable of the location and
general condition of such vehicles.
SEOrION XVI
LUBRICATION
Paragraph
General---------------------------------

89)

Methods ---__--------------------------Schedules _-_____-------------------------------------------Lubricants._______-------------------Application ---------------------------------------

90
91
'92
93

89. General.-Lubrication is an essential part of preventive maintenance; it determines to a great extent the serviceability of parts
and assemblies; it influences materially repair and operation costs;
it is one of the most important factors aifecting dependable mobility
andcl useful vehicle life.
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90. Methods.-Lubrication operations may be decentralizedc or
centralized. In either case, the unit commander assigns definite responsibility for these functions. The motor ofiicer, assisted by the
motor sergeant, prepares lubrication schedules, supervises ]ubrication,
and makes frequent inspections to assure himself that all vehicles are
properly lubricated. Good team work must be developed if the
(lesired results are to be accomplished.
a. Decentralized lubrication.-'This metllo(l is partictulally alpplicable to field service operations, and will give excellent results when
persolnnel urie proplerly tlailnedl and slupervised anl I l)ubric tlon s(ll}Cdules arle carefily l'oll)we.
Restollsibility is d*ivitdcl s 'Illhows:
(1) Driver.-The driver performs the prescribed driver's lllbrication functions (par. 73c).
(2) Aieehaics.--'l'he mechanics perform special lubrication to inelude gear cases, steering gear housing, wheel bearings, universal
joints, starting motor, generator, distributor, clutch release bearillg,
water pump, fan, air cleaner, and changes of crankcase oil.
(3) Supervisors.-Chiefs of sections or truck masters are charged
with direct supervision of lubrication by the driver. Thev should
make frequent inspections to insure correct lubricatioil in accordance
with the lubrication schedule.
b. Centralized lubrication.-When this method is employed, all
lubricating functions are carried on at a central point and drivers
are relieved of all responsibility for lubrication except the replenishment of crankcase oil. Vehicles should be sent to the central station when lubrication is required, accompanied by the driver whose
services should be utilized to expedite the volrk. Centralized lubrication is not recommended for field service operations.
c. Detached service.--When automotive vehicles are detached Ifrom
their organizations for such periods of time that they will mliss their
scheduled lubrication service, provision should be mLade :for thel) performance of the lubrication functions. Arrangements should be
made to send qualified personnel and the necessary supplies and
equipment with the vehicles, have lubrication performed by other
units, or provide the necessary supplies and equipment for the driver
to perform the operations.
91. Schedules.-Lubrication schedules are required for each make
of vehicle. The schedule or chart furnished by a manufacturer forms
the basis for organizational lubrication procedure. In cases where
recommended periods are too infrequent to provide the desired lubrication 'or military purposes, necessary modifications must be effected.
In general, the chassis and slow-motion parts should be lubricated
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every 7 days or 50 hours of vehicle operation, while the crankccase
oil should be cheelkedl
fr(equently and chlangred after not more thll
1,000 iiiles of opera;tion, or miore oftell (ilduring prologed periodls ,r
cross-country drivinr
,, hard pulls, or idlig. Gear hllblicants sliohil(t
be chec'ked w\eekly and chanzred seasonlally unless operating mileale
reqtuires more freuelltr changes. Severe operatinlg conditions ImnLY
reqiire illmmdlilte atllentilion, (slpecially in cases wlher:e
vellicle cornipoIneIts lave been sutillberged in water, chemicals, snow\,
or mud.
a. Recordl.-A complete record of lubrication will be kept for
every vehicle. Responsible personnel will accomplish a check sheet
at regulalr intervals to indicate the actual mileage and date at which
each component receives such attention as prescribed.
b. I/iDstwtions.-Lubrication instructions for the various components of these vehicle groups, as discussed in detail in preceding
sections, are consolidated and chalrted for review in the lubrica tion
schedule and chart below.
c. Sup/'ies.-Lubricants and application equipment should conform to the recommendations of responsible manufacturers or the
supply services concerned. When thesel recommendations are inconsistent, authorized bulletins and circulars publislleld by the supply
services and local regulations should govern. During field service,
it may not be possible to supply a complete assortment of lubricants
called for by the schedllre ;to Illeet the recolmmenldaltions and it will
then be necessary to make best use of those available, subject to
inspect:ion by the regimentml motor officer in consultation with responsible ordnance personnel.
92. Lubricants.-Correctlubrication requires the use of several
types of lubricants and the application of each type in accordance
with the. lubrication schedule below.
a. Sy'mbols.-The SAE identification numbers are used to indicate
thile viscosity (body) of an oil but do not in any sense, reflect quality
or specific characteristics.
Government symbol (Navy contract)
iiunmbers and the SAE viscosity equivalents for engine, transmission,
and Lifferential oils are tabulated in the lubricating oil viscosity
chart below. Federal or U. S. Army specifications for greases and
fluid lubricants are incomplete ancd Navy contracts do not apply.
(1) Selection.-Some confusion in the selection and use of straight
mineral oils available under the Navy contract have resulted from
the fact that certain oils may be used for either the transmission or
the engine. For example, Navy symbol No. 3100 is classified as
SAE 90 whllen required for a transmission, and SAE 50 when required for the engine. Actually there is no difference in these oils.
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LUBIIICAT'I)N CHART
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LUBRICATION SCHIEDULE
--

A nount

Part aTnd applicntion

Lvbricant

I

Below

Be F
32?O F

S2°° F
75 F

7Abode
75° F

Remiarks

U1

500 AMI ,5S

Clutch

tlhrowout bearinig

oil

7 drops -.--

Engine oil -------

SAE
A- 20__ SAE 30_ SAE 40.

As required_

Chassis lubricant

Soft.

As required_

Water pulllp grease ...

cup.

Shock :,sorbcer lrmll pressure
fittings (8).
Water pIlnp grCase cup (one
turn).

Medium_

Oil line extends through clutch
housing.
Apply until fresh clean grease extrudes from bushing.
Never use chassis or fiber type
grease.

1,000 MhJll[S

Soft_
Clutch shaft pressulre fittings As required_| Chassis lubricants_
(2).
----- I SAE 90 -_
Differential housing plugs (2)__ As required_ Gear oil -----

Engine oil -----Distribuitor shaft oil cup
------ 3 drops....
As required_ Chassis lubricant_
Drag link and tie rd pressure
fittings (4).
6 quarts_
Engine oil -----Engine crankcase ------------

SAE 20_
Soft ---

Medium_
SAE 140__

SAE 30 ------Medium ....-.-

SAE 20_ - SAE 30j1 SAE 40

Engine crankcase flushiing oil_

4 quarts_

Engine oil ......

SAE 10__ SAE 20---------

Engine front trunllion pressure
fitting.

As required

Chassis lubricant.

Soft....

-s-

Fan hub bearing plug

I

-

`

-__---

Generator oil cups (2) -------Linkage; bumper roller; pintle
Pedal shaft pressure fittings (3)

------

Medium -------

x~

3-----·----)··*II

Fill ------Engine oil -----Engine oil...-..
3 drops ----As required_ Engine oil -----As required_ Chassis lubricant_

Remove slotted head screw.
|SAE 20
Soft-....

SAE 30 ------Medium ------

As required_ Chassis lubricant_ - -I Soft ----

Medium -n-----

As required_

SAE 140_

SAE 140

As required_ Chassis lubricant_

Soft ....

Medium ------

As required_

Gear oil

SAE 140_1 SAE 250 ------

j Steering knuckle upper bearing
o'
pressure fittings (2).
Transfer case housing plug..- -

As required_

Chassis lubricant_

Transmission housing plug ---

Propeller shaft brake anchor
pin pressure fittings (2).
Propeller shaft slip joint pres.sure fittings (3).
Spring shackle and bolt pressure fittings (12).
Steering knuckle low-er bearing
and Rzeppa universal joint
trunnion socket channels (2).

Apply until fresh clean grease extrudes from bushlling.
Check and maintain proper level.
Drain, flush, refill after first
1,000 miles.
Do not over lubricate.
Apply until fresh clean grease cxtrudes from bushing.
Check gage daily. Maintain prpol, r
level.
Drain thoroughly while
hot. Add flushing oil, idle cnIginl
5 minutes, redrain. Do nol unse
kerosene or solvent.
Apply until fresh clean grease extrudes from bushing.

Gear oil ----

--

--------

Soft ----

Medium.-.--

As required_ Gear oil --------

SAE 140.

SAE 250_____

As required_

SAE 90_

SAE 140 --.

Gear oil.-------

Do not over lubricate.

Avoid waste.
Apply until fresh clean grease extrudes from bushing.
Apply until fresh clean grease extrudes from bushing.
.----Avoid excessive lubrication.
Apply until fresh clean grease extrudes from bushing.
Remove relief plug before filling and
to check level. Insert fitting in
axle driving flange. Do not use
chassis lubricant.

Check and maintain proper Icvel.
Drain, flush, refill after first
1.000 miles.
Check and maintain proper level.
Drain, flush, refill after first
1.000 miles.
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LUBRICATION SCIIEDUI, E -Continued.

co
o
Ut

Part and application

2,000 MILES

Engine oil -..

Air cleaner reservoir ---------

.

SAE 20

SAE 301 SAE 40_

-

Brake fluid rcservoir plug -----

As required_

Lockheed #21 Hvdra:ulic brake fluid Nwith level
below top of tank.

Engine crankcase oil filter ...

As required -

Replace --.......-

Propeller shaft universa] joint

As required_

Gear oil...........

}
pressure fittings (6).
C Shock absorber reservoir plug

As required_

Houdaille #1400 fluid ------

I -..------

I- ---

4-inch

- ----------

SAE 140--------

SAE 140

As required _ Penetrating oil-.---------------------------

-.------

Replace filter cartridge ias required
to mairiltain lc:n il.
Do not use chanssis lulbricant. Ap-

ply until overnflow at re lief valve.

(4).
Spring leaves (spray)

Check
Drain, clean, and refill.
daily and mainltlinirol)per level.

SAE 30 -------

Starting motor oiler ----------

2 drops --

Engine oil -

SAE 20

Steering gear housing plug....

As required_

Gear oil-----------

SAE 140__ SAE 140/250

--

reservoir level. K]eep
Maintain
out foreign minatehr.
Optional; not recctumi
cled by
manufact urer.
Keep oil
Do not overlulriclcte.
off commutator.
Use steering gear lubricant if available. Fill housing.

C,CO MILES OR SEASONALLY

Cooling system -----

-

Clean water or
Drain, flush,
daily.

-

IIU
Distributor breaker arm felt
wick oiler
Distributor cam..............
Front axle differential housing
filler plug.

_
1 drop.___

Engine oil

Wipe....
_
9 pints ----

Vaseline or petrolatum ----~
----------------Gear oil ------SAE 90 -I SAE 140....--

.--....-

_ SAE 20_

___

:ntlifrcre

nid refill.

__

solution.
Check

_

_

Do not overlubricite.

Do not overlubricat.c.
Drain, flush, and refill. Seasonal
changes to bae male regardless of
mileage.
Rear axle differential housing 3 quarts -Gear oil --------SAE 90_ - SAE 140___
Drain, flush, and reflill. Seasonal
filler plug.
changes to bIe m:ie rngairdless of
mileage.
Speedometer cable and gear__- As required_ Graphite ------To be done only by ordnance repair
housing.
shop.
Starter Bendix drivep.........
As required_ Engine oil -------- SAE 10
......... Remove, clean, and dip in oil.
SAE 20
Transfer case housing filler plug 3 quarts ...
Gear oil ---------- SAE 140_ SAE 250 Drain, flush, and refill. Seasonal
changes to he n:ihe r.gardless of
mileage.
Transmission housing filler plug. 5 quarts....
Gear oil ------.--SAE 90__ SAE 140 Drain, flush, and reflill. Seasonal
changes to be madle r-egardless of
mileage.
Vacuum power imnit cylinder
2 ounces ....
Bendix vacuum cylii ider oil ----Be sure to replace cap after lub)ricap plug.
cating ever 5 6,0()0(l( 10,0000miles.
As required_ Grease -Wheel bearings .......
-Hard ------Disassemble. (.i:an, and repack
6,000 to 10,000 Imiles. Do not
lubricate through
w\l
lt cap fitting. Use wheel Ia:rinlg grease.
Do not overlulhric:nte.
NoTE.--Clean arontnd filler plugs aid wipe ofil ittings beftrp applyring ltricait.
an I/or snow.

outlricate chllar-i parts afterwashing %ehicle or after
eprolongrl

.r ulw,r inl tI! r,,lglh xal:er

CO

u'

F3

Contlrd or ldesiyation

]Engine oil:
____----SAE 10 (10 W) --SAE 20 (20 W) -----------

Annual Navy coni ract:
Symnbol 2110 4-----Symbol 3050 ------------- --- Symbol 1065 s----Symbol 3065 .............
Syvlibol 10SO0 -----------.-.
....
Symblol 3080

SAE 30 - - - - - - -

- -

SAE 40 ________--_....____

Gear oil: SAE 90 ------

-----

Gear oil, extreme pressure:
SAE 90 (EP).............
SAE 140 (EP)........-.-.
SAE 250 (EP) ------------

{{
{

contractors.

L___IIC_

I T.

P. S. class 141

. P. S. class 14 I
IT

CCC

Petrolatunm or vaseline_-------Penetrating oil

---------------

Hydraulic brake fluid ---------Shock absorber fluid ---------Solvent
- - --------------Vacuum cylinder oil

Specify in addition to SAE dhsilgnations, branded, highllst (uInlity, nonicoinpounded anllolnotive gear lubricants pirl(ltc d
by replutable and explienc ced
cominlJaies.

Chassis grease (grade 1 or soft)__
Chassis grease (grade 2 or mediuim).

{/Wheel

.---- Water pump grease (calcium)___
bearing grease (grade 2 or
Inedium).
]Wheel bearing grease (grade 3 or
hard).

1
Fed. Stock Catalog 14-P-95 ---Fed. Stock Catalog 14-0-3217__
QMC ES 377
------------

T. P. S. class 14, 51 a -------

relpttable and experienc IIC colnpanies.

-

'TVVL-761, Class B 2'.......
VV-L-761, Class C 2...........

T. P. S. class 14:1 Supplied by

Chassis lubricant:
IT. P. S. class 14:1 Supplied by
Wintler grade (soft).......
Summer grade (uledium) __ _)I contractors.
Water pump grease .--------Wheel bearing grease:
Winter grade (medium) ...Summer grade (hard) -----

V\V-O 496, SAE 40

CD
-I1
0

Specify for emnergelncy nrqlliremnents branded, "'prenliuln" or
I"regular" first quality.:,iltnotive llginer oils prodlced by

VV -0-496, SAE 20 --------VV -0 -496, SAE 30------------

SAE 90/140/250 specifications
for tranllsission, differential,
transfer case, steering gear
housings, and universal joints.

Annual Navy contract:
Sytmbol 1100 (nmedium)
Symbol 3100_

I

EnEmrgencry collditifvnt

Substituide sp(e(cific(tion

Req a.ire, ent

1·--·--·--1···-3·1
U. S. Army No. 2-67 ------Oil, penetrating, noncorrosive__.
"Lockheed" No. 21 hydraulic
brake fluid.
"Houdaille" INo. 1400 fluid....
P-S- 661A ------------------Bendix vacuum cylinder oil...-.

I Treasury Department, Procurement Division, General Schedule of Supplies, Class 14, quarterly grease contract.
Will be used by Treasury Department, for contracts beginning Oct. 1, 1940.
3 For delivery in the District of Columbia, nearby Virginia and Maryland, only.
°
°
4 For temperatures from + 10 F. to --15 F.; below -15
F. add 55 percent transformer oil (Navy symbol 9045) to engine oil SAE 10 W (Navy symbol 2110).
AThese oils recommended by reason of higher viscosity indices.
2
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LUBRICATING OIL VISCOSITY CHART
AJUXOI C L, f CUW
x

7 -l e_
,

cosily (seconds)

SAE No.
I

Navy symbol
At 130 °
F.
_

1
' 2
3
4
5
*6
7
8
9
10
210 1
211

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

.

.

At 2100
F.

En-

Gear oils I

gine

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2075 Refrigeration oil....
70-90
2110 Forced feed oils ...
90-120
2135 Automotive and
120-145
general oils.
/I
2190 Automotive and
185-205
general oils.
2250 Automnotive and
245-280........
general oils.
45-55
3050 Automotive and --------general oils.
3065 Automotive
and --------60-70
general oils.
75-90
3080 Automotive and -------general oils.
and
3100 Automotive
90-105
general oils.
115-125
3120 Automotive and .........
general oils.
62-68
10(65 Class A oils ------76-84
1080 Class A oils -----93-103
1100 Aviation oils......
115-125
1120 Aviation oils -----140-160
1150 Aviation oils..----65-75
4065 Compounded oil ...
65-75
lmarine en506(5 Mineral
gine an(l cylinder oils.
135-165
5150 Mineral marine engine and cylinder oils.
180-220
5190 Mineral marine engine and cylinder oils.
120-150
(6135 Compounlded steam_
cylinder oils.
95-110
7105 Compounded steam
cylinder oils.
8190 Compounded air 180-200 i
cylinder oils.
_--------- __
9045 Transformer oil ----- 50-65
__
_ _
__

10W
20
30
40
20WI
30

80.

40

90 (low).

50

90 (high).

60

110 (low).

30
40
50
60
70

80 (medium).
80 (high).
90 (medium).
140 (low).
140 (medium)

(4)
(4)

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

---__

_

°

I For temperatures between minus 100 F. and plus 10 F.
I These oils recommllended by reason of higher viscosity indices.
I Except when extreme pressure (E P) or hypoid lubricants are recommended.
' Not used.

RA FSD 715A
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(2) Classiflcation.-The SAE numbers used to classify transni ssion oils are derived from viscosity measurements in Savbolt fullol
seconds taken at 100 ° F., whereas the SAE iunlbers used to cl:lssify
engine oils are derived from viscosity 1llcasurelllmllts in Sa:Lbolt
universal seconds taken at 1300 F. and 210 ° F. For approximate
conversion, Saybolt furol viscosity values ]whoen multiplied by ten
give the Silybolt Ilmlivrml equliva;lents.
oils atre stelel
1). Y'YlJCS.--(l)Lub~'ical/nzq oi..-.lul,'ivalin
fro1li the mineral oils specified ill the Navy Depirtlmenlt collelact.
They are characterized by physical properties such as v\iscosity,
flash point, and pour point andmshould be used in accordal:lnce wilh
rccommendations as approved or amnended by mnilitar! :Irltlolity.
In these vehicles, lubricating or e ngline oils of tlhe prol)er \iscosity
rgellare eimployecl to lubricate engine blearlings, the electric st;arlt,
such
a(eCs
sm',
erator, distributorl, fan bearings,, ald slow-moving
as brake pedal pivots, linkages, hinges, etc.
(2) Chassis lubricant.--A grease of light consistency which ha;s at
tendency to spread rapidly over bearing surfaces, clinr to t;heln for
a long period, and resist the action of and seal against water and
dirt, is required in high-pressure greasing equipment to lutbricate
slow-moving elements of the chassis equipped with pressure fittilin's.
Several basic types of greases are commercially available for c'hbssis
r
lubrication of componlents such as spring slhcldles, king-pinii)pt
bearings, pedal shafts, the tie rod and drag link, etc., but excludinllt
wheel bearings, the water pump, and universal joints exceplt imider
certain conditions. These types incorporate a calciumn almlitinmruu,
or soda soap base and generally range in consistency from a semifluid to :t medium grade or an unworkeld pInetral ionl (A. . T. M1.)
of aboult 300.
(a) CaIc-itn, soap qrease.-This 'grease has been in luse I'o tlhe
longest period. It is yellow in color, smooth in textl re, and cootlltins
a low viscosity mineral oil. It is insoluble inl \ater but. hlis ;a very low
melting point and will leak out readily at moderate tenl)ler:tiles.
(b) Alumin.zum soap qrea.se.-This grease is light amber in color
and quite adhesive. While it is not soluble in water, the latter hals
the effect of destroying the lubricant's adhesive properties.
(c) Soda soap grease.--Tlhis grease has the highest melting point
of the several types mentioned and will not separate at temperulatures
in excess of 250 ° F. It has been found that a soda soalp.grlease
having a low soda soap content under 8 percent in combirttionl witlt
a very high viscosity cylinder oil stock is usually water resistant to
road wash or submersion. The lubricating and load-carrying prop121
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erties of such greases are governed by the quality and viscosity of
thile nineral oil lIse(l.s ai base stoc(l amnd olt. by tlo grelse cnllsislIety
whichl is pl)ol)ortiontlla to thle soal) contellt. Specifict ions for grades
are indicated by nuibers to facilitatte selection based o tile desired
ease and maLnner of application, in consideration oif the temnperatures
and equipment involved.
Norl,:.--lF'or g.nierl suinlllir (condlins, lisp, it gllide No,. 2 (ai1dlui1)
1suchIIHs
F'or general
'ilter conditions wllere the lubrication
Ialrfal 2 or cqcuiiVlell.
is performed in an enclosed or heated building and where the prevailing outdoor temperatures are below 32 ° F., use a grade No. 1 (soft) such as Marfak
I or equivallent. For very low atmospheric temperatures where lubrication
°
is performed outside at temperatures generally below 3'2 F., use a grade No. 0
(selnitllid) such as Mlarfak 0 or equivalent.
(Refer to current contract
schedules.)

(3) lWater pnmr~np /rease.-This grease is developed specifically for
water pumps whichl employ gland packing. Such a grease should
be high in calcium soap content to obtain the required consistency
and mieltin'g point for adherence of the lubricant to the shaft when
in contact with hot water.
(4) Wl'/eej bea'ring grease.-This grease, fibrous in nature, has a
high melting point and a very strong tendency to cling to bearing
surf:lces which ilaklcs it particularly suitable for the lubrication of
parts and assemblies wlhere centrifugal force tends to throw out the
lubricant, but it is 'usually soluble inIwater. In all atmospheric temperatures down to approximately pius 100 F., use a grade No. 3
(hbard) such as Mar'fak 3 or equivalent for roller bearilngs and in lower
temlleratutes, use a grattle No. 2.
(5) Gear oi7s.-These lubricants are heavy bodied pure mineral oils
that are used for the lubrication of axle differentials, the steering gear,
transmIission and transfer case, and universal joilts. Current SAE
practice discontinues the use of references to SAE 110 and 160 gear
oils in favor of SAlB 140. Generally, the SAL 140 and SAE 90 grades
of quality lubricants will serve for most equipment under ordinary
sunmmer and winter operations respectively. The SAE 140 is given
a viscosity range in Saybolt universal seconds of 120 to 200 at 210 ° F.
and must have such it consistency so as not to channel in service at plus
350 F. Extremes in temperature or service conditions may necessitate the use of SAE 80 (below minus 20 ° F.) or SAE 250 (high limit).
Straight mnineral oils rather than hypoid lubricants are recommended
by reason of their stability and wicle source of supply. Characteristics
to be considered include such factors as sufficient viscosity to prevent
wear, resistance to cllanneling at low temperatures, physical stability,
facilitation of gear shifting during cold weather, and freedom from
122
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Another factor, whlilo not
i (1 HI)'
spooifictatios as coIiLei'Is leatkg itallnd its elirninmatioil.
(6) Fluid gea¢r lulbricalnt.-Under certain conditions, a substitute
for gear oil lmay ble prei'elrre( ill the :for of. afl fluid gear ]thllicl[t, of
the Marlfa grease type for use in the drive shaft and front axle un iversal joints to couuli erlict thle. effects of watufer aVlu limit; loss of IlIriconllt;
due to leackage tlhrough worn seatls or loosened housings.
(7) Miscellaneowus ftuids.-(a) Penetratizng oil.-This oil is used
principally to get into places that have become very dry or rutsty, such
as brake linkage, nuts or bolts that cannot be loosened or tirlltened
with a reasonable amount of effort, and to free or clean other
mechanisms. It will not corrode any metal in machine construction.
(b) Petrolatrm.-This compound is used for the distributor cam
and to coat battery terminals and connections to reduce corrosion.
(c) Cleaning solvent.-This solvent is a compounded fluid used for
washing engines, parts, and assemblies. It is not highly inflamlnable
but should be employed with caution when used around hot engines.
(d) Alcohol.-Iydraulic brake parts should be cleaned witl denatured alcohol. Gasoline, kerosene, cleaning solvents, and oils must
not be used.
c. Weather factor.-In general, a lighter or lower viscosity lubricant
is used in cold weather. Viscosity may be described incidentally as
that quality of oil which increases or decreases under heat or the lack of
it respectively. Like butter in the summer ]eat, it, thins out whllereas the
same substance in the cold thickens and becomes hard, and the hainldling
in lubrication equipment is affected accordingly.
93. Application.-Lubricants are applied to vehicles by employing the equipment provided by Tables of Basic Allowances.
a: Lubricating oils.-Oil should be poured into the engine crankcase through the filler pipe. Extreme care should be taken to prevent dirt and other foreign materials from entering the crankcase.
Oil measures and funnels should be scrupulously clean. Oil is applied to other required surfaces by using an oil or squirt can.
b. Gear lubricants.-Gearlubricants should be introduced into gear
cases through filler pipes. If Ia gear lubricant bucket with pump is
available, it should be used to expedite the work. Care should be
taken to prevent overfilling and the level should be checked after the
mechanism has been warmed in operation.
c. Chassis lubricants.-Chassis lubricants should be applied by
using a high pressure hand gun or a power operated grease gun.
Lubrication fittings should be cleaned before the grease is applied.
iIlhIll
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Grease should be forced through the bearing unllltil clean grease is visible on0both ends of the bearing.
d. 'Water pump) greale.-AVatel ptump grease, when t'equired, should
be appliedlby using the grease cup.
e. Fiber g9ieases.-To lubricate wheel bearings, the wheels should
be dismounted, old grease removed, alll bearings cleaned, dried, and
inspected. The bea ings sllould thenu e dipped or coated with el,nine
lubricating oil (in order to cause the grease to adhelre to the balls or
rollers) and repacked with the grease. Care should be taken that
the correct amomnt of lubricant is used and that the wheel bearinrs
are properly adj usted. Close adherence to approved recommnendations is essential.
f. MJiscelanheo'lus lub ricaidts and fluids.--(1) prin.g ltbricant.-If
the spring is providedl with a spring cover, the lubricant should be
forced into the cover. If no cover is provided, the spring should,
when necessary, be removed, disassembled, cleaned, and thoroughly
lubricated. Partial lubrication may be achieved by jacking up the
vehicle, separating the spring leaves, and applying lubricant between
the leaves with a putty knife, or by sprayinbg.
(2) Penetrating oil.-If supplied in small quantities, the penetrating oil will usually be furnished in a can, similar to a squirt can,
ready for use. If furnished in quart or larger containers, the oil
should be removed from its containerl as required and applied with a
squirt can.
(3) Petrolatrm or vaseline.-Petrolatum or vaseline should be applied with a brush or in small quantities by hand.
(4) U'leaning solveLt.-Cleaning solvent should be used with a
stiff bristle brush or applied by an air operalted cleaning gun. Metal
brushes should never be used when cleaning anll enine and the solvent
should not be introduced into the interiors of the accessories, conduit,
or oil lines.
g. ComLmonL mistakes.-Inexperienced men often make the following
mistakes when lubrlicating
vehicles:
( ) Ignoring lutbrticating elml its and instructions.
(2) Substituting infeliori or iniprop)ev lubricants.
(3) Neglecting fittings or special lubrication requirements by reason
of laeillng proper lubricant for same instead of reporting circumstances pronmptly and securing necessary supplies.
(4) Clhanging, the enfgine oil when the oil is cold. The oil should
be changed immediately after a run of not less than 10 miles so
that the solid contaminates (dirt, carbon, aund metal particles) will
be in suspension and drlllill out with the old oil.
124
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(5) Maintainillng the level of tie'engine oil too highl, resilthill in
excessive oil pumping, plug fouling, and valve stickllcg.
(6). Dilutinr lubricating oil with kerosene except in an emergency
wheii recoinmeldedl oils are not available. Whlen low pirv;ililmg"
teimperatures wvarant, lubricating oil dilution sliould be effecteL
wx'itil electric trainsfoinneir oil, Svyuib(l 90-15, 'whlirl I its a visc(sityv
,lI 50 to (55; seeoll(is at 1300 14.
Sillce the viscosity o ' kerosene. is
about one half as much, approximaLtely double tile quantity of kerosene ordinarily suggested will be required when the t.ransfiolllorm
oil is used but since the latter actually is a lubricanlt ill efllect(., I (t
kerosene has a mild abrasive action, the reason for the substitultion
is obvious. For instance, where the plrevailing" temperatlure is lowerl
than 15 ° below zero, a mixtuie of 55 pelrcent of the. oil recommllllidd
by thle manifactilurcr and 45 percent of Symbol 904.L) \6ill lacilitalte
startt.ing without affecting adversely the viscosity, Ilubricatinl filmn,
or quality of the oil.
(7) Applying too much pressure on the water ptmp!) lu]bricalt
fitting, which forces away the packing and p erlnlits tle cscap)e ot the
]uhbricalnt into the cooling system.
(8) Maintaining the lubricant level too high in the transmissioln,
transfer case, andl differentials, which causas too much hleat to be
grenerated and permits the lubrictnt to escape to parts where it is
undesirable. Grease retaining washelrs in the transmission alnd differential should be replaced as soon las they become uliserlviee:ble.
(9) Applying too much pressmlue to universal joints, whichl destro!vs
the effectiveness of the grease retainers.
(10) Over lubricating rear wheel bearings, vwhich forces grOease,
past the retainer into the brakle drum.
(11) Applying grease to a bearing whose parts tare wet with kelosein or any other solvent. Such practice invites trouble. Bearingr
must be bone dry before grease is applied.
(12) Mixing extreme pressure. greases miade by one mlnanufacturer
with those made by another.
SECTI(ON XVII
INSPECTIONS
Pnrllgralpl
General ---------------Commaindl
---------------------------l;intena;nce
Tretic1al……

....-----

_---------------------------------------_9
------------

t
95
.----------------------------------------_
!)(;

--------------

97

94. General.-a. Purpose.-Inspection has as its purpose the detection of deficiencies of mechanical condition, quality of maintenanllce
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N

WA.R !,AUhTMUEN?

QMC F(,r1m No. 23)
Teulative

TECHNICAL INSPECTION REPORT OF MOTOR VEIfICLFS

This form indicates the scope of complete technical inspection of all motor
It does not prescribe a required routine or provehicles for all echelons.
cedlure. Itcems will bce checked to the extent of ability of personnel and
adequacy of equipment available.
Date.....
Ve,lileII' Nmonelntl ituro
..
.
U. S. A. IRegistratioi No__ …_M. XIileage - -- -- ------- Organllizatiuolln..
Station - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ic…---Suppl)ly Arm or Scrvice Mainitaillinig Vehicle
Clheck I, is satisfactoly, X itdjullstenlt made, X X repair or rellacelielolt
iclcdld.
EXTERNAL INSPECTION

1. Buillpers ---- 2. Boards, running_

Carrier, tire -Caster"** -----Curtains --Doors --------Fenders...
Gate, tail -----Glass ----------unards,hcadlight
Guard, radiator_
IIood ----------Ilooks, towv_-__
,ights ----18. Paint -----___6.
7.
S.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
] -.
15.
] i.
17.

19. Pintles ..-------

20. Radiator -----21. Tires ---------22. Tlop -----------23. 'l'oe-in - - 2--.
25........
HOOD UP (ENGINE STOPPED)

26. Anti-freeze ----27. Asseilbly, breaker pt------'28. Baffles, intercvl.* -------__
29. Battery ----30. Belt, fan -------31. Clealner, air ---32. Comlpressor, air-_
33. rlginlle, oil ----__3-t. l,'an, cooliug.35. Filter, fuel.....
36. Filter, oil (external) ------oil
(in37. Filter,
eng.) * -' Ordnance vehicles.

38. Fluid brake__
l
39. Governor, seal___--10. Ilousilig, steer.
gear_........
41. Pump, water....-42. Shroud, engine*-43. Spark plugs

----

65. Tank, air ...
case-sub66. Trf.
trans -------67. Trf. case-sub-tr.,
lubr'n ------68. Transiuission
_-69. Transmission,

44. Strainer, fuelpI)np
...-...

45. Strainer,
enge oil*

scav-----

46. System, fire exting.....-....
47.
- ------48.
HOIST

VEHICLE (IF PRACTICABLE)

(Except full track & rear
end of half-track vehicles)
49. Axle, front - - 50. Axle, frt. drive,
lul)lr'n ..-----

Axle, reur ----=
Axle, re.ur, lubr'n_
Body, bolts...
IEngilne, side pans
Framle, distortion_Frame, rivets_ Joints, universal_
Lines, brake
(hydr.-air)).
brake
59. Linkage,
51.
52.
53.
541.
55.
56.
57.
58.

(mech) _.--

steer60. Linkage,
ing
....-----(i1. Shafts, propellerlC2. Spring, front assenlbly .. - - -

63. Spring, rear assemnbly - - -64. Shock absorbers,
fill ---------" Normally 3d and 4th echelons.

126

lubr'n_------

70. Wheels, front,
ad j ust nent
anlld trueness_
71. Wheels,
front,
lubr'n ------72. Wheels, rear.. __
73.
74 .
75.
INTERNAL INSP.

(START

ENGINE)

76.
77.
78
79.
80.
SI.
82.
83.
84.

Ammeter -----Accelerator ...Choke......
('lt-uit________
I':xtinguishlrer, fire
'iltter, trans. oil*'
Gauge, air_
---Gauge, fuel-.
-Cauge, oil__ _---

85. Generator -.-.86. Horn --------

--

87. Indlicator, heat__
88. Insulation, hull*
89. Lights ---------

90. Pad, protecting*peep
91. Protector,
hole* -------92. Pum!np, prinming*_
93. Seats, troop -- ___

94.
95.
96.
97.

Starti ng ilotor_
Switch, battery**
Switch, ignition_m e s h.
Switch,
starter*__ __-__
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SCHEDULE
08.

Sw itch,

sol.

starter*
Switch, starter_
'I'acholetr*___
Tools --------T'lhrottle _----Upholstery …_-Wiper, windshield .-----

90.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.

ml ot10 '5, vise
.106. Volmietl.er*
107.
-- -108.
11001)

UP

- -.
--

(11NGINIII
NING)

lUN-

109. Engine noise.__
110. Engine, smoothEness ount---111. Engine mountIIig .....
112.
- 113. Leaks, fuel
(
114. Leaks, oil ----115. Leaks, water___
116. Valves, noise___
117. Wiring, ignition
118. Wiring, other ___
119.
~
120.
121. ..............

I I 51. Track,
rubber
'
126. Clutchll
c:lporl,'t$ - -.127. D)rive units,
.
..... j 152. ITube, :x!,noise
153. Wear, bl,,nie link
128. l'.ngiuc, noise _
bogie lii
15-1. \'tr,
129. lingilne, sniioothpi I---.--ness -- ---__155. Wear, gudlgeon
130. Enlgine, power_
156. Wear, gudgeon
131. Gear shift ...-.
132 Governor guides
.--- '
157. Wowo, spl,ll',cl, . =
13:1 S i(nchtIIsohllot's
'58.
I
hVcIl ,I r,g{. ..
Sptodloltor__cSteering mIechl
159O. Wheol, idlilr_._
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136
1:37
I
...........
I O. I I s tlihttiOl
13I ...........
6I(il1.
Lockls, top door_
1-10
I
.. t
1 62. Lock, tulrret
-------------COMAIAT VEIIICLISS*
SUSPENSION

(FO R

FULL

TRACK AND REAR ENDI OlF
HALF-TR1ACK VEHICL1ES)

siol!

-..

-

_-.

147. Sprocket _---_

Body, noise --Brakes, hand____
Brakes, service_Brakes, steering---------

travers-

ing --- -- 164. Protective, Ipeep
hole........
turret
165. Rollers,
Slu)porting_

141. Arm, bogie ..__
142. Bearing,
bogie
armnl.......
143. Final drive,
lubr'n --- -144. Learks, fin a
drive -------145. Leanls,
......
wheel
-.......
bearing -----146. Springs, sl)spen-

Rn)AD TEST VEHICLE

122.
123.
121.
125.

l 6.3 ,Mecl.

148. Tires, bogie ...
adjust149. Track,
ment -- --150. Track, metalcopon'ts _

__

AMMUNITION IhACIKS

1G66. Condition.
167. Packing, Ieather
---- --

_

GUN MOUNTS (TO liE
LISTEI))

168. -------------(iO6. ----------- -170. --------------171. -------------172. -------------173. ---------- I--174. -------------175. --------------

REPIAIRS11REQ UIREID (EXPLANATION)

I

REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

Inspector.

Supervising Oflicer.
RA
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operationi, appearance, servicing, vehicle operation, and the recominellatioion of corrective measures to prevent recurrence of such
dIficiencies.
b1.,cope.--Vhile the appearance of the vehicle as a vwhole is of
solme concern, the inlportant inspection is that which covers the
11nornal adjustmlents aid mnechanical condition of operating units
awl1 illV(stli.iltS t1 li,lciri,,lt
'l(l li'(liIel(S of the. \veh.lli(l wilh ia
vie\\' to minltaiiining the standards of reliability and performance
originally built into the vehicle. Such inspections are classified as
conllnl lmld, maintenance, and technical.
(1) Negligence.-Visual detection of negligence is possible resultinig in accumulation of gfrease, oil, and dirt in the vehicle, rusty un)ainlted surfaces, and loose equipment, representing elementary faults
wh]i(:lch mny lead to trouble.
(2) Faulty jnractices.-Such practices, common to both operation
and maintenance, include speedingi,
riding the clutch, habitually
clashillg gears, refillilg grease guns indiscriminately with any lubrialllt at halld, nlld overlooking vital points during inspection routines.
it is also illlrol)l to a ( lter oldi t'y anlly vehllicle or parl't thlereof witlout aulthorlity. Special devices may not. be added to a, vehicle except
ill cases where eXperimentalltiol is authorized, and no complonent or
equipment. may be removed or omitted unless specifically ordered.
(3) Corrcctiice ,oeaal.lde.-Suugoest ions towvard clhanges in design
prolllptecd
by chronic failure or malfunctions, equipment chauges,
iIsplec~tion and maintenance methods, safety, efficiency, economy, and
comllfort should be forwarded to the ordcnance officer.
95. Command.-It is the duty of all commanders to make reg(ular
and frequent inspections of their motor vehicles and of the operation
aln(l maintenace activities of their commanllds.
96. Xaintenance.-These inspections are a preventive maintenance function, the responsibility of operating organization commanlders, and a part of scheduled maintenance operations.
a. Daily ancld oeel7y.-Such inspections are made normally by the
chief of section under supervision of unit offtlicers and consist in checking and supervising the maintenance work of the vehicle operator.
The serviceability and completeness of tools and other equipment
should be checked thoroughly. A guide for his weekly inspection
should be drawn up and issued to fit the particular vehicles assigned.
(Ste inspection scheduile below.)
7,. Nllonthly (1,000-mvile).--'The monthly maintenance inspection is
n clleck on the maintenance of the unit's vehicles.
Nolrmally it is
mna(le by the motor officer of the unit concerned but may be made by
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the regimental, battalion, or similar unit motor officer. The motor
officer spot cllecks such items as he believes necessary, includinl those
that are inaccessible or frequently neglected. I-e should make a short
road test olf the vehicle.
97. Technical.--a. /'7)u,pose.-Technical inspections are a followIlp and cle(lk on anl;litllel
ee fimllctions and d(ettrlninoe whetlher tlhe
vehicle sliolttI be continlued in service or wvitlldivawii froli operat(iou
for overhaul.
7b. Pe?'iod.-Except as otherwise specified in service manuals or
handbooks pertaining to special purpose and combat vehicles, ;all
vehicles will be given this inspection by personnel]
of third or fourth
echelon maintenance units once every 6 months, or after 6,000 Iniles
of operation whenever a vehicle is run more than 6,000 miles in a
single 6 Inonths' period. Commnissioned officers supervising technical
inspections of motor vehicles will enter under "Remarks" on WV. 1.,
Q. M. C. Form No. 260, all repairs found due to vehicle abuses and
will report such abuses to the regimental commander. If reepairs
are considered not due to vehicle abuse, this lact wvill be statecd.
SEC'r[ON XVIII
GENERAL CARE ; PRESERVATION; RECORDS
Cleanning ___---__-_-____--____--______--_______..
____ _____._.___
Painting ---_____j------__
-Storage_____-------_-------_----------------_-------------------__
Ordnance Motor Book
_____…____--_________…__
…-----____
-___…_.__
Tranisfer of vehicles----___ ___-______2____0.____2...._
--

!)S
!-9
00
101
1(02

98. Cleaning.-a. Ge'neral.-Grit, dirt, and nnld are the sources
of greatest wear to a vehicle. If deposits of dirt and grit are allowed
to accumulate, particles will soon find tlleir way into bearing surfaces, causing unnecessary wear and eventually serious difliculty.
Before removing engine parts or any other units, muaking repairs
and replacements, or inspecting where working joints or beearing
surfaces are to be exposed, carefully remove all dirt and grit that
might find their way to the exposed surfaces. Use clean tools and
exercise care to eliminate the possibilities of brushing dirt or grit
accidentally into the openingrs. To cut oil-soaked dirt and (grit,
hardened grit, or road oil, ulse dry-clealling solvelt applllie(l wit
waste, rags, or a brush.
b. Water.-The vehicle is so designed that the possibility of interfering with its proper operation by the careless application of cleanl285994°-41
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ing water is very small. However, care should be taken to keep
water from the engine as it mighllt interfere with proper ignition and
carburetion1. Water should not be permitted to stand on exposed
metal parts as it will cause rust. Such exposed parts shall be painted
as soon as conditions permit. Rust may be softened by using drycleaning solvent or penetrating oil and scraping with a piece of wood.
Oilholes which have become clogged should be opened with a piece
of wire; wood should never be used for this purpose, as splinters
are likely to break off and permanently clog the passages.
c. Reference.-For further instructions in cleaning and description
and use of cleaning and preserving materials, see * TM 9-850.
d. 6'/,eicwal7s.-l'atrticilarcare should be takell to clean thoroulghly
all vehicles tllat have ('e11n il1VOlVe(1 Wilt Cit lliCIals. VoliCIleH I1hILat
have laid smoke screens or gas barrages will have deposited a substance that is extremely irritable to the skin, even after long periods
of storage, anlld should be thoroughly washed with a cleaning solution
as soon as possible after the maneuver is completed. An engine that
has had chemicals introduced through its carburetor may have to be
excha:nged for a new one, as such engines must be disassembled by
the service personnel for cleaning.
99. Painting.-a. Is.sue.--The paints issued for painting scout
cars are olive-drab, black, red, and white, put up in cans ready for
use, and applicable to both wood and metal parts. The olive-drab
paint is used for the outside of the vehicle. Black paint is used on
the floors and to coat the various implement fastenings. Red paint
is used to make oil and grease fittings stand out prominently.
b. Preparation.-Ifpaint is too thick, turpentine should be used as
a thinner, but not to exceed 2 percent by volume. All parts to be
painted should be free from dirt or grease. They may be washed in a
liquid made by dissolving 1/2-pound of sal soda in 8 quarts of warm
water. Rinse in clean water and wipe thoroughly dry. Where the
vehicle surfaces are in fair condition and marred only in spots, the
marred p]laces should be primed with olive-drab paint, second coat,
and permitted to dry. The whole surface should then be dulled with
flint paper, receive another coat of paint, and be allowed to dry thoroughly before use. After repeated painting, the paint may become so
thick as to scale off in places or give an unsightly appearance. It
ma; be remnoved for repaintingt by using paint and varnish remover.
Use the solution freshly mixed and apply to the parts where paint
*See Appendix.
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is to be removed w ith a brush or with waste tied to t.le endL of a stick.
When the solution begins to dry onl the surface, use a scraper to remove the old palit andt complete the cleaning of the sulll' ce with
rags and water. Before paintinm, wash the surface witlh ansal solda
solution, rinse with clean water and wipe thorolughly ;as (Irsc rilbe(

above.
equlipmlent will lie paintitel tie slrtile ls wh\ell
c.
/A'quipinbent.-Velicle
issued. The shovel, ax, hatcllet, and mattock should be painted to
conform to the exterior. After camoluflaoge, which includes exte1rior
accessories, the items should always be in conformlity to tle vehlicle
pattern from which removed to avoid interruption of the color'
scheme.
100. Storage.-~A l vlm i'fles to )e. si(ord ('or at i de(io iito pel.io(d
(dead storage) are, if- possiil)le, lritced ill goo(l mechll11t iCel ot(li tllil
before storing; otherwise eachi vehicle is tagg-ed to show what repalirs
are required before it is returned to service.
a. Rernoving parts.-All removable parts such as spark plugrs,
lamps, carburetors, distributors, starting motors, generatolrs, etc.,
and small tools are removed, wrapped in oiled papl)er to exclude
moisture, and packed in a separate box for each vehicle. Each
box is marked to idlentify it with tlle propeC vehicle and nmaly I)e
stored separately in warehouses, if practicable. All tires and batteries are removed and stored as indicated in f and h6below.
b. D'ra/imng.-FFuel tanks are drained andl the olpeingls pLlgge(l.
The cooling system is drained also, and all drCa1in cocks ire opllld
and cleaned with a wire to insure removal of sediment that t may
impede the flow of water. A light oil should be placedlin the water
pump.
c. Blocking.-All vehicles in storage, whether in the open, in
sheds; or in closed warehouses, are jacked up and blocked to keep
the wheels off the ground.
d. Engine.-The crankcase is drained and flushed with a lig'ht oil
other than kerosene which causes corrosion. About halff a pilt of
heavy mineral oil is poured into each cylillder anld distllilleted bly
cranking the engine. Oil, grease or graphite is placed in the(' tll.r:Ids
of the spark plug holes. All openings are plulgtedl with talpered,
fitted wooden plugs. All exposed metal parts are giventl coatill of
suitable slushing oil. A tag is placed on the engine on wh\lcihl inspectors enter initials and inspection ldates.
,,g and
e. Chasvia..-Vehicles are completely serv'iced before stoirl
all exposed metal parts are slushed.
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/. Tires.-Pneumatictires and tubes should be kept in a cool, dark,
dry place (50 ° to 60 ° F.). Used casings should be repaired, cleaned,
anld wrapped in burlap, paper, or cloth, and stored vertically side
by side. Tubes should be deflated, removed from the casinlgl, cleaned,
repaired, folded loosely, and stored in pasteboard cartojls. Care
sllhould be taken that there are no sharp folds and that a small
11111)lllt )1'air shiO ltl be le1l. ill the tube to keep) Creases 'ro'111 :)'Orlllillr.
g. odle.s..-All exposed metal parts of the body should be slushed
thoroughllly. Collapsible tops should be raised. Vehicles stored in
the open should be co)vered with paulins.
h. Storage batteries.-Batteries removed from vehicles will be
pooled with the general stock of issue batteries and kept charged
and in service whenever possible. For details of care and
maintenance see paragraph 54.
i. Eytidw.eii,t.---Leather equipment will be preserved in accordance with instructions contained in AR 30-3040. Web equipment,
felt washers, and other textiles will be sprinkled with flake napthalene as a Inoth preventive. The recommenlded concentration is
obtained witli about 1 pound of naphthalene per 100 cubic feet of material. Thick paper gaskets and papelr gasket material will be kept
impregnated with light oil to prevent shrinkage and drying. Carbon
tetrachloride types of fire extinguishers must be kept filled with liquid
to avoid decomposition and deformation of the cork seats and washers
thereill. Water is permissible in stored extinguishers in lieu of
regullar extinlgluisllel liquid in emnergecies only. Flaslhlights must be
stored without battery cells to avoid sulphation which otherwise wvill
and termioccur with a resultant ruination of the flashlight housingr
regreased
or
be
repainted
will
accessories
and
nals. All other tools
if necessary.
j. Inlspection of vehicles in storage.-Inspection of vehicles in storage will be made not less than once each nonth, under the direct
supervision of a commissioned officer, to see that instructions contaiined in AR 850-15 are beingr complied with.
k. Slus]hing oi7.--Oil drained from crankcases, gear oil thinned
with crainlkcase oil, or oil purchased for the purpose mtay serve as a
slushing oil.
101. Ordnance Motor Book.--An accurate record must be kept
of each automotive vehicle issued by the Ordnance Department. For
this purpose the Ordnlance Motor Book, generally called "Log Book",
is issued with each vehicle and should accompany it in service at all
times. The book will habitually be kept in a. canvas cover to protect it from damage. Instructions for making the entries are printed
within the binder.
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102. Transfer of vehicles.-lec'ords inlvolved in a tr1Ist'er
vehicles include the following:
a. Memorandum receipt of thle responsible officer.
b. Mechanical inspection report.
c. Vehicle "Log Book."
SEcTION XIX

of

SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
Spare parts…,…____________-------_____________

Accessuires.. ___.__...__--------____________________

Patrngirlph
103

10-1

103. Spare parts.-a. G'eneral.-Parts become unserviceable
tllhrough breakage or through wear resulting from continuous usa;l e.
For this reason, certain parts are provided for replacement plllposes.
These parts are divided into two glouIps, spare parts and basic. sl;re
parts. The using arm has no concern with basic spatre parts except
possibly to draw a part from the ordnance maintenance comuiipl)v.
They should be kept clean and lightly oiled to prevent rust.
1b. Spare parts.-These are extra parts provided with the combat
vehicle for replacement of those imrost likely to fail anmd arle for ulse by
the using arms in making minor repairs. Sets of spare parls sshold
be complete at all times as far as possible. The allowanvces of slpa.re
parts are prescribed in pertinent Sta(ldarld Nomlenclature Lists.
104. Accessories.-Accessories include tools and equipmellnt required for disassemblinig and assembling, cleaminil~gl td preselrv\:tti
of the equipmenlt, alld tools which meay be termed "troIblc tools" sNhll
as axes, shovels, etc. They also include covers, tool rolls, chests, etc.,
necessary for storage and protection when the equipmenlt is lot iu use
or wyhen travelingi.
Accessories should not be used for plurl)o(,ss ol her
than as prescribed and when not ill use should be stored ill tlhe
places or receptacles provided. There are a number of accessories,
the names or general characteristics of which indicate their uses
or application, therefore detailed descriptions or metlhods of use ;re
not outlined herein. However, accessories emnbodyilng specital f1'cal're
or having special uses are described below.
a. Accessorlies carried on the vehicle.-lAccessories issued with scolut
cars, M3 and M3A1, anld mortar motor carriage, AM2, are listed in
Standard Nomenclature List No. G-67. Those carried onl the velicle
are located as shown in figures 1, 2, and 44 fol scout car, M:; ligures 5
and 6 for mortar motor carriage, M2; and figllres 7, 8, anlld 5 oI'oscoutl
car, M3A1.
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b. Special accessores.--(1) Rook, Ordnarnce Motor.-The motor
book is used for the purpose of keeping an accurlate record of each
vehicle. It nlust always remain %withthe vehicle regardless of lvwhere
it Iluty be sent. This book should be in possession of the organization
;t ;ll t ilmles, and is solely the responsibility of the company commander
as to thle completeness of the records and as to its whereabouts. It
muws0t

tIsI

clnlt lill d}tte0('

iss8IIntcl

of: the vellice, to alid by.whomn

issued, and place where issued.
No',i.--Daita pertaining to the records of assignment
destroyed prior to entering comlbat.

must be removed and

(2) ExtinguisJer, fire, Jyfrene.--A 1-quart Pyrene type fire extinguisher is mounlted in the driver's compartment. The extinguisher
shouldl
be frequently checked for leakage and if found to be leaking
or after having been partially or fully dlischarged, should be replaced
as soon as possible.
(;3) I/elmet.-The helmets issued are of padded leather construction. Tlhey provide protection to the wearer against possible head
inj lties.

(-t) IVench, comnbination, oil adjusting, eorafoot.-The purpose of
this wrelnch is stated in paragrapll 7k (2) anld its method of use shown
in fi rure 12.
c. A l),ament accessories.-Informationpertaining to the spare parts
and accessories issued with each gun and mount listed in paragraph 4b,
their maintenance, or their care and preservation, may be found in
pertinent Standard Nomenclature Lists or appropriate Field Manuals.

SECTION XX
ARMAIFENT AND MOUNTS
Paragraph
General __--------------------------------------------------

- --------

------……------_____________…
- __-__……-……___
-- ___--Tripod mount, M12
_.....
____……___________
'Tripllld mount, AM3 -__-_________--_____--_-----I:levatilg mechlanisni -------------------------------------------'I'ipod mount, .M1917A1________________…-…___.._____-___-__- ____
.
…__________--____----_____---------------I'edestill mount, T34
Ilevillting and traversing

mecllanism--------.------------

.-----------

105

106
107
108
109
110
111

4.2 chllel ical mortar mount
……____-.-____----------_--------------------- 112
- _ 113
……-_-____________-___________________……_CtilrlrigC iitount, 5A22
114
Calrrllag:
mount, M21 ------------------------------------115
llclmrriiige mount, D36961 ________…_…------___________________
……---

105. General.-a. Arm ament.-The type and number of weapons
provided for the vehicles are tabulated in paragraph 4b. References
ill connection with pertinent Standard Nomlenclature Lists and Technical AManuals are given in the Appendix.
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h. An?,lvmnition.-ITlwm ammunitioi n is carried ili alilnlnit ioll :lesl.ts
which arle stored in thle various racks and space available.
c. fMowunts.--The type and numbel of gun mounts provided for the
vehicles alre also tabulated in paragraph 4b and described in succeeding par;agrlaphs.
106. Tripod mount, M2.-The tripod mount shown in figlures 'J(;
and 47, is at fixed heiglt, foldin:g trilpod
( vi(li tubll)lila legs. TRidi(y
in firing position is obtained by fixed stops and by the use of the
traversing balr which converts the rear legs into <an A truss. The
traversing bar also forms the rear gun support through the elevatinl
mechanism and serves as the elevating and traversing base. The
tripod head houses the pintle bushing which assembles the tapered
pintle of the machine gun.
a. Purpose.-This mount supersedes the emergency tripod, Milk.
IA1, and is suitable for use with all caliber .30, heavy barrel, Browning machine gmuns. It is used by the Cavalry in pack transport,
and as a ground mount for caliber .30 machine guns in the scout
car, M3, group.
b. D)escription.-Referring to figure 46, the tripod consists of trhe
tripod head (1) which connects the righllt (2) and left (3) rear legs
and the front leg (5); a tralversing ba:r (4) mounts between tlh
rear legs.
(1) Tripod heead.-The tripod ]lead is machined to seat the bronze
pintle bushing (6), graduated traversing dial (7), pintle lock (S),
and dial locking screw (9). The traversing di.l is adjustable, rotates in the pintle bushing, and is held in place by a flange. on the
inside diameter of the dial which slides in the under cut bearing on
the shoulder of the pintle bushing. The dial is clamped in any de,sired position by means of the dial locking knob (10). Turning
the knob clockwise will fasten the dial, and vice versa. The dial
locking knob stop (11) is provided to prevent loss of the knob.
(2) Pintle lock.-The pintle lock is assembled in the pint:lc lock
housing (12) and attached by screws to the under side of the tripod
head. The pintle lock is constructed to engage a, groove in the
pintle, thereby securing the glun pintle in 300° traverse..
The upper
side of the pintle lock is beveled to allow assembly of the pintle in
the pintle bushingW
without withdrawing the pintle lock. The assemnbly consists of the flat pintle lock (13) act.uated by two helical pintle
lock springs (14) by means of the pintle lock knob (15). rJo (lisengage the pintle lock, the knob is pulled back and turned until the
projection of the knob rests on the housing.
(3) Tripod le8s.-The tripod legs are made from seamless steel
tubing, assembled with welded spades. Steel leg hinges are in135
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serltel in the other end of the tubing and welded for connection with
tle tripod blead by bolts (16) and (17).
lar.--l'he tratversing bar is graduated to form the
(4) Trave,;inrqg
seat for the traversing slide of' the elevatin(g mechanisnm. Connection
of tile travelsing1 li;ar (4) and the rear legs is thirough bolts (16) in the
slidilng sleeves, right (18) and left (19). The sleeves slide on the legs
ht weeon the stops provilded adll( the sleeve latch (20), assen-lbled at the
righlt leg, lcks tile sliding sleeve zttid retains the trtversing bar in firing
poisition. When foldilng the rear legs, the sleeve latch is released by
p')essing down the handle; the sleeve on the right leg is pushed toward
the bottom and the sleeve on the left leg is pushed toward the top.
(5) Phit7e.--The pintle (21) is attached to the bracket onl tlhe unlder
side of the machine glun by the pintle bolt (22) which formns the connection between the tripod and machine gun. The pintle consists of
a tapered stenli made integral with a yoke that straddles tile gun connection. 'Tlie stem is hollow but closed at the top by an expansion
plug. This pinlitle is ma(le interclThgeable with tripol moiount, 5M3,
by the two angutlar grooves in the stem whrlich engage Ilhe pintle lock
on the tripod. The upper giroove is for the caliber .30 imrount and
tihe lower, for the caliber .50 mount.
c. lounhtirg.--(1) Remove gun with elevating mechanism and tripod froml velicle. It is recommended that the slicling sleeves on
tiripJod legs, traversing bar, traversing slide, pintle, and pintle bushin-r Ie cleaned and lnbricated prior to mounting.
(2) Sprelad rear legs of tripod until traversing bar slides into place
againlst stops and sleeve latch is engaged.
(3) Swing tripod forward to throw front leg into place against
stops and pla;ce tripod in position.
(4) Assemble gun on tripod by inserting pintle on gun into place
in pintle btshing on tripo(l, secure elevatinlg mechanisnm, and place
slide on traversinrg bar.
travmersinrg
/)i.nloattling.-(1)
Disellngage p iltle lockl flrom groolve ill pintle
d.
by ptillilg ac;lk knob and turlling it until projection knoh rests on tile
houllsilig.
(2) Release traversing slide lock lever and swing out elevating
mechlianism.
(3) Lift gun, with pintle and elevating mechanism attached, from
tri pod.
14) Push down sleeve latch thereby releasing the sliding sleeve on
righlt leg and perrllitting it to slide towvard the bottom while the sliding
sleeve oil the left leg goes toward the top.
(5) Assemble gun and tripod in carriage and hanger respectively.
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107. Tripod mount, M3.-The tripod mount shown in figures 48
and 49 is a variable height, folding tripod with telescoping legs.
Rigidity in firing position is obtained by fixed stops and the use of
the traversing bal wllich converts the rear legs into an A truss. The
traversing baLr also forims'the real'r g(ull slll)port :(nd servesS ILs: balse fo''
manipulnatillg the gun in elevation and traverse. The tripod heLad
houses the pintle housing wlhich assembles the tapered pintle ol tlli
machine gun. The heigh]t of the mount, adjustments, and leveling
may be varied by positioning the front leg in addition to adjustinl
the length of all three legs by the telescoping extensions.
ormttl
mounting of the tripod is with the; flont leg set at anItLngle of (;( °
and all extensions home. In this position on level grollnd, the cellter
of the gun trunnion is at a height of 10 inches and the moulnt is stable.
If this height is increased, the recoil of the caliber .50 gun ldestroys
stability and makes manadatory the extension of the rear !eirs if stability is to be retained.
a. Purpose.-Thismount is complementary to the caliber .50, heavy
barrel, Browning machine gun. It is issued to the Cavalry for use ill
pack transport atnd as a ground mount for caliber .50 machine guns
in combat vehicles.
b. Descrviption.-Referring to figure 48, the description of this tripod is similar to that in paragraph 10Gb.
(1) 2'Tripod ead.-See paragraph 10Gb. (1).
(2) Pintle lock.-See paragraph 106b. (2).
(3) T"ripod legs.-The tripod legs are made from seamless steel
tubing. The lower sections are made integral with the fornied steel
feet (15) and (16) and
clssembled with welded spades (17) and (1S).
The leg extensions are controlled by the spring actuated inr(exinsr
lever (19) assembled in a bracket in each upper leg section, engag'ilng
holes drilled at regular intervals in the telescoping sections. (Clanp)ingl the telescopilng sections is accompllislhed by! mean;s of the thli Claded
handle (20) welded to the lower split end of the upper section. The
front leg upper section is equipped with a serrated yoke which engages serrated plates (21); the latter are fastened to the tripod headl
by clamp screw (22), nut (23), and handle (24). Pin (25) is assembled to the nut to prevent it from being lost. The rear leg upper
sections are equipped with steel hinges (26) and are secured to the
tripod head by bolts (27).
(4) Traversing bar.-The traversing bar is graduated and forms
the seat for the traversing slide of the elevating mechanisml.
Connection of the traversilng bar (4) and the rear legs is through bolts
(31) in the sliding sleeve (28) and the permanent sleeve (30). The
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sleeve on the right rear leg slides between stops provided and the
slIeve latch (29) locks the sliding sleeve and retains the traversing
bar in hfiring position. When folding the rear legs, the sleeve latch is
relhased by pressing down the handle and the sliding sleeve pushed
toward the bottom.
(5) Pintle.--The pintle (32) is atached to thle bracket on the under
sidle of. the iiacline gunll by the )illtle bolt (33) which form's the conniection between the tripod and machine gun. The pintle consists of
a taplered stem made integral with a yoke that straddles the gun connection. Tile stem is hollow but closed at the top by an expansion
plug'. This pintle is made interchangeable with tripod mount, M2, by
the two angular grooves in the stem which engage the pintle lock
on the tripod. The lower groove is for this mount.
108. Elevating mechanism.-The elevating mechanisms shown
in figurare 50 are generally similar in function and also apply for use
with the caliber .30 gun mounts for scout car, M3, with slight modilications. Each mechanism is a double screw assembly which is
secured at its upper end to the gun yoke by the elevating mechanism
adapter bolt and at its lower end to the traversing bar through the
Iraversing slide.
a. Desc-ription.-(1) Upper elevating screw.-This screw (30) is
threaded on its outside diameter with a right-hand Acme triple thread
to lit le tlrea;lde(l ilside diamellter of the lower elevating sclrew (32).
Ihe upper screw is hollow and closed at the top by a plug with a
light drive fit. Assembled inside the hollow screw and at its lower
end is the upper elevating screw stop pin and washer which stops
agrainst a shoulder on the inside of the lower elevating screw (32)
anll thereby prevents the disengagement of the upper and lower elevating screw past maximum elevation. A keyway in the upper screw
carries the elevating scale plate (39) with 50 mil divisions, each
division representing one complete revolution of the elevating
handwheel (34).
(2) £Lower elevating mechauAnism.-This screw (32) is threaded on
its outside diameter with a left-hand Acme triple thread to fit the
threaded inside diameter of the elevating mechanism sleeve (33).
I'lle upper end of the screw is provided with a head which assembles
the handwhleel (34).
(3) Elevating nechanism sleeve.-Provision against disengaging
the lower elevating screw and the elevating sleeve (33) is afforded
By means of the rectanglular lower elevating screw stop pin riveted
to the stop spring. This spring is assembled in a dovetailed seat
on the outside of the sleeve. The pin rides on top of the lower elevat-
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ing screw thread until it snaps into a notch at the lower end of
the thlread. A finger grip is provided on the upper el(nd ol' the
tlhe stol) pill I'loln. thle nlot.ch. 'l'Ie sh've%is
spring to disenggt
close(l oil its lowel elnd by the pllg.
(4) /leqJatitny/land,/ceel.-'i.') handwiheel (:34) is gradllated illnto
.50 divisions, each division representing l-llil clllnge, illn (devItion.
The handwheel is locked to the lower screw by the eleva;ting handwheel lock screw (37). The retaining screw (38) is provided 'or
manufacturing purposes only and is used to synchronize the 't;rI(dtations in the handwheel with the divisions of the elevating scale plate
(39) inserted in the slot of the upper screw.
(5) Click mechanissn.-The hanldwheel is equipped with a sprinll
actuated indexing device consisting of an indexing pxawl andi tlhe
lWhlen
indexing pawvl spring held in place by the handwheel plug.
the handwheel is turned, this device produces a perceptible (lick
resulting from the indexing pawl engaging notches cut in the elevating handwheel click ring. The latter is housed in and moves vertically with the handwheel, but is kept from rotating by a project ion
which slides in the longitudinal keyway of the. stationary upper
screw. Fifty notches are spaced equally around the circumferenll(
of the click ring to correspond with the hanid wheel graduationls:
each click movement indicates 1-mil chan.ge in elevation. An elemttillg
nlechlanisllm ildiclictor is 115ssmllbltO(to t(l t)l) ol tile ( licl( Iilln
v
(6) 2l'raovesing alide.--'he traversing slide (31) is locked to !!Ie
elevating sleeve nInd culnped in position oil lle trave'Silgr 1);lit ,r
the tripod by the traversing slide lock lever (42). The slide lials
a limited pivoting movement, controlled by the stop screw (40)
which insures full contact of the slide on the traversingr bar in all
positions of traverse. The slide is clamped on the traversing' bair
by a lock lever which is assembled on the traversing slide locking
screw (43) by a serrated joint held in place with a. screw (44).
angle.
,
This construction permits the handle to be set at any desired
The traversing slide lock spring (45) serves to hold the halndle at
any set position and enables the gunner to set the handle so that
the free and clamped positions are constant and most convenient
for thumb operation.
b. Functioning.-The upper elevating screw, being attaclhed to tle
gun yoke, does not revolve but is free to move up and down in the
lower screw. The lower screw is rotated by the elevating hianldwleel
and moves up and down in the thread of the stationary sleeve. One
turn of the hanclwheel clockwise raises the lower screwv ill thle lefthand thread of the sleeve and a.t the same time raises the uipper
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screw in tile right-hand inside thread of the lower screw, thereby
raising the gun connection. Anticlockwise movement of the handwVheel will lower the gun.
109. Tripod mount, M1917A1.-The tripod mount shown in
figures 51 an:d 52 is a variable height, folding tripod, with tubular
lcgs, based on the M1917 machine-gun tripod design but incorporatillg a new cradle assembly. The mnount is primarily intended for
the 3Browniing umachinle gun, clilber .30, N11917 (w\ator-cooled), 1alld
its subcaliber training weapon. The cradle is designed so that the
gun is mounted in the approximate line of recoil, thereby increasing
stability. The slots in the cradle are permit of elevation to provide
for both ground and antiaircraft fire.
a. Description.-Referringto figure 51, the tripod mount consists
of the pintle socket (1) which connects the left (2) and right (3)
front legs, and the rear leg (4): an elevating and traversing mechanism (5), and a cradle assembly (6). In actual service with the
scout carls, however, the elevating and traversing mechanism is incorporated with the cradle assembly rand the latter in turn is mounted
and dismounted as a semipermanent part of the gun.
(1) Piinte ocket.--The central member of the tripod consists of
a socket Awith three projecting serrated lugs. It is identical with
the A11)17 type except for an enlargement of the seat for the pintle
clamping block.
(2) Pinf7e.-The gun pintle (13) rests in the gun pintle support
assembled in the forweard part of the cradle frame, and is held in
detachable position by the quick release gun pintle lock. The pintle
is semipermanently attached to the gun at the trunnion block by a,
pintle bolt assembly
lwhich permits the giun with its pintle to be
dismounted if necessary.
(3) 7Tri1od legs.-The tripod legs are made from seamless steel
tubing, assembled with welded spades. Jam handles (7) are assembled
to the serrated leg ends by inserting a pin (8) into the respective lugs
of the pintle socket. If the jamming handles are unscrewed about onefourth turn, the height of the legs can be varied or they can be folded
back along the rear leg or trail for convenience in transporting the
tripod.
(4) Cradle.-TheD7431 cradle assembly (6) is offset to provide for
1,156 mils (65 ° ) elevation in the cradle slots and designed to rotate in
the cradle pintle socket. The cradle frlame is of boxlike construction,
consisting of two side plates (9) and (10) rigidly assembled and alined
by bolts and spacers, and is assembled to the pintle yoke by two trunniion studs. The rear end houses the elevating and traversing
mechanism assembly. The ammunition chest support (11) is attached
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to the left-side plate. A mil-gradutated scale readinlg 500 to 0 to 1()00
in increneits of 100 each, subdividell by lies equCling 25 llils, is etch(ll
on the right-side plate. The frame is adjustedl for elev:t ion by a cradle
clamping handle (12) adjacent to the right-side plate.
(5) Elevating and traversing mecha,;.wn.--Tlie
n
D31550 (superseding C59815) elevatiing and traversing assembly (5) is housed in the
rear of the cradle frame. The head of the elevating screw is connected
to the gun elevatinll bracket wvith aln elevatillng screw joillt lil. Slhwmotion elevation and traverse within the cradle in incremclnts of one llil
alre provided through elevating and traverlsimng screws. The notion iiavy
be noted from the scale or by tlle conventional click metlhod. Deta ils of
this mechanism are described further in paragraph 111 a(nd shown ilt
figure 54.
b. ollounting.-(1) Remove tripod from vehicle; spread and adjust
the tripod legs until the pintle socket assembly is approximately level.
(2) Remove gun, with cradle and elevatinu mechanisln, fromll ca,riage mount and secure in thle cradle pintle socket with tlhe cratdle pi tle
clamping screw handle.
(3) Adjust the cradle assembly to zero by means of tile milgraduated elevating scale on the right-side plate of the cradle fraille,
and the index.
110. Pedestal mount, T34.-a. DeRcrp)tion.--The nlmount sliown
in figure 53 is composed of the pedestal assembly (1), erad;lle (2) with
pintle (3) attached, and mounts the Brow\ning inachile gun, (.:liber
.30, M1919A4, flexible, with gun pinltle (29) attached.
(1) Pedestal.-The Pedestal (1) is mounted on the rumninllg board
(4) of the vehicle and is secured to the side of the vehicle by pldet(stal
bracket (5). The pedestal is machined to seat, the cradle piltle
which rotates 360 ° and is adjustable vertically for tlr\elan dl filing
position. Both positions are controlled byl the sprinlla10:tlcl (c1lmtllo
pintle lock (6) engaging
the upl)er grroove (7) for travel positioll
(shown) and the lower groove (8) for firillg positioll of thle mullnlt.
The weight of the cradle assembly and gun is suplolrte( by the pinlt le
b)uffer spring (9). Pintle clapllp locklilng scre\\ asselllly (10) is
provided to lock the pintle in any position of traverse.
(2) Cradle.-The cradle is the stanldard type cradlle adoptedl for
machine guns (par. 109a (4) ). Swing of
to' the eradle
ele\ating lie
gun withinl the range of tdhe cradle slots is contlrolled by tlle clahmp
handle (12).
(3) Elevating and trave'rsisq wmecharnism.-The elevatinig anld
traversing mechanism (11) is provided to control fire accuracy. (See
par. 109a (5)).
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(4) (-an pint7e.-The machine gun is assembled to the cradle by
tlme gull )illtle (13) wiech is seated ill it houlsillng Sectire('(l to tlhe
Irlh.
fpiltes. 'I'llo l)ijllle is lhnld to {.hIe cr'ld1le bly .l{o spriig.
hledi
lintle lockl (14) whichl erngages a gtroove inl the gu1111 p)iftie.
hla
'1he. rear e(nd of tile tgun is seci'lred to the cradle lby a pill (15), con,i,,tiri, the enl of the elevatinllr cr'Cew f tile elevatilig Illecianllisml
wiill tle gtll bracklet.
b. I/).sIouittitl.g.-To dismounlt the gun from the pedestal

for
grolmi1id fire froml tile tripod, dismlount the cradle (2) with the cradle
pilltle (3) attaclled by releasing the pintle clamp locking screw (10)
witll(lldraing cradle pintle lock (6) and lifting the gun with its
a.-nd control mechanism (11) attached.
crailll
111. Elevating and traversing mechanism.-The earlier type
machine guns, caliber
C59815i iechalnismn employed for the Browning
.30, M1917A1 and [11919A4 (pedestal mount, T34), was redesigned
accolrding to drawing D31559 anld is shown in figure 54. The mechanism is assembled ill body (1), which is mounted on the traversing
screw (2) and guide(3). Screw (2) is supported at the ends by bearbjig (4) and click plate (5), anld is actuated by traversing knob (6).
a. I)esi'ipto n.-At right angles to the traversing screw (2), the
body as-ellnbles the elevating screAv (7) which is actuated by elevat.
ing klno, (8). The upper end of the elevating screw is Imachined
to seat bushingl,, (9) which in turn forms the seat for pin (10).
'lThe bulshing collstructionl permits a slight motion in the direction
screw which enigages
of the linle of recoil controlled by a retaining
a slot mlled in the top of the bushingg. The elevating screw stop
(11) is provided to stop the elevating screw at maximum elevation.
The adjustable scales (12 and 13), on the elevating and traversing
klobs reslpectively, are secured in position by the knurled nuts (15).
1t. Cic/.k vecliau2.AiP?.-A click mechanism is provided for the elevatllng and traversing mechanlismls which indicates a perceptible
click to lhe hald of the gunner for each 1-mil change in elevation or
tln;vcrse of tile machine guln.
112. 4.2 chemical mortar mount.-a. Descaiption.-(1) The
4.2 illch chemical mortar for motor mount is shown in figure 55.
It colnsists of a barrel (1) which is mounlted on the calrriage frlame
(2) and adjusted ill elevation by means of the elevating mechanism,
(3). The latter pivots on the traversing screw (4) and is con(5), which is attached to the barrel by
Ilected with tile coupling
the pin assembly (6) passieng through the elevating screw (7).
Traverse of the weapon is by means of the traversing screw (4)
en agtinlg,a ntt integral with the elevating screw housing. The
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traversing screw is rotated by means of the handle attached to the
inner side of the frame.
(2) 'im Ir,,,ll
(.!) i!. IIFH1,
11ll1'd
I,) t.i,1,lmIII 1i,1,e,, (8), Hwillll IIt
piln (9), andllis comlllclted to tile vellicle by thi carl'l'iltge f'tlllie IlIorn)t
or slide (10() tlhruogh p)in (11).
(3) 'Tlle drag bals (12) which are provided to support the rear end
of the vellicle and stabilize tile nortar tire attaclhed to tile vehlicle yv
means of trunnions and are connected with the base plate (8) by chains.
(4) Pin assembly (6) is provided with a locking hook tand is w\ithdrawn by pressing down on the cap and then turning the cap 180 ° ultil
the hook clears the bore of the pinhole, when the pin can be withdrawn
the length of the slot as controlled by the screw stop.
b. Travel position.-The barrel is secured by the travel lock (1:3)
and base plate (8) in vertical position, chained to the vehicle by cllhainu
(14) which in turn is attached to the adjustable hook (15). The elevating mechanism is shown secured in travel position by clamp (16).
c. Firing positions.-(1) With the mortar attached to the vehicle,
the carriage frame (2) and barrel (1) are connected by the elevNatingZ
mechanism (3), and the carriage frame and drag bars (12) are connected to slides (10). A firing angle of 60 ° is obtainable.
(2) With the mortar emplaced on the ground independent of the
vehicle, the carriage frame (2) is stabilized by the supports and tie
bars. A firing angle of from 60 ° to 450 is obtainable.
113. Carriage mount, Vf22.-The nmclhine-gun mount shmown ill
figures 50 and 57 is assenlbled on a carriage which travels oil :a col(tinuous track extendclin arould the inller side of thile vehicle loyl!,
and it can be locked for firing at any position on the track. An elevating mechanism can be utilized to provide accurate adjust.nlelnt of
the machine gun in elevation.
a. P'urpose.-This mount is designed to mount the Browning m'achine gun, caliber .30, M1919A4, flexible, for ground and antiaircra ft.
fire from inside scout car, M3.
b. Description.-Referringto figure 56, the mount is composed of
a carriage assembly (1), a pintle assembly (2), it frame consistinm of
plates (3) and (4), and the elevating mechanism (5).
(1) Carriage a(ssem.b7y.-T'he carriage travels onl the track (6) anid
assembles the pintle (2) which is fitted to permit 360 ° trlvelrse of th,.
gun and is secured to the carriage by a nut (7). Cllanp bolt (S) is
provided to lock the pintle in any position of traverse. Thie allllllllnition box support (18) is attached as indicated.
(a) The mechanism shown in figure 58 represents the rollingl catrriage used for all the machine guns track-mounted in scout cars, lI 3.
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It is composed of a body or pintle assembly (2) assembled with two
top) Ibe;llilngrs (3), two bottom bearings (4), four outer rollers (5), and
fourl inner rollers (6). While the side bearings are solid rollers, antifriction bearinlls are used on the top and bottom.
(b) The carriage is locked to the track (1) by lever (7) assembled
with right and left carn screws (8) and (9). which in turn nounlt the
clamps (10) and (11). The cam screws are threaded right and ]eft
hand respectively alnd supported by a center bearing (12). Th'll screws
are assembled to the lever on serrated bearings to permit adjustment
of tile lever position to compenssate for clamp wear and secured by nuts
(13) and (14). Sprinrs (15) are provided to retain the lever in a
locked position to prevent accidental moving of the carriage on the
track. The carriage clamps are wedge-shaped, and as the lever (7) is
released, force outward to wedgre the four inner rollers against the
track. To unlock hlle carrll
rai,se lever.
(c) The pintle,of th e Imnachine-,gun mounit rotates in the bushing (16)
antl is clamnpe(l in plosition by handle (17) which actuates the jaws
(18) and (19). The j\aw (18) is threaded to fit the screw (20), while
the jaw (19) is made a slide fit on the screw body. Both jaws are
machined to fit the contour of the pintle and are kept in alinement by
pirls (21) whllcll engage mating slots in the rear portion of the jaws.
(2) Pinfte a.oenbiy.-Tlle pintle assernbly (2) mounts a frame
comlposed of l)lates (3) and (4), which are assembled into a rigid
unit by means of the shouldered spacer (9) and the box type construction of the pintle snpllport (10). The frame assembly pivots on
the pintle on trunnions (11) whiclh formn the fulcrum for the movenlent of the machine gun in elevation. Tle frame is locked to the
pintle in any position of elevation within the range of the frame by
]le handle assembly (12). This handle is assembled to a screw which
fits the threaded jaw (13) and permits clalmping by turning the
]lhandle in either direction. The machine gun (19) is assembled to
the mount by the gun pintle (14) which is seated in pintle support
(10) and is secured by pintle lock assemlbly (15) on the front end of
the machine gun. The rear end of the grun is secured by the slide
(16) of the elevating mechanism attached to spacer (9) of the mount.
(:3) Pintle lock.-The pintle lock assembly (15) consists of a
slpring slide which engages a mating groove in the pintle (14) and
therejby loclks thle latter to the mount. The slide is actuated by a cam
(17) shlown in position with the pintle lock engaged. To disengatge
the lock, place the cain horizontally when a flat on the end of the cant
seats oil the body of the pintle lock and retains the lock in the disengaged position.
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(4) Eleqvating ·mNechanismr.-See plragl:aphl
108 alnd figure 50. 011ne
modificlation concerns the provision of a hinged, spring-actuating
triggerl (4l) to retain the slide on the traversisllg bar in addition to
tile locking level (42).
c. Dis.o'in

ti;g.-(1) T'I'o remove the macIlline grll from

tile car-

ringe mnoount, release tie gin plintle hatch (15), discolinect the elcvwtillgr 11ecllhlnisll b)y p,lling on its triggrer, nnll] lift (g11ll witl (lOvatine Ilmeclianism and gun pintite attachled.
(2) 'ITo rellove tile pilltle assembly 1froll tile carriage, release clalp
handle (8), remove nut (7), alnd lift pintle and fraimec fromll carriagle.
(3) To remove carriage from track, remoove four otiter rollers.
d. Ltubriceltion.-- xcessive wear and collsequellt hirgh mrillatenlance
costs canll l prev\ented only by keeping the n:matriel cleanl aind well
lub)rictted. Libriiat
i
n oil (Navy colitract 41 10, eq(livalent to v iscosity of 90 to 120 at 1;300 F.) sllould be used.
'lThe trunlionl bearilugs, clamluling dc\ices, elevating sclre,
ca.rri:tie
rollers, iaid other
bearillng surfaces subject to wear should be lulbricated elolls
every S
of firillng.
114. Carriage mount, M21.--_The machinle-gun mount (fig. 50)
is assembled in a manner similar to that described in paralgraph 1183,
utilizing the same carriage assemblylll
as the carl;itage inwllt, M\'?2.
This mount is designed for the Browninlg michie gun, caliber .5(),
MA2, heavy barrel, for ground fire from inside scout car, :MA3, anld anltiaircraft fire from outside the vehicle.
115. Carriage mount, D36961.--Machine gull mounts for scout
car, MI3Al1, are shown in figures 60 and 61. T]ie carriage slhownvl in
figure 62 assembles eitller mount and provides for travel oln : colntinuous track extending around the inner side of the vehicle; it
can be locked for firing at any position of the.track ldcl canted for
any position of the vehicle. The usual elevating mechanisms plrovided with the guns are employed for accurate nadjustment.
a. Purpose.-This mount is designed to mount Browning minachille
gun, caliber .30, M1917A1, and Browning machine gun, caliber .50,
MA12, heavy barrel, flexible, for ground and antiaircraft fire from
illside scout car, M3A1.
b. Description.-The general details of the various nmecllanisnms
involved in mounting the guns indicated have been discussed il lreceding paragraphs. The major chanlge in the carriaige itself froll
that already described concerns the addition of ,nn anticanting device
for the pintle retainer to compelnsate for the displacellnelt. of-l the
track from a horizontal plane. By turning the control lwheel clockwise, the vertical centerline of the gun mount will be displaced to
285994'-41-10
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the left and vice versa. Sighting and aiming may thus he executed
prolperly regardless of the side slope of the vehicle. The pintle
cl:amp, which prevents the pintle fronm revolving, is independent of
the anticallting control.
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LIST OF REFElRENCES
1. Standard Nomenclature Lists.
Gun, machine, caliber .30, Browning, M1917A1, and
mo ntlt, (hipod, M IO
t 1----------7A---7 ------Gun, machine, caliber .30, Browning, M1919A4, and
mount, tripod, M2 ----------------Gun, submachine, caliber .45, Thompson, M1925Al.---Gun, machine, caliber .50, Browning, M2, HB, flexible,
-----------and mount, tripod, M3 ----------Cars, scout, M3 and M3A1, and carriage, motor, 4.2
mortar, M2 ------------------------------------Cleaning and preserving materials -------------------Chemical Warfare Service Storage Catalog.............
Current Standard Nomenclature Lists are as tabulated
here. An up-to-date list of SNL's is maintained as the
"Ordnance Publications for Supply Index"--------2. Technical Manual.
Cleaning and preserving materials -------------------(Now published as TR 1395-A)
3. Field Manuals.
Mechanized Cavalry ------------------Employment of Cavalry --------------------Thompson submachine gun, caliber .45, M1928A1 ----- Browning machine gun, caliber .30, M1919A4 ---------Browning machine gun, caliber .30, M1917A1 -------Browning .machine gun, caliber .50, M2, IIHB, flexible -.-Motor Transport ------------------------------

SNI- Aj-5
SNL A-6
SNL A-32
SANL A-39
SNL G-G7
SNL K(-1

(OPSI)
TM 9-850

FM
FM[
FiM
FMI
FM
FM
FM

2-10
2-1 5
23-40
23-45
23-55
23-60
25-10

4. Army Regulations.
--_ - AR 30-955
Transportation of supplies _------------___-____
Storage of motor vehicle equipment ----------------- AR 30-1055
Allowances, fuels, and lubricants for motor vehicles and
AR 730-10
equipment used for training purposes -_------------Mtarking of clothing, equipment, vehicles, and property_ ARl 850-5
_------AR 850-10
Registration and inventory of motor vehicles -__---------------__
.
.------ All S50-15
Military motor vehicles
5. Other publications.
Motor tlnlsport. technical service bulletins, Qularterlumster Corps.
Circular 1-10, Motor transportation, Quartermaster Corps.
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FIGURgE 14.-A. C. fuel pumps.
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( Right side.
FIloURE 23.-Tralnsmission.
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TO
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MAIN SHAFT

(K) DRIVE SHAFT
(L)

IDLER SHAFT

(M) SPEEDOMETER

SEAL (C)

(C)

DRIVEN GEAR (2p r.)
IDLER

SHAFT (E)

COUNTER

SHAFT (Fj

DRIVE GEAR'

(N) IDLER SHAFT FIXED GEAR (33 T)
(to) COUNTER
SHAFT DRIVEN GEAR(2I9,)
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FlOURE 24.-Transfer case, scout car, M3.
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FRONT

WHEEL

BwIlusA-TOE-IN OF I/8' t I/6'
E-STEERING ANGLE OF 30' MAXIMUM
F-STEERING

ANGLE

OF 26'

STOPS

IN REAR,

RS-WITH

STOPS

IN FRONT, ADJUST

YY-VERTICAL

ADJUST

OF 3/4'

D-CASTOR

OF 5'

TO 7'

AT INNER WHEEL

APPROXIMATELY

LS-WITH

CHART

ALIGNMENT
C-CAMBER

AT OUTER

TO GET

30'

TO GET

30'

WHEEL

ANGLE AT INNER

WHEEL

LEFT

WHEEL

ANGLE AT

ZZ-KING

CENTER LINE

PIN CENTER

LINE

TOP

FRONT"'

tA FSD 693

FlouRu 30.-Wheel alinement.
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(F) IJOOT. `:r
-- >-Sy ~j
(J) PISTON STOP WIRE
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'
..
(N)
LET

VALVE (K

vALVE OUTLET

SPRINO (P)
SPRING (G)

-

CUP

(B) PISTON
(M)
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S FIItU 14.11

..

.HETURIN
j
8Y-PASS

-

--

_

PRIMARY

CUP (C)

O) Master cylinllder.

(O. GUIDE
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-

-

(

(U) NUT
(TI

-

ADJUSTING

--

--

ANCHOR

BLEEDER
-

.-

® Cylinder
LI'ourn

-

BRAKE
SPRING (0)

PINS (P)

Wheel cylidelr anl slhoes.

-

CAM

RELEASE

alld

IdJtlstinIg caillS.

33.-Brakie cyliuders.
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VENT

HOUSING

ADJUSTI'NG

PLUG----

ADJUSTING PLUG LOCK
SCREW AND NUT
....------- PIPE PLUG,

'~.
'

SIDE COVER -. ----

PIN ASSEMBLY
W/BEARING

_ :,'.

LEVER

> tw
-

ADJUSTING SCREWAND LOCK NUT
SIDE COVER___
SCREWS

1.

~~\
.i---.
'

WI,.

-.

_

_

_
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,,?;~---LEVER

- CAM
SHAFT.

NUT

'

,_,'

,
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._

.......- LEVER

SHAFT

BUSHING

ILl

SHAFT

-

LOWER

~'.k.- ....
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FIGUIUE 36.-Steering gear-,
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single lever.

COVER

STEERING

-GROVE

PATH OF LEVER

END

ARM

VARIATION

FSD 701
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---- CLAMP · BOLT
----

BRASS

SHIMS

UPPER

COVER
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PIPE
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------ -

HOUSING

----

LEVER

-----
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CAM

SHAFT

-- LEVER
:::2S
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PLUG
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SHAFT

rNUT
-

-- ... LEVER SHAFT
BUSHING
END

'''--LOWER

-

COVER

STEERING

ARM

R GROVE AT(A)B(B)
T-AHEAD` POSITION
PERMISSIBLE LASH
IN PIN POSITIONS
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2
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rIluumIU :;7.-Stterilng golnr, Iwliu liver.
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BATTERY ARMATURE
(AMMETER)

(D Auto-Lite.
FlouonU41.-Voltage regulators.
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IGNITION

SWITCH--

..--...

SPEEDOMETER

HAND THROTTLE
INSTRUMENT

CLUSTER----]

LIGHT SWITCH
STOP LIGHT CUTOUT-HORN BUTTON-- 1
STEERING WHEEL,

.

CASE

\

//V/ i

,

SHIFT

SHIFT

LEVER

HAND

BRAKE

LEVER-----44

_I

LEVER

GEAR

FIGUIIE

VOLTME
HEi

i

i
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VOLT M

I
i

I
.E

//

_

L- SHU '7TTER LEVER
-FIRE
I-XTINGUISHER
E;
IRA FSD 709.

.- In1trUilllelt pallel and(l controls, Scout
car, IM3.
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(34)

(30)

(38)
(37)

(31)

(32)

(42)

(36)

(44)

(35)

(43)

(40)

(45)

(33)
(

Elevatillg

mechanism tripod Imount,

-HANDWHEEL

caliber .50.

RA FSD 718

(34)
(30)

(38) SCRE'

(39)-

(37)

SCREI

(31)

(32)

SCRED

(42)

(36)

SPRIN

(44)

(35)

PIN-

(43)

(40) SCRE)

(45)

(33) SLEE\

(41)

O Elevating mechanism mount, M21, caliber .50.
FIGURE 50.-Elevating mechanisms.
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